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ABSTRACT
The reverberative interval of the seismogram, defined as the portion following the
surface wave train propagating along the minor arc and ending with the first body-wave
arrivals from the major arc, provides an excellent window in which to observe subcritical
reflections from mantle discontinuities. On an SH-polarized seismogram the intervals
between ScS,, and sScS,, wave groups (zeroth-order reverberations) are approximately 15
minutes long and consist almost entirely of waves reflected one or more times from mantle
discontinuities (first- and higher-order reverberations). We have developed signal
enhancement and waveform inversion schemes to progressively extract information
pertaining to mantle layering from the waveforms of zeroth- and first-order reverberations
and have applied them to a data set of long-period, digital seismograms drawn from a
number of tectonic regions in the western and central Pacific, the adjoining marginal
basins, Indonesia, and Australia-a study area which includes the majority of deep
subduction zones. The results place important constraints on the nature of the transition-
zone discontinuities.
Measurements of the two-way, vertical shear-wave travel time from the free surface to
the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities (r400 and r650 , respectively) yield estimates of
transition-zone travel time, TTZ, largely uncontaminated by outside heterogeneity.
Variations in the path-averaged estimates of TTz are of the order of 10 s, indicating
significant lateral heterogeneity in the transition zone. Correlations of TTz with r400 and
ILM (travel time through the lower mantle) are consistent with, but do not require, the
thermal deflection of an exothermic phase transition near 400 km and an endothermic
transition at 650 km, with -25 km of long-wavelength (500-5000 km) topography on
each. The amount of topography estimated for the 650-km discontinuity is significantly
less than expected for a rigorously-stratified mantle (>100 km), where, in regions of
subduction, the interface between the upper and lower mantle is predicted to be deflected to
compensate the mass excess of downgoing slab material.
Apart from the apparently ubiquitous transition-zone discontinuities, we find evidence
for a number of smaller discontinuities throughout the mantle. An abrupt 5-8% increase in
shear-wave impedance at an average depth of 67 km is interpreted as the spinel - garnet
lherzolite (or peridotite) transition. Seismic corridors sampling primarily oceanic, back-arc,
and tectonically-active continental regimes feature a prominent impedance decrease in the
upper 100 km, marking the onset of the low-velocity zone (LVZ). The reflector is
significantly brighter on the back-arc side of subduction zones, perhaps requiring a small
degree of partial melting in these regions. Anisotropy associated with strong corner flow
above the subducting slab may play an accessary role. The bottom boundary of the LVZ
typically appears to be a gradual transition (greater than 50 km in vertical extent) rather than
an abrupt velocity increase. A third discontinuity, at an average depth of 232 km, is
observed for paths crossing the western and central portions of the Australian continent and
northern margin, and marks a small (~4%) increase in shear-wave impedance.
Observations of this discontinuity and the LVZ reflector do not overlap. Correlation of
depth to the 220-km discontinuity with Qscs, and sampling of surface tectonic regimes,
follow the same trends as the LVZ reflector, suggesting that the 220-km discontinuity
delimits the base of the subcontinental lithosphere, perhaps marking an anisotropic, high-
velocity cap over a subcontinental LVZ, similar to the structure believed to exist at
shallower depths beneath the oceans. In regions of subduction, an abrupt 3.6% increase in
shear-wave impedance occurs at an average depth of 318 km. This reflector may be the
seismic signature of the high-pressure bound of the LVZ, made locally bright by the
reaction of H20 and forsterite driving the mantle solidus upward, a reaction facilitated by
greater water pressure due to advection of hydrous phases in the downgoing oceanic crust.
Additional impedance increases occur at average depths of 530 km, 730 km, and 915
km, and may persist throughout the data set. The shallowest is attributed to the #-spinel -+
yspinel phase transition, although the experimentally determined two-phase region may be
too broad to explain the observations. The 730-km discontinuity may mark the seismic
signature of the ilmenite -+ perovskite transition, a change in silicate perovskite symmetry,
or the yspinel -+ perovskite + magnesiowistite phase transition locally depressed to
greater depths by a cold chemical boundary layer trapped upon it. Identification of the 915-
km discontinuity is more speculative, but could mark a symmetry change in silicate
perovskite. Complex upper-mantle and transition-zone structures previously proposed for
the northern continental margin and interior of the Australian continent predict the fine-scale
structure of our data set remarkably well, providing strong independent support of these
observations.
Beneath the regions sampled, the depth interval of 1000 km to 2500 km appears free of
any distinct layering, in agreement with most recent seismic models depicting adiabatic
compression of an homogeneous mantle. Any discontinuities occurring in this depth
interval must be either small (SH-polarized reflection coefficient <1.0%) or intermittent or
have lateral depth variations in excess of 50 km. At greater depths, we find evidence for a
reflector of long-period seismic energy located approximately 325 km above the core-
mantle boundary (CMB), which likely corresponds to the discontinuity proposed by T. Lay
and associates. It is characterized by normal-incidence, SH reflection coefficient R =
40.022, implying a 1.7% increase in density for the 2.75% increase in shear velocity
proposed by Lay and Helmberger (1983). The discontinuity does not appear to be a
ubiquitous feature of the lower mantle, occurring beneath roughly one-third of the seismic
corridors examined. This and the observed correlation of discontinuity depth and lower
mantle heterogeneity favor a compositional origin. Strong, mantle-side layering near the
CMB boundary-perhaps associated with a thin chemical boundary layer not unlike the
crust-is not required by the data, but could be present if it is a fluid or accompanied by little
impedance contrast or thin (<10 km).
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"And the Lord said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? Then
Satan answered the Lord, and said, From going to and fro in
the Earth, and from walking up and down in it."
Book of Job, 1:7
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
"The interior of the Earth is a problem at once fascinating and baffling as
one may easily judge from the vast literature, and the few established facts,
concerning it. There is no dearth of information-astronomical,
geochemical, petrological, geological, geophysical-but the relationship of
most of this material to the Earth's interior is vague. The only information
about definite levels of the interior, derived from seismology, has an
abstract character and requires deciphering."
Francis Birch
Elasticity and Constitution of the Earth's Interior, 1952
Although written in 1952, the introduction to Birch's seminal paper on the constitution
of the Earth's interior still rings true today. Despite tremendous strides made in all fields
connected with the study of the Earth's deep structure, the accumulation of nearly forty
years worth of seismological and laboratory data has often raised as many questions as it
has answered. This is especially true of the Earth's mantle, the largest of the four major
seismological layers (crust, mantle, inner and outer core), which alone comprises greater
than 80% of the Earth's total volume, and nearly 65% of its mass. While is resides just
scant kilometers beneath the oceans, the mantle is (today) every bit as inaccessible as the
core. Direct samples of the mantle are rare-occurring as the odd xenolith in kimberlites and
other igneous intrusions, or exposed in mountain peridotites and ophiolite sequences-and
carry with them a number of attendant questions concerning their rather unusual origins.
As a result, study of the mantle has relied primarily on seismology. However, as Birch so
succinctly put it: "(seismological results) have an abstract character and need deciphering."
The process of deciphering is still in progress, and despite constant bombardment from the
combined arsenals of geology, petrology, and geochemistry, no true consensus has
emerged on many of the most fundamental and consequential questions regarding the
composition and state of the Earth's mantle.
As a case in point, let us consider one of the most oft-asked questions, namely: What is
the nature of the 650-km discontinuity? Does this discontinuity, the largest in the mantle,
represent a phase transition in an compositionally homogeneous mantle, a change in
composition (such as an increase in Fe content), or a combination of both? The answer to
this question has grave implications for a number of geodynamically important processes,
including the depth extent of mantle flow, mixing of mantle reservoirs, and the bulk
composition of the Earth. Seismology tells us much about the 650-km discontinuity, for
example: the average depth and contrast in velocity across the discontinuity are known from
the study of body-wave travel times and amplitudes in the triplication range [e.g., King and
Calcagnile, 1976; Given and Helmberger, 1980; Grand and Helmberger, 1984],
tomography [e.g., Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1987; Tanimoto, 1987, 1988] and
residual-sphere analysis [e.g., Creager and Jordan, 1986; Fischer et al., 1986] suggest that
velocity anomalies, especially in regions of subduction, are coherent across the
discontinuity, while reflections of high-frequency P'P' phases point to a sharp increase in
compressional-wave impedance [e.g., Engdahl and Flinn, 1969; Whitcomb and Anderson,
1970; Richards, 1972]. Of these observations, the last is perhaps the most telling. Studies
of the phase change of (MgFe)2SiO4 (yrspinel) -> (Mg,Fe)Si0 3 (perovskite) + (MgFe)O
(magnesiowiistite), the most likely candidate reaction for the 650-km discontinuity, reveal a
broad two-phase region [e.g., Ito and Yamada, 1982] incapable of supporting high-
frequency body-wave reflections [Lees et al., 1983]. But here we run into a conundrum.
If the discontinuity is primarily compositional in origin, we would expect to observe a great
deal of topography on it, likely in excess of 100 km [e.g., Hager and Raefsky, 1981;
Christensen and Yuen, 1984], as it deflects to support the mass excess of downgoing slabs
in regions of subduction. It is a major conclusion of this thesis that topography of this
magnitude does not occur, and that the observed topography is consistent with the thermal
deflection of an endothermic phase transition.
A more precise knowledge of the composition and state of the mantle will undoubtedly
contribute to our understanding of its contribution to the complex dynamics and evolution
of the Earth. Because of its great size and slow characteristic time scales, the mantle is the
major player in many important and ongoing geodynamic processes. For instance, flow in
the mantle ultimately provides the driving force of plate tectonics, while its coupling to core
convection may exert a profound influence on the geodynamo and the resultant magnetic
field [e.g., Bloxham and Gubbins, 1987].
Recently a number of attempts have been made to model the radial variations of density
and elastic moduli in the upper mantle and transition zone using results of high-pressure
petrology [e.g., Bass and Anderson, 1984; Weidner, 1985; Irifune, 1987; Duffy and
Anderson, 1989]. A major outcome of this research is the realization that the radial
variation of velocity and density in the upper mantle, away from discontinuities, does not
strongly constrain the candidate modal phase assemblages, admitting a wide range of
olivine, pyroxene and garnet mineralogies. This problem is further aggravated by severe
thermal heterogeneity in the upper mantle, whose effects on velocities are not well
calibrated. Rather, it is found that the seismologically determined depth and variation in
material properties associated with mantle discontinuities are the most diagnostic indicators
of composition and state [Duffy and Anderson, 1989]. This thesis presents a number of
fundamentally new observations pertinent to mantle layering obtained from a recently
recognized class of body waves known as mantle reverberations. The observations
provide constraints that would be difficult-if not impossible-to obtain from other seismic
phases.
Mantle reverberations form the class of body waves which repeatedly traverse the mantle
along steeply-dipping ray paths, alternately reflecting from the free surface (FS) and core-
mantle boundary (CMB), and including such phases as PcP and ScSn (where n is the
number of core reflections). The latter are examples of what we term zeroth-order
reverberations, denoting that they have not been reflected from any discontinuities internal
to the mantle. While these phases are perhaps the most familiar mantle reverberations, the
overwhelming majority of mantle reverberations are of higher order, having suffered one or
more reflections from mantle discontinuities. Unlike their zeroth-order counterparts,
higher-order reverberations are uniquely sensitive to layering of the mantle. Unfortunately
the small contrasts in material properties typically associated with mantle discontinuities
ensures that most higher-order reverberations will go unnoticed. Crucial to this study is the
existence of a window on the seismogram, located between the surface wave train
propagating along the minor arc and the first body-wave arrivals from the major arc, in
which it is possible to observe first- and higher-order reverberations. Known as the
reverberative interval, on an SH-polarized seismogram it consists almost entirely of mantle
reverberations, and is dominated by ScSn and sScSn. In the gaps between ScSn and sScSn
wave groups, each approximately 15 minutes long, we have observed first-order
reverberations generated by the major mantle discontinuities-apparently the first time that
these phases have been observed as distinct, isolated arrivals.
First-order reverberations have a number of properties which make them ideally suited to
the study of mantle layering. Perhaps the singlemost important asset is the ability to image
the entire depth extent of the mantle with a single data set, and being able to do so almost
irrespective of the horizontal path length. It is this property that distinguishes mantle
reverberations from the majority of seismological tools; one which we exploit to produce an
internally consistent description of mantle layering.
Organization
Like the Earth's mantle, this thesis is broken into three sections: In the first, we
document observations of first-order mantle reverberations drawn from a data set of more
than 200 recordings of 130 intermediate- and deep-focus earthquakes in the western
Pacific, the adjoining marginal basins and Indonesia. Sampling of the mantle and surface
tectonic regimes are discussed, and found to run the gamut of tectonic types, including
intermediate to older aged ocean, back-arc marginal basins, continental margins, platforms
and shields, as well as the majority of deep subduction zones. As an preliminary example
of the power of first-order reverberations, we employ the phase equalization and stacking
algorithm of Jordan and Sipkin [1977] to simultaneously estimate the path-averaged, shear-
wave quality factor of the upper and lower mantle and the reflection coefficient of the 650-
km discontinuity.
Part two develops specifically tailored algorithms capable of extracting parameters
describing mantle layering from the waveforms of zeroth- and first-order reverberations.
The inversion of zeroth-order reverberations tells us much about the regional variation of
whole-mantle attenuation and travel time, while also providing estimates of source
parameters and crustal structure needed to describe the waveforms of higher-order
reverberative interval arrivals. Inversion of first-order reverberations then adds information
describing the gross properties of mantle layering. The analysis resembles the methods of
migration common to exploration seismology and offers a powerful alternative to traditional
travel-time studies. Once developed, these techniques are applied to data. By repeating the
experiments on synthetic data sets we address the non-uniqueness, resolution, and
robustness of the algorithms. Synthetic modeling also serves as an aid to interpretation, the
success of which has enabled us to identify a number of low-magnitude reflectors in both
the upper and lower mantle. Because of its importance to this study, much attention is paid
to the process of synthetic forward modeling, results of which are documented on a path-
by-path basis. The results of section two are numerous; of greatest importance, however,
is a map of the path-averaged depths and magnitudes of the major mantle reflectors.
The third section analyzes and expands upon these results in the context of the transition
zone, the upper mantle and, lastly, the lower mantle-an ordering which follows the most
straightforward decomposition of the data. Important new constraints on mantle layering,
especially as regards the lateral variability of structure in the upper mantle and the possible
existence of a chemical boundary layer in the D" region, are obtained. Measurements of
topography on the 400-km and 650-km discontinuity are discussed in terms of transition-
zone thermal structure and composition. As alluded to previously, we do not find the
degree of topography expected for a rigorously stratified mantle. There does exist,
however, preliminary evidence for the accumulation of a chemical boundary layer on the
650-km discontinuity. Whether formation of this feature is associated with subduction is
unknown, but the observations can be explained the thermal equilibration of an initially
cold layer residing on the discontinuity.
By drawing heavily from the allied fields of mantle petrology and geochemistry
throughout, we attempt to interpret and tie together these observations into a coherent,
mantle-wide reference frame-hopefully making the seismological results a little less
"abstract" in the process.
Related Publications
The bulk of this thesis has either been published or is in press. Much of chapters 2, 3
and 4 appear in Revenaugh and Jordan [1987, 1989]. The remaining chapters are to be
published as a series of four papers.
Revenaugh, J., and T.H. Jordan, Observations of first-order mantle reverberations, Bull. Seismol.
Soc. Am., 77, 1704-1717, 1987.
Revenaugh, J., and T.H. Jordan, A study of mantle layering beneath the western Pacific, J. Geophys.
Res., in press, 1989.
CHAPTER 2
MANTLE REVERBERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Direct arrivals and fundamental-mode surface waves have long been the mainstays of
seismology. Besides offering the greatest signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), study of these
phases has in large part been motivated by the ease of interpretation. However, with the
advent of powerful, accurate and efficient algorithms for computing complete synthetic
seismograms, seismologists have recently begun to look more closely at the seismogram-
discovering a wealth of untapped information in the process. Studies of higher-mode
surface waves, variously interpreted as the superposition of overtone branches [e.g.,
Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987; Tanimoto, 1988] or as multiple P and S waves [e.g., Given
and Heimberger, 1980; Grand and Helmberger, 1984] have contributed greatly to our
knowledge of the upper mantle and transition zone, while studies such as those of
Dziewonski and Woodhouse [1987] and Tanimoto [1987], treating the entire low-
frequency seismic wave train, have succeeded in mapping the low-wavenumber velocity
heterogeneity of both the upper and lower mantles.
Study of discontinuity phases (by which we refer to reflected and mode-converted body
waves) has been slower to succumb to synthetic modeling, not for a lack of creativity on
the part of seismology, but rather due to their generally poor SNR. Although the vast
majority of seismic body waves can be classified as discontinuity phases, only a very few,
such as PcP and certain post-critical reflections, have SNRs comparable to direct arrivals.
Studies of other discontinuity phases, in particular those interacting with discontinuities
internal to the mantle, have traditionally relied on fortuitous experimental geometries to
isolate the low-magnitude phases. Examples include precursors to P'P'[e.g., Engdahl and
Flinn, 1969; Whitcomb and Anderson, 1970; Nakanishi, 1988] and PP [e.g., Bolt, 1970;
Ward, 1978; Souriau, 1986; Wajeman, 1988], and mode-converted P and S waves
[Paulssen, 1985; 1988; Vinnik, 1977; Vinnik et al., 1983; Faber and Mailler; 1980, 1984],
to name but a few. However, even with station array data, the usefulness of these phases
is in general severely curtailed by their low amplitudes-an unfortunate fact given the
information they contain.
The Reverberative Interval
Perhaps the best window in which to view subcritical angle reflections from mantle
discontinuities is the reverberative interval, defined as the portion of the seismogram
between the surface wave train propagating along the minor arc and the first body-wave
arrivals from the major arc. This interval is dominated by core-reflected phases such as
ScSn and other reverberations from internal discontinuities (Figure 2.1). On a
transversely-polarized (SH) seismogram, free from mode conversions and core-penetrating
phases, these reverberations can be conveniently classified by the number of internal
mantle reflections they experience; ScSn and sScSn phases suffer no such reflections and
are therefore termed zeroth-order reverberations, those experiencing one reflection are first-
order reverberations, and so forth. (Hereafter, the term "mantle reverberations" will be
used to designate these SH-polarized shear waves.)
The properties of zeroth-order reverberations have been investigated in a number of
attenuation experiments [e.g., Kovach and Anderson, 1964; Jordan and Sipkin, 1977;
Sipkin and Jordan, 1979, 1980b; Nakanishi, 1980; Lay and Wallace, 1983, 1988; Chan
and Der, 1988] and studies of lateral velocity heterogeneity [e.g., Okal and Anderson,
1975; Sipkin and Jordan, 1976, 1980a; Stark and Forsyth, 1983]. ScSn phases sample the
entire mantle, have short horizontal path lengths, and are free of many of the complications
associated with turning rays. On the same seismogram, ScS, phases of different core-
bounce number n have similar propagation paths near their endpoints, so that their
differential properties are insensitive to instrument response, source structure, and
heterogeneity beneath the receivers. Experimental geometries can therefore be devised that
selectively sample the upper mantle beneath regions well removed from either seismic
sources or receivers. Unfortunately, zeroth-order reverberations alone can resolve only
whole-mantle averages. First- and higher-order reverberations, by virtue of the reflections
they experience, preferentially sample certain mantle regions and can be combined with
lower-order reverberations to resolve vertically-averaged properties of mantle regions
delineated by major discontinuities, as well as the impedance contrasts across the
interfaces.
We have observed first-order reverberations-specifically SH-polarized ScSn and sScSn
phases reflected at near normal incidence from upper mantle discontinuities-on long period,
digital seismograms of the HGLP and SRO networks. Such arrivals are the primary
contributors to the "background" signal level between the multiple-ScS waves in Figure
2.1. They correspond to a dynamic family of rays which we shall denote by
{ScSnSd±S}, where n is the multiple number of the parent (zeroth-order) phase, "d+"
signifies a reflection from the top of an internal discontinuity at depth d, and "d" signifies
a reflection from the bottom. Each {ScSnSd±S} arrival is comprised of either n or n+ 1
dynamic analogs, depending on the depths of the source and reflector and on whether the
reflection is topside or bottomside. In a spherically symmetric Earth, these analogs arrive
at exactly the same time with the same amplitude and phase to build up an observable
arrival; this multiplicity offsets attenuation and helps maintain the amplitude of the ray
family as the ScSn reflection number n increases, allowing observations over a range of n.
(In the real Earth, we expect some small degree of destructive interference owing to the
splitting of the reverberation by ellipticity and aspherical structure encountered along its
various component rays.) Figure 2.2 illustrates ray paths for the families {ScS 2,S650+S}
and {ScS 2 ,S650-S}, the topside and bottomside reflections from the 650-km
discontinuity, respectively.
OBSERVATIONS
Although we have assembled a large and geographically extensive database of mantle
reverberations, in this section we will concentrate our efforts on paths within the Tonga-
Hawaii corridor, which has a favorable geometry for the observation of mantle
reverberations. The properties of multiple ScS phases along this relatively uniform swath
of old oceanic lithosphere have been investigated extensively by Jordan and Sipkin [1977]
and Sipkin and Jordan [1979, 1980a, b]. Seismograms from the High-Gain, Long-Period
(HGLP) instruments at station KIP, on the island of Oahu, were provided to the author by
S. Sipkin of the U.S. Geological Survey. Eleven Tonga-Fiji events with focal depths
ranging from 229 km to 602 km were selected for detailed analysis. As was typical of the
data set in general, records for these events had apparently simple time functions
(characterized by impulsive, short duration P and S waveforms), good SH signal-to-noise
ratios at KIP, and depths of focus large enough to separate the ScSn and sScSn phases. At
the epicentral distances typical of this path (40*-5 14), the reverberative interval is about 50
minutes long and includes reverberations with reflection numbers n between two and four
(Figure 2.1).
Synthetic seismograms of the reverberative interval have been generated by both normal-
mode summation and geometrical-optics ray theory. Source mechanisms were taken from
Richter [1979], Billington [1980], and Giardini [1984], and the HGLP instrument
response was adapted from Berg and Chesley [1976]. To compute the synthetics, we
superposed Lerner-Lam and Jordan's [1987] PA2 model of the western-Pacific upper
mantle on the PEM lower mantle of Dziewonski et al. [1975]. Anelastic structure was
specified by Sipkin and Jordan's [1980b, Table 4] Oceanic Model B, a two-layer model
constructed to satisfy ScS,, attenuation data. The ray synthetics include all first-order and
second-order reverberations from the two transition-zone discontinuities, located at 400 km
and 670 km in the PA2 model.
In the ray synthetics, third- and higher-order reverberations from the transition-zone
interfaces are ignored, as are all reflections from the first-order discontinuities at the lid-
LVZ boundary (98 km in PA2), and the base of the LVZ (180 km). The mode synthetics,
computed by summing all toroidal free oscillations with frequencies up to 50 mHz,
necessarily include all reverberations. As discussed by Anderson and Cleary [1974] and
Kennett and Nolet [1979], the reverberation structure associated with internal mantle
discontinuities is manifested by harmonic variations in the asymptotic spacing of toroidal-
mode eigenfrequencies.
Figure 2.3 compares the mode and ray synthetics with data for the deep-focus (h = 373
km) event of Feb. 22, 1975. The good agreement validates the approximations made in the
ray summation. Some minor differences can be discerned just prior to the arrival of the
ScSn and sScS, phases, owing primarily to reflections from shallow discontinuities not
included in the ray sum, but the reflections from the free surface, CMB, and transition-zone
discontinuities clearly dominate the theoretical seismogram. The comparison shows that
geometrical optics provides an excellent description of reflections from sharp
discontinuities at center frequencies on the order of 30 mHz.
One advantage of the ray method is that it is easily modified to account for aspherical
heterogeneity along the ray paths. Sipkin and Jordan [1980b] have obtained evidence for
the existence of small-scale lateral variations along the Tonga-KIP path which perturb the
ScSn travel times by about 0.5%. In this study, we ignore this heterogeneity and deal
exclusively with path-averaged radial structure. However, we do correct our ray synthetics
by modifying the travel time of each wavelet according to the average ellipticity along the
minor arc. Since the reverberations are primarily sensitive to the average thicknesses of the
mantle layers, especially for large multiple number n, this approximation is justified. For
the predominantly equatorial paths used in this study, the two-way whole-mantle travel
time is typically increased by 2.5 s. Although not very obvious in Figure 2.3, this
ellipticity correction improves the agreement between the observed and computed travel
times of the ScSn and sScSn phases.
At frequencies below about 40 mHz, the theoretical seismograms do a reasonably good
job of predicting the signal amplitude in the reverberative interval observed along the
Tonga-KIP path, indicating that most of the energy between the ScSn-sScSn wave groups
results from coherent reflections off the transition-zone discontinuities. However, the
observed seismograms tend to be richer in higher frequency energy than the synthetics.
Although some of this discrepancy may result from errors in the HGLP instrument
response or complications in the source structure, incoherent scattering by small-scale
heterogeneities undoubtably plays a role. Because the primary wave field is concentrated at
such high horizontal phase velocities, and back-scattered as well as forward-scattered
energy can be observed, the study of broad-band signals within the reverberative interval
can potentially provide unique constraints on the statistics of scattering at nearly vertical
angles of incidence. The detailed investigation of this problem would likely require data
from an array of three-component, broad-band seismometers of the sort proposed by the
PASSCAL program [Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology, 1984].
Figure 2.4 compares the observed seismogram with the synthetic for the event of March
23, 1974, a deep-focus Fiji earthquake (h = 515 km) located 50* from KIP. To facilitate
the identification of individual phases, the synthetic has been broken up into families of
dynamic analogs corresponding to the first-order topside and bottomside reflections from
the two transition-zone discontinuities. We also show separately the contributions from the
zeroth-order and all second-order reverberations. Since the latter are small compared to the
primary internal reflections, we can safely ignore higher-order reverberations. Figure 2.5
is a similar comparison for the intermediate-focus event of Dec. 19, 1973 (h = 229 km).
Figure 2.6 compares observed and theoretical seismograms of the reverberative interval for
a suite of focal depths.
Particularly prominent in both the data and synthetics are the topside and bottomside
reflections from the 650-km (or 670-km) discontinuity. A close look at the differences
between the observed and synthetic seismograms reveals that the topside reflections from
this interface are consistently earlier and the bottomside reflections consistently later than
predicted by PA2, indicating that the shallower depth is more appropriate to the Tonga-KIP
corridor; we have therefore employed d = 650 km in our phase designations. On a
corridor-by-corridor basis, these sorts of offsets provide evidence for topography on the
650-km and other mantle discontinuities, and are discussed in later chapters. The topside
reflections {ScSnS650+S} and {sScSnS650+S} follow their respective parent phases,
ScSn and sScSn, by the two-way, vertical travel time from the free surface to the 650-km
discontinuity, r650 ~ 280 s (4.65 min). For events with intermediate hypocentral depths,
this time difference is sufficient to isolate {ScSnS650+S} from the zeroth-order
reverberations, but for deep-focus events, these arrivals appear as an extra swing at the end
of sScSn; this waveform complexity can be observed on the seismograms of the deepest
four events of Figure 2.6. The {sScSn,S650+S} phases are isolated from the zeroth-order
reverberations at all focal depths and can be observed for n = 2, 3, and 4 on most of the
seismograms in Figure 2.6. The corresponding bottomside reflections {ScSn,S650-S}
and {sScSnS650-S} precede ScSn+1 and sScSn+1 , respectively, by r6 50 . Good
examples of the former can be seen for n = 2 on the observed seismograms for the deep-
focus earthquakes in Figure 2.6. On the same seismograms, the latter are evident as
precursors to ScSn+1, although their signal-to-noise levels are generally lower than the
other first-order reverberations from the 650-km interface. As mentioned in our discussion
of Figure 2.3, some of the energy in this precursory interval is due to reflections from
shallow discontinuities not included in these preliminary synthetics.
The first-order reverberations for the 400-km discontinuity are predicted to have only
60% of the amplitude of the 650-km reflections, making them more difficult to identify as
individual arrivals. The two-way, vertical travel time from the free surface to the 400-km
discontinuity, r400 is only about 180 s, so that {ScSn,S400+S} and {sScSn,S400-S are
obscured by sScSn and ScS,4 1 for deep-focus events. However, these two phases can be
seen on seismograms of intermediate-focus earthquakes; e.g., n = 2 in Figure 2.5.
Although {sScSn,S400+S} and {ScSn,S400-S} interfere with {ScSn,S650+S} and
{sScSnS650-S} for intermediate foci, they can be observed as isolated pulses on the
deep-event seismograms in Figure 2.6.
Although we have concentrated our discussion on the transition zone discontinuities,
first-order reverberations from discontinuities at depths other than 400 and 650 km also
contribute to the signal levels observed in Figure 2.6. Chapter 3 presents a matched-
filtering technique specifically designed to isolate such reflections.
DATA
A total of 18 seismic corridors (source region/receiver pairs) have been chosen for
further study, a data set comprising over 200 recordings of 130 intermediate- and deep-
focus earthquakes in the western and southern Pacific and Indonesia (Table 2.1). Together
these corridors sample a variety of tectonic regimes, including: intermediate to older age
oceans, back-arc marginal basins, continental margins, platforms and shields, as well as
the majority of active deep subduction zones. Details of the individual corridors are
compiled in Table 2.2. Included is the distribution of tectonic sampling amongst the six
provinces of the Jordan [1981] GTR1 regionalization, expressed as the proportion of total
horizontal path length within each region. The experimental geometries employed were
dictated largely by the positions of digital, low-frequency seismic instruments (both Global
Digital Seismic Network (GDSN) and High-Gain, Long-Period (HGLP) network
instruments were utilized) and regions of frequent intermediate- and deep-focus seismicity
(Figure 2.7). Unfortunately, with the present distribution of seismic installations, it is
difficult to study young oceanic regions, precluding the possibility of sampling active ridge
segments. As compared to global areal fraction, our sampling of the GTR1 tectonic
provinces is biased towards regions B (25 Myr age 100 Myr ocean) and Q
(phanerozoic orogenic zones, regions of submerged continental or transitional crust, and
subduction zones), but does include significant path lengths through all regions other than
A (young oceans).
For each seismic corridor, all available records of events of body-wave magnitude 5.7 or
greater occurring at depths greater than 75 km were examined. Data were kept on the
combined criteria of high observed signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and apparent source
simplicity; i.e., the presence of simple and impulsive P and S waveforms. The
preprocessing of data involved forming the SH component by rotation of the N-S and E-W
instruments assuming the great-circle back-azimuth. Records which displayed significant P
wave energy following rotation were discarded. Rotation was followed by damped least-
squares deconvolution, low-pass filtering employing a Hanning taper with corner
frequency of 40 mHz and maximum pass of 60 mHz, and decimation onto a 3-s digitization
interval. The former two steps combined resulted in a flat Fourier spectrum throughout
most of the effective passband, centered on the dominant frequency of ScSn (-30 mHz)
and approximately 30 mHz wide. Loss of very low frequencies, owing to the small
amount of damping employed in deconvolution, is considered unimportant, in that these
frequencies undergo very little attenuation and contribute little additional phase information.
After filtering, the reverberative interval of the seismogram was extracted by selective
muting of unwanted portions of the time series. This sequence of steps produced records
of optimal SNR and pulse simplicity, and facilitated comparison of parameter estimates
between corridors by standardizing the effective frequency response of an otherwise
heterogeneous network of instruments. Unless stated otherwise, all data can be assumed to
have been filtered in this fashion. Other examples of data, drawn from corridors 6 and 9 in
Table 2.2 can be found in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
A SIMPLE EXPERIMENT
The similarity of ray paths for first-order reverberations and their parent phases allows
us to study the path-averaged properties along the differential path element in a manner
analogous to multiple ScS studies of whole-mantle quality factors (Qscs). In this section
we describe the results of a simple experiment which demonstrates the utility of first-order
reverberations in the study of mantle layering by exploiting the differential sampling of the
mantle by zeroth- and first-order reverberations. Although primarily tutorial in nature-
intended to acquaint the reader with some of the more salient features of first-order
reverberations-the results of this experiment are not without interest.
Attenuation in the Mantle
For the phase pair {sScSn,S650+S1-sScSn, the differential element consists of a
"pegleg" reflection in the upper mantle, so we can estimate the path-averaged attenuation of
the upper mantle independently of either the lower-mantle or whole-mantle values. The
average attenuation of the upper mantle is defined by the depth integral
2 650Q~ - dz v~S z) Q (z) (2.1)
C6 50 0
where r650 is the two-way travel time through the upper 650 km of the mantle. We have
applied the phase-equalization and stacking algorithm of Jordan and Sipkin [1977] to
twenty {sScSn,S650+S}-sScSn phase pairs observed along the Tonga-KIP corridor
(number 8 in Table 2.2) to obtain a least-squares estimate of the upper-mantle attenuation
operator. The moduli and phases at eight frequencies from 13 to 33 mHz are plotted in
Figure 2.10. Although the individual amplitude estimates have a large uncertainty, the
frequency variation of amplitude and phase is consistent with the linear, causal, constant-Q
assumption. Attributing all the differential attenuation to the upper mantle and using PA2 to
calculate propagation corrections and reflection coefficients, we obtain QUM = 70 15 for
the average upper-mantle quality factor. This result is consistent with Nakanishi's [1980]
estimate of 70 for the Sea of Japan above 552 km depth, derived from sScSn/ScSn spectral
ratios, and with Sipkin and Jordan's [1980b] Oceanic Model B, which has QUM = 84.
By a similar procedure, we obtained an average lower-mantle quality factor of QLM =
190 ± 60 from eighteen {ScSn,S650-S-ScSn phase pairs. As seen in Figure 2.11, the
moduli and phases estimated for this differential response operator are more uncertain, a
consequence of the fact that the amplitude and attenuation of the bottomside reflections
from 650 km are smaller than the topside reflections.
As a consistency check, we have also estimated the whole-mantle attenuation operator by
phase-equalizing and stacking ScSn phases from the same set of seismograms. Twenty six
phase pairs yielded Qscs = 150 + 10. (In their comprehensive study, Sipkin and Jordan
[1980b] found Qscs = 141 ± 16 along the Tonga-KIP corridor and 155 ± 11 for all paths
crossing the western Pacific.) Energy losses due to scattering of sScSn are small
(occurring primarily as loss of energy to higher-order reverberations) [Revenaugh et al.,
1985], and will affect both zeroth- and first-order reverberations in a similar fashion, thus
we can calculate a whole-mantle attenuation factor from the first-order reverberations using
the relation
seS 650 Qum + r QIM (2.2)
Combining the QLM and QUM estimates from Figures 2.10 and 2.11 in this manner gives
Qscs = 125 + 35, which is less than the direct measurement, though not significantly so.
In other words, there is a slight inconsistency between the whole-mantle quality factors
obtained from the first-order and zeroth-order reverberations.
The estimates of QUM and QLM quoted above are only apparent values, however, since
they depend strongly on the reflection coefficient R(650), whose magnitude was set at the
PA2 value of 0.0835 (all reflection coefficients are stated at normal incidence and apply to
SH-polarized waves unless stated otherwise). In principle, the three apparent Q
observations can be used to solve for the reflection coefficient of the 650-km discontinuity,
as well as the integrated attenuation factors in the two mantle layers. To perform this
refinement, we linearized the relation between Q-1 and R(650) about a reference frequency
of 20 mHz and an angle of incidence of 70, judged to be the average for the reverberations
employed. We sought perturbations to apparent values of QUM- 1 and QLM- 1 and the PA2
value of R(650) that matched the attenuation data for both the first-order and zeroth-order
reverberations. The perturbations were thus required to satisfy the system of equations
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here AQscS~1 is the difference between the ScS attenuation factors estimated from zeroth-
order and first-order reverberations. Evaluating the weighted-least-squares solution of this
system at o = 20 mHz, we obtained the revised values: QUM = 82 ± 18, QLM 231
60, and R(650) = 0.080 ± 0.004.
The uncertainties in the average quality factors are fairly large and strongly correlated
with the uncertainty in the reflection coefficient (Figure 2.12), but the values are consistent
with Sipkin and Jordan's [1980b] Oceanic Model B, for which QUM = 84 and QLM = 225.
Recent free-oscillation solutions give lower-mantle Qp values of 304 [Masters and Gilbert,
1982], 350 (model QMU of Sailor and Dziewonski [1978]) and 360 (model SL8 of
Anderson and Hart [1978]) over the mode band 3-10 mHz. These are substantially greater
than our 10-30-mHz estimate of 231 ± 60, suggesting Qp is frequency dependent in the
lower mantle. Therefore, the low QLM obtained from this experiment corroborates Sipkin
and Jordan's [1979, 1980b] arguments that the average attenuation of the lower mantle
decreases with frequency between 3 and 30 Mhz.
Reflection Coefficient of the 650-Km Discontinuity
We note that our reflection-coefficient estimate is relatively insensitive to errors in Q
(Figures 2.12a and 2.12b), indicating that first-order reverberations can be used to measure
R(650) very stably. The result for this path differs only slightly from the starting model
PA2, which satisfies the higher-mode Rayleigh-wave data for the western Pacific, and is
consistent with the velocity structures constrained by both body waves and normal modes.
For example, model ATL of Grand and Heimberger [1984] gives R(650) = 0.080 and
PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] gives 0.077. Hence, within the Tonga-KIP
corridor, the impedance contrast across the 650-km discontinuity is similar to these models.
In Chapter 3 we develop a robust inversion scheme, capable of accurately estimating the
reflection coefficients of lower magnitude mantle discontinuities, a task which cannot
generally be accomplished by the simple technique outlined above.
SUMMARY
In this section, we have documented (evidently for the first time) that first-order mantle
reverberations can be observed as discrete phases on the seismogram. The existence of the
reverberative interval, especially as manifested on SH-polarized seismograms, allows us to
profitably employ these low-amplitude phases to study the properties of mantle layering
over relatively short horizontal path lengths. It is the last property, the ability to sample the
entire mantle over short epicentral distances, that distinguishes mantle reverberations from
the majority of tools available to seismology. The agreement obtained between data and
ray-theory seismograms implies that most of the low-frequency energy arriving within the
reverberative interval is directly attributable to these reverberations, and as such can be
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parameterized in relatively simple terms, namely the vertical travel times, path-averaged Qs
and reflection coefficients of the major mantle layers.
TABLE 2.1. Source Parameters of the Events Used in This Study
Latitude Longitude Depth
Time, UTC deg deg km mb
July 21, 1973 04 19:13.7 24.83S 179.19W 419 5.9
Dec. 19, 1973 12 55:51.1 20.60S 176.32W 229 5.8
Dec. 28, 1973 05 31:03.8 23.88S 180.00W 526 6.4
March 23, 1974 14 28:33.0 23.92S 179.88E 515 6.1
June 4, 1974 04 14:13.8 15.89S 175.04W 275 6.0
Oct. 21, 1974 04 12:28.7 17.97S 178.49W 596 6.0
Feb. 22, 1975 22 04:33.5 24.98S 178.88W 373 6.2
Feb. 3, 1976 12 77:30.1 25.14S 179.69E 477 5.8
Jan. 21, 1977 06 11:05.3 18.06S 178.37W 602 5.8
April 19, 1977 21 46:40.7 05.62S 125.62E 555 5.7
June 29, 1977 07 24:36.7 07.85S 127.99E 98 6.0
July 6, 1977 11 28:31.5 21.00S 178.58W 597 5.8
Aug. 11, 1977 01 43:05.2 17.77S 174.14W 106 6.3
Sept. 10, 1977 13 39:07.7 07.03S 106.90E 138 5.9
Oct. 29, 1977 20 15:47.7 06.45S 146.70E 111 5.9
Nov. 21, 1977 11 39:46.4 06.92N 123.64E 599 5.8
Nov. 22, 1977 15 56:50.5 10.00S 161.04E 96 5.9
Dec. 30, 1977 10 38:25.0 05.45S 151.63E 78 5.9
Jan. 28, 1978 19 36:45.6 25.95S 177.35W 97 6.0
Feb. 3, 1978 14 33:42.2 04.73N 125.59E 179 5.7
Feb. 12, 1978 03 34:35.2 08.82S 124.12E 112 5.8
Feb. 19, 1978 12 19:40.4 0\390S 128.95E 11 5.8
March 7, 1978 02 48:55.3 31.90N 137.44E 434 6.9
April 18, 1978 17 27:33.0 05.01N 127.28E 114 6.0
May 23, 1978 07 50:39.6 31.OON 130.45E 176 6.3
June 15, 1978 13 30:52.0 07.43S 129.07E 172 5.8
Aug. 5, 1978 15 46:42.8 03.67S 151.93E 249 5.7
Aug. 14, 1978 23 45:09.9 08.08S 146.83E 139 5.8
Sept. 6, 1978 11 07:53.1 13.46S 166.82E 202 6.0
Oct. 15, 1978 05 36:19.8 05.76S 147.96E 162 5.8
Dec. 11, 1978 03 33:59.6 07.07S 118.13E 488 5.9
Feb. 7, 1979 21 02:09.5 05.13N 147.96E 129 6.2
Feb 11, 1979 22 22:24.9 06.13N 126.24E 143 6.1
April 15, 1979 22 14:57.3 05.56N 12.366E 536 5.9
April 24, 1979 01 45:16.6 20.81S 178.90W 604 6.0
May 13, 1979 17 31:01.4 04.09S 122.96E 613 5.7
Aug. 5, 1979 00 53:55.0 22.95S 177.10W 229 6.4
Aug. 16, 1979 21 31:31.2 41.97N 131.74N 604 6.1
Jan. 8, 1980 10 08:49.0 05.73N 126.29E 100 5.7
Jan. 20, 1980 07 28:49.7 02.72N 128.16E 208 5.8
Feb. 29, 1980 11 13:30.6 06.13N 127.17E 79 6.1
Match 29, 1980 04 07:50.8 04.44S 154.82E 480 5.8
April 13, 1980 18 04:52.8 23.74S 176.70W 166 6.7
May 23, 1980 10 33:08.5 07.10S 129.70E 149 5.8
June 4, 1980 09 31:56.6 05.45S 151.11E 91 5.7
June 11, 1980 08 10:15.1 06.98S 125.46E 540 5.8
July 8, 1980 04 39:31.7 06.63N 125.95E 165 5.9
July 16, 1980 19 56:52.5 04.68S 143.18E 82 6.5
Oct. 19, 1980 15 03:39.8 06.12S 145.28W 132 5.8
Jan. 2, 1981 15 39:65.5 29.03N 128.38E 217 6.1
Jan 23, 1981 04 58:35.8 42.20N 142.07E 121 6.3
March 21, 1981 22 52:45.1 05.48S 146.88E 233 6.0
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April 5,
April 28,
May 28,
Sept. 3,
Sept. 4,
Sept 28,
Oct. 7,
Oct. 17,
Nov. 25,
March 29,
May 12,
June 4,
June 11,
June 22,
July 4,
July 5,
Sept. 17,
Oct. 7,
Jan. 16,
Jan. 26,
May 10,
May 11,
June 1,
June 20,
June 21,
Aug. 6,
Sept. 16,
Oct. 31,
Nov. 6,
Nov. 20,
Nov. 24,
Dec. 12,
Dec. 18,
Jan. 1,
Feb. 1,
Feb. 17,
March 5,
March 6,
April 13,
April 20,
April 24,
May 30,
July 9,
Aug. 6,
Sept. 5,
Oct. 15,
Oct. 29,
Oct. 30,
Nov. 21,
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
Jan. 11, 1985
March 25, 1985
March 28, 1985
April 3, 1985
June 4, 1985
17:58.4
14:56.7
10:14.2
29:55.8
15:19.5
56:28.1
02:20.2
44:57.6
51:23.3
33:55.8
03:41.9
21:40.6
38:22.7
18:55.3
20:13.1
57:01.1
28:33.3
16:01.9
10:18.4
02:28.6
02:40.1
17:16.9
00:01.9
43:41.8
06:56.6
37:57.7
09:33.0
37:59.9
38:44.1
32:24.3
30:42.8
26:12.8
28:36.0
03:46.8
28:31.7
32:25.6
33:58.2
17:30.6
05:14.6
31:13.6
11:35.2
49:55.1
19:08.1
02:06.9
32:15.4
21:17.5
18:06.6
05:58.8
15:24.4
41:56.0
07:23.8
07:11.2
21:41.2
56:29.1
06.12S
23.62S
14.48S
0.644N
09.87N
29.27S
20.52S
07.22S
20.68S
00.01N
24.64S
04.11N
17.40S
07.28S
27.92N
30.77N
23.15S
06.97S
05.37S
30.52S
05.42S
02.61N
16.93S
23.68S
29.69N
06.52S
23.61S
09.OOS
20.02S
07.31S
07.44S
07.72S
08.84S
33.38N
49.10N
06.49S
08.26N
29.60N
05.69S
50.19N
30.81N
05.02S
05.97S
00.29S
08.33S
15.81S
05.66N
17.07S
05.02N
00.21S
06.83S
40.42N
28.40N
04.79N
154.34E
179.93W
166.96E
126.33E
124.17E
178.65W
179.00W
128.78E
179.07W
123.29E
179.08E
124.50E
174.09W
125.99E
136.48E
130.47W
179.83E
125.88E
147.07E
179.21W
150.94E
128.35E
174.39W
179.23E
129.45E
130.02E
179.78W
119.05E
177.86W
130.72E
128.32E
127.25E
119.51E
136.8 IN
146.31E
130.14E
123.86E
139.11E
148.44E
148.77E
138.46E
151.64E
111.37E
122.38E
121.58E
173.40W
125.72E
173.75W
125.56E
123.79E
128.92E
140.17E
139.61E
127.38E
417
553
138
84
636
309
625
186
615
165
560
332
113
473
552
119
562
521
230
224
101
133
186
562
155
173
517
98
394
79
157
165
75
384
581
172
644
446
170
593
395
157
531
253
197
120
136
150
181
145
290
169
455
117
5.8
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.9
5.9
6.1
5.9
6.0
5.6
5.8
6.3
6.2
6.3
5.7
5.9
6.2
6.0
6.1
6.0
5.8
6.1
5.6
5.9
5.8
5.9
6.0
5.5
5.9
6.2
6.2
5.7
6.5
6.0
6.1
6.7
6.3
5.8
6.0
6.2
6.2
5.9
6.2
5.9
6.5
6.0
6.0
6.4
6.0
5.7
6.1
5.9
6.0
Continued.
TABLE 2.1.
Latitude Longitude Depth
Time, UTC deg deg km mb
Sept. 3, 1985 23 32:49.7 01.44N 128.29E 103 5.7
Sept. 10, 1985 09 39:06.3 27.14N 139.91E 497 5.8
Oct. 12, 1985 02 13:05.1 21.79S 176.08W 170 5.8
Oct. 25, 1985 18 12:22.7 07.24S 124.15E 596 5.9
Dec. 30, 1985 11 13:18.3 05.82S 150.64E 77 5.7
Feb. 7, 1986 02 46:58.4 05.19S 151.91E 101 5.8
May 8, 1986 14 37:37.5 04.60N 125.47E 144 5.8
May 11, 1986 01 24:32.7 26.37N 125.21E 204 5.9
June 16, 1986 10 48:35.6 21.86S 178.87W 565 6.1
June 24, 1986 03 11:43.2 04.42S 143.64E 100 6.7
July 19, 1986 05 59:42.1 47.05N 151.32E 153 5.9
Aug. 10, 1986 04 40:54.0 01.95N 128.11E 110 6.1
Oct. 4, 1986 02 00:12.3 03.09N 127.79E 128 5.9
Oct. 22, 1986 08 59:36.2 10.72S 165.99E 183 5.8
Oct. 23, 1986 03 54:27.1 06.21S 146.11E 118 5.8
April 3, 1987 17 54:30.4 04.82S 144.12E 95 5.7
June 18, 1987 14 03:23.0 10.59S 162.38E 86 6.0
Continued.
Sampling of Surface-Tectonic Regions
Source Num Tectonic Regimel
# Region Recv. Records A B C Q P S
1 Sumba-Phil.
2 New Britain
3 Sumba
4 Philippines
5 Tonga-Fiji
6 Sumba-Phil.
7 Izu-Bonin
8 Tonga-Fiji
9 Sumba-Phil.
10 Japan-Izu
11 Philippines
12 New Britain
13 Sumba
14 Tonga-Fiji
15 Tonga-Fiji
Philippines
New Britain
Japan-Izu
CHTO
CIAO
GUMO
KIP
MAJO
NWAO
SNZO
TATO
17 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.60 0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.00
0.03
0.66
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.53
0.85
0.97
0.34
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.52 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.45 0.10 0.45 0.00 0.00
9 0.08 0.14 0.68
0.00 0.77 0.00
0.00 0.36 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.15
0.00
0.42
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
13 0.00 0.42 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.77
0.25
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.10 0.00
0.23 0.00
0.64 0.00
0.49
0.29
0.31
0.40
0.11
0.17
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.36
0.39
0.54
0.16
0.58 0.00 0.00
0.91
0.22
0.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Total
Global Areal Fraction
203 0.01 0.32 0.05 0.51 0.03 0.09
0.13 0.35 0.13 0.22 0.10 0.07
1Fraction of horizontal path length spent in Jordan's [1981] GTR1 tectonic regionalization: A
(young ocean; <25 Myr), B (intermediate ocean; <100 Myr), C (old ocean; >100 Myr), Q
(Phanerozoic orogenic zones, transitional and subduction zones), P (Phanerozoic platforms), S
(stable shields).
TABLE 2.2.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 2.1. (Left) SH-polarized seismogram of an intermediate-focus event in the Tonga-Fiji
seismic zone (Dec. 19, 1973) recorded by the HGLP station KIP on the island of Oahu.
Time is minutes after origin time. The reverberative interval is defined as the portion of the
seismogram between the fundamental-mode surface wave and the first arrivals propagating
along the major arc (SSS2). (Right) Portions of seismogram located between ScSn-sScSn
wave groups (zeroth-order reverberations) shown on an expanded scale. These portions
consist almost entirely of higher-order energy, and are dominated by first-order
reverberations from the transition zone. Two important first-order reverberations are
aligned and labeled: {sScSn,S650+S} and {ScSn,S650-S}, corresponding to topside and
bottomside reflections from the 650-km discontinuity, respectively.
Fig. 2.2. (Top) Schematic ray paths for the three members of the family {ScS2 ,S650+S,
the first-order reverberation from the topside of the 650-km discontinuity. For a
spherically symmetric Earth, the three phases shown here are dynamic analogs; i.e., they
have the same travel time, amplitude and phase at the receiver and thus constructively
interfere to produce an observable arrival. (Bottom) Schematic ray paths for the two
members of the family {ScS 2 ,S650-S}, the first-order reverberation from the bottomside
of the 650-km discontinuity. In general there are either n or n+1 members of a first-order
reverberation family depending on the depth of the source and whether the reflection is
topside or bottomside, where n is the number of core bounces of the parent zeroth-order
reverberation.
Fig. 2.3. SH-polarized seismograms showing the reverberative interval at KIP for the
Feb. 22, 1975 event (h = 373 km, A = 50.4*). Top three traces are synthetic seismograms
generated by normal-mode summation, geometrical-optics ray summation, and ray
summation with an approximate ellipticity correction. Bottom trace is data from the HGLP
instruments at KIP. Ray summation includes only zeroth-order reverberations and first-
and second-order reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities; they do not
include direct arrivals along the minor and major arcs, nor any reverberations from other
mantle discontinuities. Normal-mode summation is complete to 50 mHz. Time is minutes
after origin time.
Fig. 2.4. SH-polarized seismograms showing the reverberative interval for the March 23,
1974 event (h = 515 km, A = 49.9*). Bottom trace is data; all others are synthetics
computed by geometrical-optics ray theory. The trace labeled "zeroth" comprises the ScSn
and sScSn phases, beginning with ScS 2 and sScS2 . The traces labelled "650+," "400+,"
"650-," and "400-" are the first-order reverberations reflecting from the top and bottom of
the 650-km and 400-km discontinuities, respectively. The trace labelled "2nd" contains all
the second-order reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities. The first-
order reverberations decay slowly with increasing multiple number n, owing to the
constructive interference among members of each dynamic ray family. Time is minutes
after origin time.
Fig. 2.5. SH-polarized seismograms showing the reverberative interval for the Dec. 19,
1973 event (h = 229 km, A = 45.4*). Bottom trace is data; all others are synthetics
computed by geometrical-optics ray theory. Conventions are the same as in Figure 2.4.
Fig. 2.6. SH-polarized seismograms of the reverberative interval at KIP for six
earthquakes in the Tonga seismic zone arrayed according to focal depth. The bottom trace
for each event is data; the top trace is the ray-summation synthetic containing zeroth-order
reverberations and first- and second-order reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities. Time is minutes after origin time. Large-amplitude phases seen in the data
beyond -76 min are the first arrivals along the major arc and are not included in the
synthetics.
Fig. 2.7. Mercator projections of the study area depicting the geographic distribution of
earthquake sources (triangles) and receivers (squares). Stippled region depicts the surface
sampling offered by zeroth- and first-order reverberations along the 18 individual seismic
corridors detailed in Table 2.2.
Fig. 2.8. SH-polarized seismograms of the reverberative interval at GUMO for 5
earthquakes in the Sumba and Philippines seismic zones (corridor 6 in Table 2.2) arrayed
according to focal depth. The bottom trace for each event is data; the top trace is the ray-
summation synthetic containing zeroth-order reverberations and first- and second-order
reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities, as well as a number of smaller
discontinuities in the upper mantle and transition zone. Time is minutes after origin time.
Data and synthetic seismograms are filtered as described in the text..
Fig. 2.9. SH-polarized seismograms of the reverberative interval at MAJO for 5
earthquakes in the Sumba and Philippines seismic zones (corridor 9 in Table 2.2) arrayed
according to focal depth. Conventions the same as Figure 2.8.
Fig. 2.10. Modulus and phase of the upper-mantle differential response operator for
corridor 8 in Table 2.2, showing estimates derived from twenty {sScS.,S650+S}-sScS,
phase pairs using the phase-equalization and stacking algorithm of Jordan and Sipkin
[1977]. Lines represent predicted differential response for a linear, causal, constant-Q
model with QUM = 70. Error bars are 2a.
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Fig. 2.11. Modulus and phase of the lower-mantle differential response operator, showing
estimates derived from eighteen {sScSnS650-S}-sScSn phase pairs using the phase-
equalization and stacking algorithm of Jordan and Sipkin [1977]. Lines represent predicted
differential response for a linear, causal, constant-Q model with QLM = 190. Error bars are
2u.
Fig. 2.12. Estimates and la error ellipses obtained by inverting the apparent Qs from
zeroth-order and first-order reverberations for self-consistent estimates of QUM, QLM, and
R(650). (a) Correlation between R(650) and QUM-1. (b) Correlation between R(650) and
QLM- 1. (c) Correlation between QUM-1 and QLM-1.
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CHAPTER 3
REVERBERATION WAVEFORM INVERSION: FORMULATION
INTRODUCTION
In seismology, the Earth's structure can usually be parameterized as an n-tuple of
material properties m = {p, yc, y, ...}, which include density, complex elastic moduli, etc.
Functions in this n-tuple are assumed to vary smoothly with spherical coordinates r, 6, #,
except at a discrete set of interfaces {r = ak (6, #): k = 1, K}, where some or all of the
functions in m may be discontinuous. The interfaces in classical Earth models include the
free surface, the Mohorovicic (M) discontinuity, the core-mantle boundary (CMB), and the
inner core-outer core boundary (ICB). Each of these interfaces is sharp enough to reflect
seismic body waves. By measuring the travel times and amplitudes of the reflected waves,
seismologists have learned much about the location of these interfaces and the contrast in
material properties across them.
The Earth's mantle is itself internally layered. Abrupt increases in seismic wave speeds
are known to occur at depths near 400 km and 650 km [e.g., Niazi and Anderson, 1965;
Johnson, 1967; Burdick and Heimberger, 1978; Given and Heimberger, 1980; Walck,
1984], and various other discontinuities have been identified in both the upper mantle [e.g.,
Hales, 1969; Kanamori and Press, 1970; Anderson, 1979a; Hales et al., 1980] and the
lower mantle [e.g., Johnson, 1969; Muirhead and Hales, 1980; Lay and Helmberger,
1983; Wright et al., 1985]. Understanding the nature of these discontinuities will
undoubtedly contribute substantially to understanding the dynamics of mantle convection
and its coupling to core convection.
There are a number of questions a more detailed knowledge of discontinuities could
begin to answer: (1) Does the 650-km discontinuity represent a change in mineral phase, a
change in composition, or both? (2) Is the 400-km discontinuity adequately explained by
standard models of mantle composition? (3) Is the aspherical structure of the mantle,
anelastic as well as elastic, coherent across the 650-km discontinuity, and what does this
imply about convective flow at that depth? (4) Is there a sharp increase or decrease in wave
speeds associated with the top of region D"? What does the structure of this interface say
about chemical stratification in the vicinity of the CMB and the heat transfer from the core
to the mantle?
The advent of tomography has enabled seismologists to generate three-dimensional maps
of lateral velocity heterogeneity in the upper mantle [e.g., Woodhouse and Dziewonski,
1984; Tanimoto and Anderson, 1985; Nataf et al., 1986], the transition zone [e.g., Masters
et al., 1982; Romanowicz et al., 1987], the lower mantle [e.g. Sengupta and Toksoz,
1976; Dziewonski, 1984; Grand, 1987], and the core-mantle boundary [e.g., Creager and
Jordan, 1986; Morelli and Dziewonski, 1987]. Unfortunately, the vertical resolution of the
presently available data sets is inadequate to detect discontinuities internal to the mantle or
to separate the structural contrasts across them. Instead, an appeal must be made to seismic
signals whose interaction with discontinuity structure is much stronger. Reflected [e.g.,
Engdahl and Flinn, 1969; Whitcomb and Anderson, 1970] and mode-converted arrivals
[e.g., Jordan and Frazer, 1975; Vinnik, 1977; Faber and Muller, 1980; Barley et al., 1982;
Bock and Ha, 1984; Paulssen, 1985, 1988] provide seismology with its most direct link to
mantle discontinuities. Unfortunately they commonly suffer from low signal-to-noise
ratios, curtailing their utility.
The reverberative interval of the seismogram, encapsulating the portion of time series
between the passage of the fundamental surface wave train and the first body-wave arrivals
from the major arc, provides an excellent window in which to observe subcritical-angle
reflections from mantle discontinuities. The intervals between ScSn and sScSn wave
groups (zeroth-order reverberations) on an SH-polarized seismogram are approximately 15
minutes long and populated almost entirely of waves reflected one or more times from
mantle and crustal discontinuities (first- and higher-order reverberations). A remarkable
feature of higher-order reverberations is that they comprise families of dynamic analogs
(i.e., rays which travel by different paths but arrive at the receiver with the same amplitude,
travel time and phase) whose membership increases with the number of core reflections n
of the parent ScSn or sScSn wave. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are either n or n+ 1
members depending on the geometry of the ray and the discontinuity depth. This
increasing multiplicity helps offset the amplitude losses owing to geometrical spreading and
anelastic dissipation, facilitating observation of several multiples on a single seismogram.
The availability of multiples, topside and bottomside reflections, and their depth-phase
equivalents, all on a single seismogram, make it possible to profitably employ first-order
reverberations without access to, or need for, station array data.
We have developed techniques to extract information pertaining to mantle layering from
the waveforms of zeroth- and first-order reverberations, techniques which make full use of
the simplicity of structure and redundancy of information indigenous to the reverberative
interval. Zeroth-order reverberations, by virtue of their greater SNRs and insensitivity to
internal mantle discontinuities, are used to constrain source parameters and whole-mantle
elastic and anelastic properties. Using these quantities, the method proceeds to first-order
reverberations, whose waveforms are inverted for parameters describing gross mantle
layering. The layering parameters that we can reasonably expect to extract are limited by
the finite SNR and narrow-band frequency content. At a minimum, however, we can
obtain path-averaged estimates of the whole-mantle travel time TscS and quality factor Qss,
and the depths and reflection coefficients of the 400-kn, 650-km, and M discontinuities. A
major advantage of the method is the lack of a priori information necessary for the
successful application to data-the method will image any and all prominent reflectors.
Using this method we have observed a number of discontinuities outside of the transition
zone.
In Chapter 2 we discussed observations of first-order reverberations sampling the
Tonga-KIP corridor (corridor 8 in Table 2.2). For that path strong reflections from the
650-km discontinuity could easily be seen in the data, and it was possible to apply standard
estimators of travel time and attenuation to obtain path-averaged mantle properties from the
waveforms of first-order reverberations. That particular source region/receiver geometry
was chosen primarily for its unusually high SNR; SNRs typical of the data set in general
are lower (compare Figure 2.6 with Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Combined with bandwidth
limitations, the analysis of individual phases within the reverberative interval is fraught
with difficulties. For example, the tendency of the seismologist to pick the arrivals of
highest amplitude can introduce strong bias into estimates of amplitude dependent
quantities. By applying consistent analysis methods to all phases in the reverberative
interval, we hope to avoid these difficulties.
ZEROTH-ORDER REVERBERATIONS
On an SH-polarized seismogram, free from mode conversions and core-penetrating
phases, ScSn and sScS are the only zeroth-order reverberations supported by the Earth's
mantle. For the epicentral distances encountered in this study (less than a radian), the
reverberative interval includes ScS_ for 2 <n 4 and up to n = 5 at regional distances.
These arrivals dominate the reverberative interval, and on a long-period instrument it is not
unusual to observe strong ScS5 phases. Significant regional variations in the travel time
(Tscs) and quality factor (QSs) of ScS, are well documented in the literature [e.g., Jordan
and Sipkin, 1977; Nakanishi, 1980; Lay and Wallace, 1983; Chan and Der, 1988] and
have been used to argue that the seismic structures beneath continents and oceans differ to
depths as great as 400 km in the mantle [Sipkin and Jordan, 1976, 1980b]. Although our
purpose is not to recreate or confirm these experimental results, we must obtain accurate
estimates of the parameters controlling the waveforms of zeroth-order reverberations in
order to study the internal layering of the mantle: whole-mantle travel times and quality
factors place important constraints on the properties of the first-order reverberations that we
use to investigate individual mantle layers. Nonlinear waveform inversion, operating
directly on the time-domain expression of zeroth-order reverberations, is used to estimate
these parameters.
Model Parameterization
Attenuation of zeroth-order reverberations is parameterized as a single value, QScS,
defined as
Z
sl s 2 dz V-I(z) Q 1 (z)
VSCS 0
where ze ~ 2885 km is the depth of the core-mantle boundary. This parameterization
ignores variations in attenuation with frequency, along different paths within the same
corridor, and between different multiples along a single path. Because of the low
frequencies employed in this study (5-60 mHz), the attenuation of seismic energy is not
strong, and attempts at modeling variations in attenuation on a pulse-by-pulse and event-
by-event basis showed insufficient additional variance reduction to be justifiable. Our
results agree with those of Sipkin and Jordan [1979], who noted no significant departure
from a constant-Q mechanism of attenuation for long-period body waves. That Q in the
lower mantle may increase at very low (<10 mHz) and very high (>100 mHz) frequencies
(Chapter 2; Sipkin and Jordan [1979, 1980b]) is not of direct importance to the remainder
of this study, since our passband largely excludes these extremes.
The travel time of each individual zeroth-order reverberation is parameterized as a small
perturbation 5k to the theoretically-predicted travel time of each reverberation. This phase
equalization reduces the bias in attenuation estimates owing to misalignment of synthetic
and data waveforms. Perturbations away from the arrival time calculated from a radial
reference model can arise through a variety of mechanisms, including errors in the
earthquake origin time and focal depth, inaccuracies in the reference model, and lateral
velocity heterogeneity. Once measured, the perturbations are used to refine estimates of
event origin time, depth, and Tscs, quantities more useful in the synthesis of first-order
reverberations.
Two simple, source-amplitude correction terms are included for each seismogram: e. and
ed, the average upward and downward scalar excitation, respectively. Ray parameters for
ScS, vary little with increasing n, and therefore in the vicinity of the source or receiver the
various multiples all have similar ray paths; hence, for a given event and receiver pair, the
effects of near-source and receiver structure, and the time history of the shock itself, will be
nearly constant for all ScS, waves. The same is also true for sScS waves, which exit the
source through the upper focal hemisphere. The model parameters e, and ed are included to
account for frequency- and time-independent amplitude effects, and act as a rotation of the a
priori double-couple focal mechanism. Frequency- and time-dependent effects are not
modeled; however, detailed comparison of theoretical and data seismograms shows
excellent agreement, suggesting that these effects are small and can be ignored, a not
unreasonable result considering the low-frequency, band-limited spectrum of the data.
Much more important is the contamination of zeroth-order reverberation waveforms by
first- and higher-order reverberations generated at the M discontinuity. Like all first- and
higher-order reverberations, crustal reverberations comprise families of dynamic analogs
whose membership increases with the multiple number n. For large n (> 3), the
waveforms of ScSn and superposed crustal reverberations can appear considerably different
than ScS alone (Figure 3.1). Ignoring crustal reverberations can lead to significant bias in
estimated Qscs and strongly reduce the amount of signal variance explained by the model.
Crustal reverberations also affect first- and higher-order reverberations in a similar fashion.
Unfortunately, the crustal structures beneath many of the reverberation bounce points are
either poorly known or unknown-especially as regards the strength of the M discontinuity-
forcing us to include a model of the crust as additional free parameters in the inversion of
zeroth-order reverberations. Experiments with synthetic data show that at the low
frequencies of interest in this study, a simple, one-layer crust parameterized by its
thickness, zM, and the SH reflection coefficient of the M discontinuity, R(zM), is adequate.
In particular, theoretical seismograms generated for crustal models containing multiple
reflectors, most notably the layer 2-layer 3 interface, are little different than those for which
midcrustal reflectors are ignored. Furthermore, the multiple bounce points of ScS,, waves
tend to average crustal structure along the path, resulting in a composite pulse whose shape
closely resembles that predicted for a uniform crust of average thickness and impedance
contrast. Of course, small phase and amplitude errors can be introduced by crustal
variation within a corridor. Whenever possible we have attempted to minimize this bias by
choosing seismic sources which are tightly grouped in epicentral location.
Inversion Formulation
To derive the dozen or so phase and amplitude parameters describing the zeroth-order
reverberations on each seismogram, we employ an iterative waveform inversion algorithm.
Besides automating the modeling, error analysis, and assessment of various weighting
schemes (a necessity given the large volume of data involved), this time-domain technique
avoids the problems of window carpentry common to spectral-domain methods [e.g.,
Jordan and Sipkin, 1977; Chan and Der, 1988].
Given a collection of model parameters Mk, we can calculate the synthetic model
response Sk = g(Mk), where g is in general a nonlinear function over the elements of mik.
We assume that the response to a slightly perturbed model can be approximated as the first
term in the Taylor series expansion of g about Mik
Sk+1 S k + A 8m, k =O, 1, ... (3.1)
where k is an index enumerating iterations and
A.. = agi(m) (3.2)
a m.J
The model perturbations, Sm, are chosen to minimize the squared misfit between data, d,
and perturbed synthetic, sk,1, waveforms, defined by
Fk = (d - sk+1 T C (d - sk) (3.3)
where Cn, is the matrix of noise covariance. In optimization problems of this sort, it is
often helpful to include a constraint on the length of the model perturbation, which we write
as
e2 = 8m B m (3.4)
where B is a positive-semidefinite, but otherwise general, matrix. Minimizing Fk+1 + #&2
with respect to 8m gives
Sm = (A T C-1 A + # B)-1 AT C-1 (d - sk) (3.5)nn nn k
which completes the k+1 iteration
mk+1 = mk + Sm (3.6)
B is generally taken to be the identity matrix I, corresponding to the damped least-
squares method of Levenberg [1944] and Marquardt [1963], although more general forms
can be defined to accelerate convergence or avoid numerical singularities [Smith and
Shanno, 1971]. We adopt the form By = y Sg, so that by allowing y to vary over the
index i, we are able to selectively damp some model perturbations more strongly than
others. Increasing y decreases the step length of the ith parameter, inhibiting progress
from the starting model. In our application, the primary use of selective damping is to limit
the perturbation to amplitude dependent quantities while varying perturbations to arrival
time to better align the waveforms when k is small. Once aligned, damping of all
perturbations is reduced to a constant, near-zero level. Although both damped and
undamped inversions eventually converge to the same model, application of this small
amount of damping often reduces the number of intermediate iterations by a factor of 2. A
more general discussion of how variable damping can be used to improve convergence is
given by Smith and Shanno [1971].
From the viewpoint of zeroth-order reverberations as signal, noise in the reverberative
interval is composed of first- and higher-order reverberations, incoherent scattering of
zeroth-order reverberations, and environmental noise such as ocean-wave reverberations
and microseisms. By examining the portions of seismograms between ScS and sScS,,
wave groups it is possible to estimate the spectral characteristics of the noise contribution.
Noise panels taken prior to or just after the passage of a zeroth-order reverberation wave
train are used to construct Cnn for the signal window.
Model responses and columns of the Jacobian matrix A are computed at each iteration
step via a hybrid ray theory scheme where the reverberative response of the crust is
synthesized by matrix propagators [Haskell, 1960] and waves are propagated through the
mantle by geometrical optics. Although one might question the use of geometrical optics at
such low frequencies, comparisons of theoretical seismograms computed by normal-mode
summation and ray theory display excellent agreement in the reverberative interval at
frequencies less than 50 mHz (Figure 2.3). Since waves within the reverberative interval
propagate nearly parallel to the (radial) gradient of velocity and do not involve critical
phenomena such as caustics, frequency-dependent effects are small [e.g., Richards, 1976].
Tests on synthetic data demonstrate a marked inability of the linearized inversion scheme
to converge to accurate estimates of known crustal models, owing to what we believe to be
strong trade-offs between perturbations to arrival time 8,; and crustal thickness zM (crustal
velocities were held fixed) and, to a lesser extent, between Qscs and R(zM). To avoid these
trade-offs, a grid-searching algorithm is employed, incrementally stepping through the
crustal parameters zM and R(zM). At each node of the grid search, the remaining model
parameters (Qscs, arrival time perturbations, and source terms) are estimated by the
waveform inversion algorithm detailed above, with a final model chosen on the basis of
least residual data variance defined by Fk+1.
Tests on Synthetic Data
To evaluate the algorithm's response to imperfect data, a number of synthetic test cases
were run. Of specific interest were the effects of finite data SNR and along-path variations
in both the depth and impedance contrast of the M discontinuity.
To model actual noise processes as closely as possible, synthetic noise panels were
generated by assigning a random phase to the components of the noise amplitude spectra as
estimated from data seismograms. Nonstationary processes, such as the time rate of decay
of the average noise power, were modeled using multiple noise panels. To provide a more
stringent test of the robustness of the algorithm, noise powers for the synthetic
seismograms used in the inversion were raised by a factor of 1.5 over that estimated for
data. To simulate along-path variations in the depth of the M discontinuity, perturbations to
the mean depth of 20 km were drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation of 10 km. Resulting crustal thicknesses in excess of 35 km or less than 5 km
were not allowed. Along-path variations in R(zM) were assigned in a similar fashion, with
mean and standard deviation of 0.18 and 0.03, respectively.
In this way, 20 synthetic data sets, modeled after the Tonga-CTAO experimental
geometry (corridor 5 in Table 2.2), were generated (Figure 3.2) and subsequently inverted.
Results of one such inversion are displayed in Figure 3.3. Shown are contours of the
variance reduction (defined as the ratio of F,1 to total covariance-weighted data power)
and the associated estimate of QScS for the portion of crustal model space sampled . For the
specific example of Figure 3.3, the synthetic data were best fit by zM = 22 km, R(zM) =
0.16, and Qscs = 155, as compared to the actual mean values of 20 km, 0.18, and 155,
respectively. The mean and standard deviations for the entire suite of twenty individual
experiments were zM = 21 ± 3 km, R(zM) = 0.16 ± 0.03, and Qscs = 145 ± 10. Thus,
while the improvement in variance reduction over the whole of sampled model space is
small, and associated variations in the whole mantle quality factor are large, the method
proves to be robust, displaying relatively little bias and good repeatability for synthetic data
sets containing many realistic imperfections. The corresponding data inversion for this
corridor is shown in Figure 3.4. As is apparent from the figure, the "topography" of the
variance reduction and Qscs surfaces is quite similar to the synthetic data example of Figure
3.3. The good correspondence, especially in portions of model space well removed from
the best estimates, will later be used to argue against strong mantleside layering of the
CMB.
Although detailed discussion of the results of data inversion are postponed to Chapter 4,
a few comments are in order here: (1) Variance reduction, defined relative to a null starting
model, was typically on the order of 80%-a value close to the maximum expectable given
reasonable SNR estimates. Besides justifying the parameterization, this also stands as
testimony to the simplicity of reverberation waveforms. Paths realizing lower variance
reductions are typically found to have zeroth-order reverberation waveforms that are
contaminated by first-order reverberations from shallow discontinuities, such as the
lid/low-velocity zone. Although not attempted in this study, it should be possible to
incorporate the effects of shallow structure in an iterative estimation scheme using estimates
obtained by the methods discussed in the next section. (2) Estimates of the uncertainties in
whole-mantle travel time and travel-time perturbations are obtained by a posteriori rescaling
of marginal uncertainties assuming a value of reduced x2 equal to the asymptotically
expected value of 1. Uncertainties in QScS, zM, and R(zM) are obtained by a Monte Carlo
method based on the standard deviation of estimates obtained from suites of noisy synthetic
data inversions. Although the results depend on the quantity and quality of data, as well as
the particular experimental geometry, uncertainties in travel time terms are on the order of
0.3 s (1 o); for Qscs uncertainties are larger, typically of order 40, compared to an average
value of 210. Uncertainty estimates for the crustal parameters are more variable, however
typical levels of uncertainty are 5 km and 0.04 for crustal thickness and reflection
coefficient of the M discontinuity, respectively.
By accurately modeling the waveforms of zeroth-order reverberations, we are able to
strip (subtract) them from the reverberative interval of the seismogram (Figure 3.5). The
deterministic energy that remains after this step consists entirely of first- and higher-order
reverberations, with first-order reverberations from the transition-zone discontinuities
contributing most significantly. The next section deals with the extraction of information
pertaining to the internally layered structure of the mantle from the waveforms of these
first-order reverberations.
FIRST-ORDER REVERBERATIONS
The structural interactions of first-order reverberations differ from their zeroth-order
parent reverberations in two important ways: (1) addition of a single reflection from an
internal mantle discontinuity and (2) preferential sampling of one or more mantle layers
(Figure 2.2). By combining observations of both orders of reverberations, it is possible to
exploit these interactions in estimating the elastic and anelastic properties of the major
mantle layers and the reflection coefficients of the interfaces. For example, in Chapter 2 we
combined observations of topside and bottomside reflections from the 650-km
discontinuity with zeroth-order reverberations to simultaneously estimate the path-
averaged, upper-mantle and lower-mantle quality factors, and the reflection coefficient of
the discontinuity at 20 mHz. However, the methods used in that section required picking
individual first-order reverberations, something which can be done only in cases of
unusually clean signals. Typical first-order reverberations do not fulfill this criterion, and
their analysis requires the use of more robust methods.
The Earth's mantle supports a number of different first-order reverberations. Arriving
upon a suitable starting model for the mantle capable of predicting the travel times and
waveforms of these reverberations is a difficult task. Considering that every discontinuity
in the mantle generates two first-order reverberation families for each ScS,, or sScS,, wave
passing through it (topside and bottomside reflections), the number of first-order
reverberations to be found in the reverberative interval is potentially very large. Sorting out
the individual arrivals and estimating their depth of origin can be a difficult task. Major
discontinuities are known to exist near depths of 400 km and 650 km in the mantle, but it is
possible that other discontinuities contribute significantly to the sum of first-order
reverberations. Candidates include the seismic lid and the 220-km, or Lehmann,
discontinuity. The success or failure of waveform inversion is very much dependent upon
the model parameterization. If an important discontinuity is not included in the model, no
information about it can be recovered. On the other hand, including parameters to describe
a nonexistent reflector can doom an inversion. In the following sections we describe an
inversion algorithm capable of detecting, locating, and describing discontinuities in the
mantle. The primary advantage of the method is the lack of a priori information needed for
successful application to real data.
Parameterization of Waveforms
In parameterizing the waveforms of first-order reverberations we are guided by several
basic, but crucial, questions regarding the layering of the mantle: at what depths are the
major mantle interfaces, do these depths have significant lateral variations, and do these
variations correlate with surface tectonics and/or tomographic maps of the mantle and core?
Unfortunately, the finite SNR, low-frequency content, and limited range of ray parameters
of our data set impose fundamental constraints on the mantle layering parameters that we
can hope to retrieve. Since the characteristic wavelengths for the reverberations employed
in this study are of the order of 150 km, it is not possible to resolve the fine structure of
mantle layer interfaces. Indeed, even a extended transition width of 15-25 km would
appear essentially discontinuous [Ingate et al., 1986]. For this reason, the transitions
between mantle layers are modeled as first-order discontinuities, characterized by a
frequency-independent reflection coefficient R. Although the ability to detect fine structure
is lost by restricting our observations to low frequencies, we do gain two important
benefits: (1) Modeling the effects of crustal reverberations is greatly simplified. Had we
looked at higher frequencies, the need for more complex crustal modeling would have
arisen. Of course, this simplification extends to other mantle discontinuities as well. (2)
Wide transition layers, which are nearly transparent to higher-frequency body waves, are
detectable at low frequencies. Although there is reason to believe that both the 400-km
[e.g., Leven, 1985] and 650-km [e.g., Engdahl and Flinn, 1969; Whitcomb and
Anderson, 1970; Paulssen, 1988] discontinuities are locally "sharp," i.e., that they
represent transitions localized to within 10 km or so, other discontinuities may not be. For
example, the velocity increase at the top of layer D" proposed by Lay and Helmberger
[1983] to explain observations of a lower mantle, S-wave triplication may be modeled as an
extended transition of up to 40 km width without seriously degrading the level of fit
obtained between synthetic and data waveforms (see also Young and Lay [1987]).
The reflection points of individual dynamic analogs, which together form a single first-
order reverberation, will be spread out along the great-circle path connecting source and
receiver. Topographic relief on the discontinuity being sampled will thus lead to travel-time
variations among analogs, "splitting" the reverberative "multiplet" into its constituent
"singlets" (individual phases). However, in the absence of extreme lateral variations in
discontinuity depth, the splitting will not be great enough to allow us to resolve the analogs
individually. If a number of singlets arrive at times differing by only a small portion of
their characteristic period, we expect a slightly broadened composite waveform whose
centroid time is a measure of the average travel time of the individual singlets. As the
terminology might suggest, this phenomena has an analog in the splitting of free
oscillations by aspherical structure; in both cases, the singlets typically cannot be resolved
on a single seismogram. Theoretically, it should be possible to reconstruct the topography
of a discontinuity sampled in this way through tomographic reconstruction. Unfortunately,
to be viable, such an experiment would require considerably more data than presently
available. Instead, we estimate only the path-averaged discontinuity depth z;. Similarly,
we assume that along-path variations in the strength of the reflector are averaged out and
that R(z;) represents the true mean value. Phase misalignments due to discontinuity
topography and lateral heterogeneity elsewhere in the mantle will bias our R(z;) estimates
toward lower values and introduce an apparent frequency dependence. By examining this
phenomena, we able to place important constraints on the magnitude of discontinuity
topography and obtain an unbiased estimate of R(z;).
Since the ray parameters of mantle reverberations do not vary greatly, first- and higher-
order reverberations illuminate discontinuities over a small range of incidence angles,
concentrated close to normal incidence (; 15* from vertical). For plausible contrasts in
material properties, the reflection coefficient of a discontinuity will be near constant for
these angles, prompting us to ignore the angular dependence of R(z;). A discontinuity in
this idealized model of the mantle is therefore completely characterized by its path-averaged
depth z;, and vertical-incidence reflection coefficient R(z;).
Because first-order reverberations preferentially sample certain mantle layers relative to
their parent zeroth-order reverberations, their attenuation can in theory be used to estimate
the vertically-averaged quality factors of the major mantle layers. Unfortunately, the
interference between singlets of a split reverberative family is usually too great to permit
reliable estimates of attenuation to be made. Although this problem can be avoided by
selecting only those reverberations that appear not to be split, i.e., those whose waveforms
most closely match the parent, as in Chapter 2, we have chosen not to estimate quality
factors on a layer-by-layer basis. Instead, we will use as the quality factor of first-order
reverberations the whole-mantle estimate, Qscs, derived from the inversion of zeroth-order
reverberation waveforms. This is not expected to generate any significant bias in our
results, owing to the similarity of the path-averaged quality factors of zeroth- and first-
order reverberations. For example, using the Q model obtained in Chapter 2 (QUM = 81;
QLM = 231), the path-averaged quality factors of ScS 3 and {ScS 3 ; S650+S} at zero ray
parameter are 150 and 139, respectively.
Other propagation effects, such as crustal reverberations and delays due to source and
receiver structure, have already been estimated from zeroth-order reverberations and are
included in the modeling of first-order reverberations. Thus the only additional parameters
necessary to adequately characterize the low-frequency wave train of first-order
reverberations are those describing the location and magnitude of the major mantle
interfaces, specifically: z;, and R(z;).
Inversion Formulation
In the absence of noise and lateral heterogeneity, the reverberative interval of the
seismogram is comprised entirely of a sum of zeroth- and higher-order reverberations,
which we write
00
d = d (3.7)
1 =0
where d is a column vector representing samples of the discrete data time series and d( is
the sum of reverberations of order 1. By studying the waveforms of zeroth-order
reverberations we have arrived at an accurate approximation to d(0), call it d(0), which we
strip from the data, leaving
d dscat = d (3.8)
1= 1
where dscat denotes the sum of first- and higher-order reverberations, all of which have
been scattered from at least one internal mantle discontinuity. With the notable exception of
the M discontinuity, whose effects are explicitly included in modeling of the d(,
discontinuities in the mantle are characterized by only small increases or decreases in
velocity and density ( 8%). As a result, near-normal incidence reflection coefficients for
these discontinuities are small, even at low frequencies. Thus in considering the scattered
wave field, dscat, we feel justified in ignoring the contributions of second- and higher-order
reverberations, in effect invoking the Born approximation: dscat ~ d(1) (more formally, this
assumption is justified for R << 1/n, where n is the core-bounce number). Given the
adopted parameterization of discontinuities, we can write
N
dscat = X R(z.) g(z.) + n (3.9)
i= 1
where g(z;) is the seismogram of first-order reverberations that would be generated by a
discontinuity at depth z; with unit reflection coefficient ("discontinuity response functions,"
or DRFs), R(z;) is the unknown reflection coefficient at z;, and n is noise. Equation (3.9)
can be expressed in matrix notation
dscat = G R + n (3.10)
Using the hybrid geometrical-optics, Haskell-propagator scheme, it is a simple task to
generate the g(z;) for a given Earth model; see Figure 3.6. The standard least-squares
values of the reflection coefficients are then
R = (GT C-1 G)- G C- dscat (3.11)nn nn
where Cn is the matrix of noise covariance. Because the estimator is linear with respect to
dscat, extension to multiple data seismograms is trivial.
Since, in general, we do not know the depths of the mantle discontinuities a priori, we
have chosen to place hypothetical discontinuities at regularly spaced intervals in the mantle,
so that the solution (3.11) represents a profile of mantle "reflectivity." Ideally, depths
marked by significant discontinuities should appear as high amplitudes (bright spots) in this
profile, and only at these depths should R(z;) rise above the background level predicted for
noise alone. Thus, for a sufficiently fine mesh of model radii, this technique should be
able to estimate both the depth and strength of reflectors in the mantle. In form, our
algorithm is a specific and simple application of Tarantola's [1984b] inversion scheme for
acoustic reflection data and is also similar to Middleton and Whittlesey's [1968] water
reverberation inversion.
In order to precisely locate the depths of mantle discontinuities it is necessary to sample
the mantle reflectivity profile at finely spaced depth intervals. However, the low-
frequency, limited-bandwidth nature of the data set ensures that DRFs for closely spaced
discontinuities will be similar in form, since travel time differences among the various first-
order reverberations will be small compared to the characteristic periods of the waveforms.
In fact, even for a depth sampling increment as modest as 25 ki, response functions for
adjacent depths are sufficiently similar in form to drive GT C 1 G toward unworkably
high condition numbers. Experiments with noisy synthetic zeroth- and first-order
reverberation records suggest that the mean travel time of suites of low-frequency
reverberations can be measured to better than 1.5 s, implying a 5-7 km depth resolution of
mantle discontinuities. This figure is considerably better than that implied by the direct
application of (3.11), which is severely hampered by finite computing precision. Various
means exist by which the inverse in (3.11) can be regularized, allowing for finer sampling
intervals. However, we have chosen to adopt a different approach, obtained as a
simplification of (3.11) motivated by traditional seismic migration algorithms.
If the matrix product GT C 1 G were diagonal, i.e., if the covariance-weighted DRFs
for different discontinuity depths were orthogonal, then the least-squares solution of (3.10)
could be simplified to
gT ( -1 dscatg (zg) C~I dsa
R(z.) =nn (3.12)
g T ()C-1 ZgT(zg) C, g(zg)
This estimate admits several interesting interpretations which bear further examination. If
we restrict our attention to the numerator alone, we see that it corresponds to the zero-lag
term of the cross correlation of Cnn-g(z;) with dscat, an operation known as matched
filtering [Robinson and Treitel, 1980], a commonly used SNR enhancement technique that
has found frequent use in both classical [e.g., Dziewonski and Hales, 1972] and
exploration seismology (e.g., White [1980] and VIBROSEISm). The design goal of a
matched filter is to maximize the ratio of instantaneous energy of filtered signal to average
noise energy by folding the energy of the unfiltered signal into a single sample (generally
taken to be zero lag). The success of the method is due largely to the degree to which a
priori knowledge is incorporated, assuming that both the form of the signal, in this case
g(z;), and noise autocorrelation, C,., are known in advance. Matched filtering also plays
an important role in signal detection theory [e.g., Helstrom 1960; Selim, 1965], from
which it can be shown that (3.12) is an optimal detector, tuned to the first-order
reverberations expected for a discontinuity at a depth z;, should that discontinuity exist.
Equation (3.12) can also be interpreted as a migration operator. To demonstrate this,
however, we must first expand the ith discontinuity response function into a sum of r
individual ray-theoretical arrivals, each characterized by an arrival time rj and waveform
sg, such that
r
g(z., t) = s..(t) * S(t - ..) (3.13)
j=IzJ 1i
where the asterisk operator denotes convolution, and we have assumed that the DRF is
sampled continuously in time for notational convenience. It is also convenient to assume
that Cnn = I (although in practice we always employ the full noise covariance).
Substituting (3.13) into (3.12) and rearranging gives
t
r max 
iZs .(-t) * dscat(t) (t - r..) dt
j = it
R(z.) = mm (3.14)
r maxf s.(t) dt
j= 1 t .mm
where tm< i t t., is the window of time series considered. That this is a migration
operator now becomes clear. The bracketed term of the numerator is the cross correlation
of pulse waveform with data. This step concentrates the energy of the jth arrival into a
single time sample, specifically t = rg. Integrating the r individual cross correlograms
against 8(t - rj) then sifts out and sums the wave field at times when energy from a
potential discontinuity at z; should arrive. In this way the method closely resembles
classical diffraction-stack migration [e.g., Hagedoorn, 1954; French, 1974], where the
observed wave field, given as a function of receiver position and time, is summed along
curves of equal travel time between shot, scatterer, and receiver. However, since the
mapping of the wave field into reflector strength is consistent with the wave equation, the
method is better described as a variant of Kirchoff migration [e.g., Schneider, 1978] and
could have been derived as an extension of Tarantola's [1984a] linearized acoustic
waveform inversion scheme to SH-polarized, elastic-wave propagation.
Tests on Synthetic Data
To arrive at equation (3.12), we assumed that the covariance-weighted DRFs are
orthogonal. This is not true. However, the ramifications of this assumption are easily
predicted and can be demonstrated in a simple experiment on synthetic data with known
discontinuities. A noise-free synthetic data set was generated to mimic the Tonga-KIP
experimental geometry (corridor 8 in Table 2.2) using PA2 [Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987]
as an upper mantle model and PEM [Dziewonski et al., 1975] as a lower mantle model. In
subsequent discussions we will refer to this composite model as PA2'. In generating the
synthetic data we allowed first-order reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities only (see Figure 2.6). Other discontinuities present in model PA2', such as
the lid and 220-km discontinuity, were ignored for simplicity. DRFs were computed by
ray tracing through a modified form of the PA2' model, where the first-order
discontinuities present in PA2' were smoothed using a quartic interpolation scheme
designed to match both the velocity and its first derivative at the endpoints, as well as the
vertical travel time through the interpolated region. Model smoothing is performed to
minimize errors in the predicted travel times of topside and bottomside reflections when the
true depth of the reflector is unknown. Employing equation (3.12), the reflectivity profile
of the mantle was computed; the results are depicted in Figure 3.7. For this synthetic test
case, and for all subsequent experiments, the mantle reflectivity profile was sampled on a
5-km interval starting at the base of the crust and extending to 10 km above the CMB. The
5-km depth spacing corresponds to our estimate of depth resolution obtained from
experiments on noisy synthetic data.
Ideally, the estimated reflectivity profile should be composed of two nonzero values,
occurring at depths of 400 and 670 km, the depths of the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities in model PA2'. Obviously, the reflectivity profile depicted in Figure 3.7
has considerably more structure than this. Perhaps the most dramatic departure from the
ideal are the strong negative reflectivity peaks near 1900 km and 2200 km depth in the
lower mantle. These features arise from an ambiguity in apparent discontinuity depth
peculiar to first- and higher-order reverberations. To understand the source of this
ambiguity, consider an experiment with a coincident shot and receiver. For this geometry it
is always possible to pick two mantle depths, one deep, one shallow, such that the topside
reflections from one have the same travel time as bottomside reflections from the other, and
vice versa. Because the moveout of travel times with increasing distance (or core bounce
number n) for higher-order reverberations is only a weak function of the discontinuity
depth, the ambiguity persists to finite ray parameters. An example can be found in Figure
3.6 where the DRFs computed for 650 km and 1900 km are similar in appearance, but of
opposite sign, a result of mapping topside to bottomside reflections. The final product is a
reflectivity profile with nearly odd symmetry about the midpoint of the mantle with respect
to travel time (-1260 km) and slightly elongated in the lower mantle owing to the greater
velocities. For the profile in Figure 3.7, the reflectivity peaks near 1900 km and 2200 km
depth are the alternative interpretations, or false images, of the 650-km and 400-km
discontinuities, respectively. Although ambiguity does not present a problem in the
interpretation of the transition-zone discontinuities (apart from lowering resolution in the
depth range populated by their false images), it becomes more profound at both shallow
and great depths where structure is more uncertain, and introduces the possibility of
mistaking structure in D" for upper mantle structure and vice versa. Resolution of this
ambiguity is important for the successful application of first-order reverberations to the
study of mantle layering, and is treated in depth in subsequent chapters.
Other, typically smaller, oscillations in the reflectivity profiles result from the occasional
correlation of a subset of data and DRFs, which persist in the stack due to hypocenter
clustering and the limited number of records available. In the analysis of data it has proven
helpful to model these features with synthetic profiles.
Also apparent in Figure 3.7 is the nonzero width and side lobes of reflectivity profile
peaks. This is a result of the finite bandwidth of the data set, in fact the peaks have the
form of the signal autocorrelation where depth replaces time as the lag variable. This
phenomena can be easily understood by examining equation (3.14). The bracketed term of
the numerator consists of the cross correlation of pulse shape s11(t) and data. In the vicinity
of Try, the filtered data will resemble the autocorrelation of sg(t), with some discrepancies
owing to noise and interference between reverberations. Now consider a DRF computed
for a depth which varies by an amount Sz from the depth of the actual discontinuity. If z
is small, the synthetic waveforms, s4 (t), will be largely unaffected. However, the travel
times of the individual first-order reverberations will be perturbed by an amount &rgj, given
by
23SzSt.. = & cos 6.. (3.15)
V vs(z.) i
for a (topside, bottomside) reflection, where 69 is the departure of the ray from the vertical
at the discontinuity. Substituting ri + Sr for ri in (3.14) and varying Sz maps the
autocorrelation of sg from the lag time domain to &.
In the following chapter we apply the algorithm embodied by equation (3.12) to data for
the 18 seismic corridors sampled in this study.
SUMMARY
In this chapter we have developed powerful, yet simple, techniques to extract
information describing the internal layering of the mantle from the waveforms of mantle
reverberations, techniques which make full use of the simplicity of structure and level of
redundancy of information indigenous to the reverberative interval. Inversion of zeroth-
order reverberation waveforms provides accurate estimates of whole-mantle travel time,
attenuation, source parameters and path-averaged crustal structure. Apart from their
intrinsic interest, accurate estimates of these quantities are crucial for the subsequent
evaluation of higher-order reverberations. The inversion scheme applied to first-order
reverberations bears a strong resemblance to techniques of migration common in the
exploration literature, and offers a powerful alternative to the traditional travel-time methods
common in earthquake seismology. Together these methods are capable of providing a
wealth of information regarding mantle layering averaged over relatively short path
lengths-yet imaging the entire 2900 km depth extent of the mantle. In the following
chapter we discuss results obtained by applying these methods to the data set of Chapter 2,
results which form the observational basis of this thesis.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 3.1. Comparison of synthetic SH-polarized pulses computed using a hybrid
geometrical-optics, Haskell propagator scheme and low-passed filtered as described in
Chapter 2. The effect of multiple transits through a 25-km-thick crust is dramatic, even at
these low frequencies (< 60 mHz). Ignoring the contribution of crustal reverberations
introduces considerable bias into estimates of Qscs.
Fig. 3.2. Comparison of SH-polarized seismograms showing the reverberative interval for
several deep- and intermediate-focus events in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone recorded by
station CTAO in northeastern Australia (corridor 5 in Table 2.2). For each pair, the bottom
trace is data; top trace is a synthetic which includes random additive noise, based on a
nonstationary model whose spectral characteristics are that of real data. Large-amplitude
arrivals in the data beginning at -76 minutes are major arc phases not modeled in the
synthetics. Experiments on synthetic data sets such as these were used to assess the
reliability and robustness of the waveform inversion scheme.
Fig. 3.3. Results of the combined grid search-inversion scheme for a synthetic data set
modeled after the Tonga-CTAO geometry (corridor 5 in Table 2.2). (Left) A contour map
of variance reduction as a function of assumed crustal thickness zM, and M-discontinuity
reflection coefficient R(zM). At each grid point, Qscs and other model parameters were
inverted for using a nonlinear, Levenberg-Marquardt inversion formulation. (Right) The
resulting estimates of Qscs. Solid circles mark the best estimate based on variance
reduction, actual parameter values are zM = 20 km, R(zM) = 0.18, and Qscs = 155. Tests
on synthetic data sets were performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the method and to
estimate the covariance between the parameters of the crustal model and attenuation.
Fig. 3.4. Results of the combined grid search-inversion scheme for the Tonga-CTAO
seismic corridor. (Left) A contour map of variance reduction as a function of assumed
crustal thickness zM, and M-discontinuity reflection coefficient R(zM). At each grid point,
Qscs and other model parameters were inverted for using a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt
inversion formulation. (Right) The resulting estimates of QSS. The data are best fit by zM
= 24 + 8 km, R(zM) = 0.11 ± 0.08, and QSS = 210 + 40 (solid circles).
Fig. 3.5. Two examples of stripping of zeroth-order reverberations taken from the data
inversion of Figure 3.4. For each triplet, the top seismogram is data, the middle is the
model of zeroth-order reverberations obtained by waveform inversion, and the bottom is
data minus synthetic. The latter are used as input to the processing of first-order
reverberations for mantle reflectivity profiles.
Fig. 3.6. SH-polarized seismograms showing the reverberative interval for a deep-focus
Tonga event recorded at KIP. Bottom trace is data. Top traces are synthetic discontinuity
response functions (DRFs), i.e., the seismogram of first-order reverberations generated by
a unit discontinuity at the labeled depth (km). These seismograms are used in the inversion
of first-order reverberations for mantle layering. Properly normalized, the cross correlation
of data and DRF evaluated at zero lag is a maximum-likelihood estimate of reflection
coefficient R. By sweeping through the mantle, and stacking over many seismograms, a
profile of reflectivity, R(z), is generated. Generally, the large-amplitude ScS, and sScS,,
phases are stripped from data prior to this step (see Figure 3.5); here they have been left in
for consistency with previous figures.
Fig. 3.7. (Left) Reflectivity profile obtained for a synthetic data set modeled after the
Tonga-KIP geometry (corridor 8 in Table 2.2). R(z) is a low-passed filtered version of the
normal-incidence, SH-polarized reflection coefficient of the mantle. Positive R(z) implies
an increase in impedance with depth across the discontinuity. (Right) Although the PA2'
Earth model used to generate this data set contains a number of upper mantle
discontinuities, for the sack of simplicity only reverberations from the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities were included in the synthetics. The large-amplitude peaks near 400 km and
670 km in the reflectivity profile are the registrations of these discontinuities, and their
amplitudes are estimates of the reflection coefficients. The slight offset from the model
predicted depth is due to the smoothing applied to the Earth model used to generate DRFs.
Large-magnitude features in the lower mantle are false images of transition-zone
discontinuities-artifacts which arise due to poor ray-parameter coverage, resulting in a near
mirror image profile. Stippled region denotes the 5% false-alarm probability level
estimated on a Monte Carlo basis from synthetic noise panels modeled after data (not
shown). Gap in the mid-mantle is due to interference between topside and bottomside
reflections, leading to instability in the inversion.
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CHAPTER 4
REVERBERATION WAVEFORM INVERSION: RESULTS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we apply the methods developed in Chapter 3 to invert zeroth-order
reverberation waveforms for path-averaged estimates of whole-mantle travel time, Qscs,
and crustal structure. While our primary interest in these quantities arises from a need to
accurately model the waveforms of higher-order reverberations, they are nonetheless
important in and of themselves. Measurements of multiple-ScS travel-time residuals and
attenuation have been an important source of information regarding the lateral heterogeneity
of the upper mantle [Sipkin and Jordan, 1979, 1980a, b; Chan and Der, 1988; Lay and
Wallace 1983, 1988]. Although these phases sample the entire mantle, the correlation of
travel-time residuals and variations in attenuation with surface tectonics argue for the
predominance of upper mantle heterogeneity. Results presented in this chapter add
significantly to the geographical coverage of multiple ScS observations, and reinforce the
conclusion of previous studies, requiring a significant dichotomy between old oceans and
continents, with variations in velocity and attenuation structure persisting to depths as great
as 400 km in the upper mantle [e.g., Sipkin and Jordan, 1979; 1980a, b].
The accurate model of zeroth-order reverberations obtained by waveform inversion is
stripped from the seismogram. In the reverberative interval, the residual is dominated by
first-order reverberations, with contributions from the transition-zone discontinuities
figuring most heavily. "Migration" of the stripped seismograms produces a map of mantle
reflectivity, but, as discussed in Chapter 3, this map will contain artifacts arising from data
limitations, impeding straightforward interpretation. Through migration of synthetic data
sets we are able to model these artifacts. By progressively adding complexity to the mantle
models used to construct the synthetic data, we are able to produce excellent fits to data
profiles, obtaining in the process accurate estimates of the apparent depths and reflection
coefficients of the both the major and minor reflectors of seismic energy in the mantle. The
discontinuity structures obtained in this way provide the bulk of the observational basis of
this thesis. The remaining chapters are devoted to extracting and expounding upon the rich
stores of information they contain.
RESULTS OF ZEROTH-ORDER REVERBERATION INVERSION
The grid search-inversion algorithm of Chapter 3 has been applied to 18 seismic
corridors in the western and central Pacific, Indonesia and Australia. An example of output
produced by this method, obtained for the corridor linking shocks in the Tonga-Fiji seismic
zone with the ASRO station CTAO (corridor 5 in Table 2.2), can be found in Figure 3.4 (a
second example can be found in Chapter 7). Results from the entire suite of experiments
are compiled in Table 4.1. Several aspects of this work have implications for upper mantle
layering, and the subsequent analysis of first-order reverberations, and bear further
scrutiny.
Tectonic Correlation of rscs
Previous studies of the geographic variation of multiple-ScS travel times have
documented significant lateral heterogeneity [e.g., Okal and Anderson, 1975; Sipkin and
Jordan, 1980a; Stark and Forsyth, 1983]. As expected from plate-cooling arguments there
is a systematic decrease in travel time with increasing age in the oceans, and with increasing
age since the last orogenic disturbance for continents. More important, however, is the
identification of a 5.2-s decrease from Tscs estimates for old oceanic regions to estimates
for stable continental platforms and shields [e.g. Sipkin and Jordan, 1980a]-regions
predicted to be essentially similar in the plate-cooling model..
Using the GTR1 tectonic regionalization [Jordan, 1981] we have computed regionalized
estimates of rscs via a weighted least-squares decomposition of the individual corridor
estimates (Table 4.1). Because our sampling of the GTR1 regions is not uniform, we have
repartitioned the GTR1 provinces into three groups, namely: oceans (regions A, B, and C),
phanerozoic orogenic zones (region Q), and stable continental blocks (regions P and S).
To eliminate the contribution due to shallow-seated heterogeneity, the times presented in
Table 4.1 have been corrected for variations in crustal thickness and bounce-point
bathymetry. Crustal corrections were computed by adjusting all times to a canonical crustal
thickness of 33 km, assuming a crustal velocity of 3.6 km/s, and upper mantle velocity of
4.5 km/s (values similar to the Jeffrey's Earth model). Bounce point bathymetry was
reduced to sea level using the same crustal velocity, with bathymetry estimated from the
DBDB5 digital database averaged over the first Fresnel zone of the bounce point with a
Gaussian weighting function. The magnitude of both of corrections is of order 2 s. The
resulting regionalized estimates of rscs are: 943.2 ± 0.2 s (oceans), 936.3 ± 0.2 s
(phanerozoic orogenic zones), and 935.5 ± 0.3 s (stable continental blocks), consistent
with a 7.7-s decrease in two-way travel time going from oceanic regions (primarily of
intermediate age; 24-100 Myr), to stable continental blocks. Weighting the regional
estimates of TScS by their global areal fractions (Table 2.2) results in an average value of
940.4 ± 0.2 s. By way of comparison, the PREM predicts TScS = 940.5 s.
The ability of this simple, three-parameter model to reconstruct TScS on a corridor-by-
corridor basis is remarkable (Figure 4.1), implying that variations in rScS are strongly
correlated with surface tectonics. As discussed by Sipkin and Jordan [1980a] it is difficult
to explain the large discrepancy in oceanic and continental travel times by shallow-seated
heterogeneity alone, requiring tectonically-correlated differences in velocity structure
perhaps as deep as 400 km.
Tectonic Correlation of Qscs
Following the analysis of Tscs we have obtained regionalized estimates of Qscs from the
18 path averages of Table 4.1. As is typically the case with attenuation measurements, the
uncertainties in these quantities are larger, and the ability of the three parameter model to
reconstruct the corridor estimates poorer (Figure 4.2), than for travel times. However, the
results are consistent with rscs, displaying a systematic increase in quality factor from
oceanic to stable continental blocks: 189 ± 16 (oceans), 200 ± 16 (phanerozoic orogenic
zones), and 280 ± 30 (continental platforms and shields), with an inferred global average
value of 207 ± 25 (likely to be biased high by the lack of estimates for young oceanic
regions). While there is considerable scatter in the observations, the data display a positive
correlation between Tscs and Qss-1 which is nominally significant at the 95% confidence
level (Figure 4.3). A similar correlation was noted by Sipkin and Jordan [1980b] in a data
set with little overlap with the present, suggesting that it may be true of the Earth in general.
Given the observed tectonic correlations of both Vscs and Qscs-1, it seems reasonable to
assign their mutual correlation to thermal heterogeneity largely confined to the upper
mantle, although other heterogeneities, such as large-scale compositional variations may
also contribute.
For the seismic corridor connecting shocks in the Izu-Bonin seismic zone with station
GUMO on the island of Guam (corridor 6 in Table 2.2), our data is best fit by QScS = 97 ±
30, an extremely low value indicative of severe attenuation. Bounce points for the zeroth-
order reverberations entering into this estimate lie in, or near, the Mariana and Bonin
ridges-sites of active inter-arc spreading [Karig, 1971]. The presence of high temperatures
and a small amount of partial melt beneath these features may explain the anomalous
attenuation of multiple ScS. Measurements of ScSn attenuation in the Basin and Range and
northern South America yield similarly low values of Qscs. [Lay and Wallace, 1983;
1988].
Crustal Modeling
Detailed crustal structures were not available for many of the regions sampled in this
study (especially with regards to the strength of the M discontinuity), a fact which
motivated us to solve for the parameters of a simple crustal model in the inversion process.
Nevertheless, by searching the gravity, heat flow and seismic-survey literature (see Soller
et al. [1982], and references therein), it was possible to infer the depth of the M
discontinuity beneath many of the zeroth-order reverberation surface bounce points. Where
unavailable, estimates often could be obtained by extrapolation from nearby points or by
comparison with similar tectonic regions where the crust had been studied. In this way the
average depth of the M discontinuity sampled by the various zeroth-order reverberations
was obtained on a path-by-path basis. Although the uncertainties in these values are high,
the agreement with our estimates, derived solely from the low-frequency waveforms of
multiple ScS, is remarkable (Figure 4.4). A small bias in our estimates toward thicker
crustal values can be seen, which could be explained by one or more of several effects. By
ignoring the possibility of extended source time functions we may have consistently
underestimated pulse duration. If so, broader composite synthetic waveforms, resulting
from a thicker crust, may offer a better fit to data. The use of constant-velocity layers in the
interpretation of seismic refraction surveys leads to estimated layer thicknesses that are
consistently too small (P. Spudich, personal communication, 1987). Most of the older
literature was based on this methodology, implying that the depths inferred from some of
these studies may be too shallow.
Another potential source of bias of particular interest to this study is distortion of zeroth-
order reverberation waveforms owing to boundary-layer structure near the CMB. Because
the core is a near-perfect reflector of SH-polarized waves, mantle-side layering near the
CMB will produce first- and higher-order reverberations analogously to the crust. To be
hydrodynamically stable, any such layering must be associated with appreciable contrasts
in density. Assuming that velocity variations are commensurate with those of density, deep
mantle structure, if present, could have a profound influence on composite ScS,
waveforms. The very good agreement of our estimates of crustal thickness and published
estimates documented in Figure 4.4 imposes important upper limits on the magnitude of
CMB structure beneath the sampled regions. This subject will be treated in greater detail in
Chapter 7.
We note that our estimates of the reflection coefficient of the M discontinuity also display
a tectonic correlation which, albeit not strong, tend towards larger values beneath
continents, yielding regionalized estimates of: 0.13 ± 0.04 (oceans), 0.18 ± 0.04
(phanerozoic orogenic zones), and 0.22 ± 0.07 (stable continental blocks). At the low
frequencies of interest to this study it is difficult to determine the exact nature of crustal
sampling, however the sense of correlation is consistent with the notion of a slower and
less-dense granitic continental crust. A second possibility is that this trend reflects the
presence of a basal low-velocity layer in the continental crust, acting to increase the
effective impedance contrast of the M discontinuity [e.g., Landisman et al., 1971; Jordan
and Frazer, 1975].
INVERSION OF FIRST-ORDER REVERBERATIONS
The migration algorithm developed in the previous chapter, embodied by equation
(3.12), was applied to data from the 18 seismic corridors sampled in this study. Prior to
processing, the data were stripped of zeroth-order reverberations as in Figure 3.5, and the
results of the inversion of zeroth-order reverberation waveforms, namely, revised source
parameters, Qscs, rscs, zM, and R(zM), were used in the construction of DRFs. To model
the moveout in time and distance of first-order reverberations, ray tracing through the
smoothed mantle model, PA2', was performed. However, since rscs varied from region to
region, that velocity model had to be adjusted. The ScS, and sScS phases employed to
estimate Tscs sample the entire mantle uniformly and therefore provide no control over
velocity as a function of depth. Thus in order to match model-predicted and observed rscs
values, we decided to uniformly increase or decrease the upper mantle velocities of PA2' as
appropriate for each path.
Results of the experiments are shown in Figures 4.6 through 4.23. However, before
discussing specific results, several general comments regarding these experiments need to
be made: (1) To avoid contamination by unmodeled, nonreverberative arrivals, the time
window considered usually consists of the portion of seismogram starting with the passage
of sScS2 and ending with the first major arc arrivals. In some cases, typical of paths with
the lowest SNRs and greatest epicentral distances, the window is further abbreviated, to
begin with the passage of sScS3. (2) The noise covariance matrix Cn, is estimated from the
autocorrelation of the entire reverberative interval after stripping of zeroth-order
reverberations. Since signal from any single discontinuity represents only a small portion
of the energy of the reverberative interval this approach is justifiable. For simplicity we
also assumed that Cn, was stationary over the duration of the reverberative interval.
Amplitude losses due to attenuation and geometric spreading are largely compensated by
the increasing number of dynamic analogs found for later arrivals, resulting in time-
averaged energy levels which do not change drastically (Figure 3.5). Pulse broadening,
while noticeable, should not be a significant source of nonstationarity in the noise
covariance. Operationally, use of the noise covariance matrix is equivalent to prewhitening
of the data. (3) Estimates of the reflectivity profile variance are obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation on synthetic noise panels whose spectral characteristics are that of actual data.
As shown, they are referenced to zero, rather than to the estimated reflectivity. This is in
accord with the interpretation of equation (3.12) as an optimal signal detector, from which
it can be shown that these error bounds (20-) also correspond to the 5% false-alarm
probability level [e.g., Helstrom, 1960]. That is, the probability that reflectivity estimates
in excess of these limits are due to noise alone is < 5%. (4) Reflectivity estimates are not
made over the depth interval of 1200-1320 km, bracketing the midpoint of the mantle with
respect to travel time (-1260 km). In this depth region, first-order reverberations from the
topside and bottomside of a discontinuity have nearly equal travel times, but opposite
polarities, destructively interfering with one another. This reduces the denominator of
(3.12) and increases the variance of the profile, with the result that little useful information
can be obtained for R(z) at these depths. (Note that signal energy from any discontinuity in
this depth range would also be low for the same reasons.)
SYNTHETIC MODELING
Preliminary Synthetic Profiles and 'Parsimony'
From Figures 4.6 through 4.23 it is fairly obvious that the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities dominate the reflectivity signature of the mantle, so much so that synthetic
profiles computed for mantle models containing just these two discontinuities provide a
reasonable match to data. Also obvious, however, is the important contributions of other,
albeit typically smaller, discontinuities. Here we are referring to such features as the
discontinuity at 220 km depth in Figure 4.6, or at 66 km in Figure 4.16. Synthetic forward
modeling of reflectivity profiles is our primary tool in identifying low-amplitude reflectors
such as these, both in discriminating them from noise and experimental-design-induced
artifacts, and in eliminating biases owing to interfering structures. Because there is such a
heavy emphasis put on forward modeling, we must be careful to understand the
assumptions we have built into the interpretative process, as well as its limitations. In this
section, we document the steps taken in the analysis of a typical data profile, namely the
profile obtained from 17 recordings sampling the seismic corridor connecting events in the
Sumba, Philippines, New Britain and New Hebrides seismic zones with station CHTO in
Thailand (corridor 1 in Table 2.2; Figure 4.6). This particular corridor was chosen because
of the relatively complicated structure it displays; data quality is in no way exceptional,
although the results probably suffer somewhat from the geographically extensive source
region.
The approach adopted in modeling reflectivity corridors is divided into two parts. In the
first, we attempt to model the primary features of data employing as parsimonious a model
as possible, i.e., a model where the variations in impedance are distributed amongst the
least number of discontinuities possible. At this point we are attempting to model only the
"first-order" features of the data on a corridor-by-corridor basis, and hence no reference to
other paths is made, including even those adjacent to the corridor under consideration. For
the specific example of corridor 1, this modeling step required placing large impedance
increases at 420 and 668 km depth, corresponding to the well known 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities. Smaller, but not negligible, impedance increases were also required at
depths of 79 and 223 km. The interpretation of these latter two discontinuities is less
straightforward than the former, and postponed to subsequent chapters. We note here that
because of ambiguity, either of these two could be alternatively interpreted as impedance
decreases in the lower mantle. The fact that we have chosen to model them as upper mantle
discontinuities is for the sake of convenience only; had we chosen to explicitly model the
lower mantle image, the estimates of reflection coefficient and depth would be little changed
from what we predict having modeled the upper-mantle image instead. In other words, it
makes little difference whether we choose to model the upper- or lower-mantle image of a
discontinuity-ambiguity ensures that the properties we infer will not be different.
The model of mantle reflectivity obtained by this exercise is shown as the middle profile
of Figure 4.6, and will be referred to as the "parsimonious" profile in what follows. This
structure clearly provides a good fit to data. The magnitudes of the discontinuities have
been chosen to match the amplitude of the reflectivity peaks, but even away from these
peaks the "background" level predicted by the synthetic profile is by and large similar to
data. Much of the energy comprising this background is due to the occasional spurious
correlation of subsets of data with DRFs, correlations which persist in the stack due to
hypocentral clustering and the limited number of records available along any given
corridor. A typical example of spurious correlation, is the "misinterpretation" of a depth
phase as a "primary" reflection, which results in a small "ghost" reflectivity peak below the
actual depth of the discontinuity, separated by approximately the depth of the event. For
some of the larger discontinuities, the contributions due to second-order reverberations can
become non-negligible (although the opposing contributions of topside and bottomside
reflections acts to damp their contribution). The theoretical seismograms used to construct
synthetic reflectivity profiles include all second-order reverberations; crustal reverberations
of all orders are explicitly included through the Haskell propagator-matrix formalism. Our
ability to accurately model these artifacts constitutes an important, although pedestrian,
aspect of this study. Had we not been able to do so, much of the information content of the
data reflectivity profiles would be inaccessible. However, even armed with this ability, we
would be hesitant to propose additional reflectors for this corridor without some form of
additional evidence. The additional line of evidence comes from comparison of estimates
for nearby areas, which reveals regularities in the reflectivity profiles suggestive of
additional discontinuity structure.
Higher-Order Features
The parsimonious synthetic profile of Figure 4.6, computed for a mantle model
containing just four discontinuities, explains the majority of data reflectivity which differs
from zero at the 95% confidence level. This analysis of resolution presupposes knowledge
of the amplitude spectrum of data only, however, and does not consider any outside,
and/or a priori knowledge that we may have. Because designing a formal analysis of
resolution which incorporates such knowledge would be a prohibitively difficult task, and
probably not of great practical utility, we have chosen instead to rely on a more intuitive
measure of resolution. This measure can be summarized operationally by the following
statement: We will interpret a peak or inflection in a reflectivity profile as evidence of a
mantle discontinuity if and only if: (1) it can be accurately modeled by addition of a single
discontinuity to the synthetic data, (2) including it does not degrade the level of profile
agreement achieved away from the depth of the inferred discontinuity, and (3) it is
consistently observed in a significant subset of the suite of corridor-averaged estimates.
For corridor 1, applying this dictum results in the synthetic reflectivity profile right of
center in Figure 4.6, whose discontinuity structure is represented schematically to the right.
This profile differs from the parsimonious synthetic profile by the addition of three,
relatively small (R(z) ~ 1-2%) reflectors, located at depths of 306, 551, and 768 km,
respectively. This profile will be referred to as the "preferred" profile in what follows.
Comparison with nearby seismic corridors (compare Figures 4.7, 4.9 and 4.18) show
these additional discontinuities to be geographically consistent features of the data
reflectivity profiles. The signatures of these discontinuities are small, and largely obscured
by the stronger side-lobes of the 220-km, 400-km and 650-km discontinuities, yet they are
remarkably well modeled by the preferred synthetic profiles. Addition of essentially similar
discontinuities to the mantle models used to compute synthetic reflectivity profiles for the
nearby corridors (corridors 2, 4, and 13 in Table 2.2) provides equally good improvements
in the fit to data 9Figures 4.7, 4.9, and 4.18). While this analysis is necessarily somewhat
subjective, the consistency of the observations throughout a heterogeneous data set give us
confidence in our identification of these features.
R(z) Estimates
Included in each of the Figures 4.6 through 4.23 is a schematic representation of the
discontinuity structure inferred from detailed synthetic modeling, wherein we plot the SH
reflection coefficient at the apparent depth of the discontinuity (a compilation of these
quantities is given in Table 4.2). We stress the use of the word "apparent"; first-order
reverberations alone are incapable of providing a direct estimate of discontinuity depth,
being sensitive only to the vertical travel time separating the discontinuity from either the
free surface or CMB. Because the velocity structures beneath most of the sampled regions
are unknown to us, we cannot uniquely determine depth. Fortunately, interval travel times
differ little from model to model, with the result that depth estimates obtained from a suite
of mantle models will typically vary by less than 10 km. Uncertainties in the measurement
of depth is of order 5 km for the transition-zone discontinuities (relative to the migration
velocity model), increasing to ~20 km for lower-amplitude reflectors, thus this limitation of
modeling is not of great significance, although it is possible to improve the estimates of
discontinuity depth by appealing to global models of mantle heterogeneity obtained by
seismic tomography (Chapter 5). Uncertainties in the estimates of the reflection
coefficients also become proportionately greater as the inferred strength of the reflector
decreases. Note that in this respect, the 5% false-alarm levels do not provide an accurate
estimate of reflection coefficient variance-a measure which is better quantified by the
standard deviation of estimates obtained for individual paths along a seismic corridor.
Estimates obtained in this fashion suggest a relatively uniform level of measurement
uncertainty, with a standard error of 0.01 (-15%) for the larger reflectors, decreasing
somewhat for lower amplitude reflectors (~0.005). While this represents a significant
fraction of the estimate, it is nonetheless a testimony to the unprecedented utility of first-
order reverberations in retrieving these quantities.
SUMMARY
Using specifically-tailored waveform inversion and signal enhancement techniques we
have accurately estimated parameters describing the gross properties of mantle discontinuity
structure. On a corridor-by-corridor basis this set minimally includes the path-averaged
whole-mantle travel time rscs and quality factor Qscs, crustal thickness zM, and M-
discontinuity reflection coefficient R(zM), all of which display strong tectonic correlation,
arguing for the predominance of upper mantle heterogeneity. Analysis of first-order
reverberations provides estimates of the apparent depths and reflection coefficients of
discontinuities internal to the mantle. Apart from the large, and apparently ubiquitous,
transition-zone discontinuities, estimates of R(z) for a number of other, typically much
smaller, discontinuities have been obtained. These estimates represent an important new
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geophysical data base-the remainder of this thesis is devoted to unraveling the wealth of
information they contain.
Zeroth-Order Reverberation Inversion Results
Source TSCS1  ZM
# Region Recv. sec Qscs km R(zM)
1 Sumba-Phil. CHTO 939.6 ± 0.3 181 30 23 ± 8 0.18 ± 0.04
2 New Britain CTAO 939.1 ±0.3 258 ±40 30 ±8 0.20 ±0.06
3 Sumba 934.4 ±0.3 262 ± 30 30 ±8 0.18 ± 0.04
4 Philippines 935.9 ±0.3 158 ± 30 30 ± 6 0.20 ±0.04
5 Tonga-Fiji 941.3 ±0.3 210 ± 40 24 ±8 0.11 ±0.07
6 Sumba-Phil. GUMO 939.9 ± 0.3 181 ±30 10 ± 5 0.18 ± 0.08
7 Izu-Bonin 938.7 ±0.3 97 ±30 12 ± 6 0.17 ±0.10
8 Tonga-Fiji KIP 945.8 ± 0.3 169 ±30 6 ±3 0.12 ± 0.03
9 Sumba-Phil. MAJO 939.2 ± 0.3 181 ±30 15 ± 4 0.20 ± 0.03
10 Japan-Izu 935.8 ±0.3 183 ± 40 26 ±8 0.13 ±0.07
11 Philippines NWAO 936.6 ± 0.3 194 ± 35 25 ±7 0.22 ±0.05
12 New Britain 936.8 ± 0.3 243 ±40 27 ± 9 0.22 ± 0.07
13 Sumba 935.0 ± 0.3 289 ±30 27 ±5 0.18 ± 0.05
14 Tonga-Fiji 938.0± 0.5 191 ± 30 25 ± 7 0.12 ± 0.05
15 Tonga-Fiji SNZO 999.9 ±0.5 192 ±45 15 ± 8 0.14 ±0.09
16 Philippines TATO 938.7 ± 0.5 210 ±40 12 ± 7 0.20± 0.10
17 New Britain 940.7 ±0.5 226 ±30 12 ± 7 0.14 ± 0.08
18 Japan-Izu 935.9 ±0.3 216 ±45 28 ± 5 0.13 ± 0.08
1Times corrected for crustal thickness and bounce-point bathymetry variations.
TABLE 4. 1.
TABLE 4.2. Estimates of R(z) Obtained From First-Order Reverberationsl
Source z z z z z z z z
# Region Recv. km R km R km R km R km R km R km R km R
1 Sumba-Phil. CHTO 79 0.032 223 0.023 306 0.013 420 0.041 551 0.007 668 0.073 768 0.022
2 New Britain CTAO 75 0.022 221 0.015 331 0.013 405 0.033 570 0.015 659 0.041 899 0.014
3 Sumba 92 0.036 406 0.042 550 0.010 658 0.053 751 0.016
4 Philippines 56 0.037 188 0.020 341 0.029 409 0.034 505 0.016 666 0.068 746 0.030
5 Tonga-Fiji 86 -0.025 292 0.009 411 0.032 490 0.008 663 0.049
6 Sumba-Phil. GUMO 63 0.037 408 0.037 530 0.010 668 0.059 768 0.009
7 Izu-Bonin 53-0.039 661 0.073
8 Tonga-Fiji KIP 59-0.055 409 0.046 495 0.021 649 0.078
9 Sumba-Phil. MAJO 51 0.019 91 -0.023 408 0.042 520 0.008 661 0.058
10 Japan-Izu 71 0.014 405 0.037 515 0.017 656 0.066
11 Philippines NWAO 66 0.068 413 0.052 520 0.013 651 0.069
12 New Britain 61 0.049 251 0.021 405 0.044 500 0.008 654 0.041 861 0.019
13 Sumba 62 0.028 275 0.025 415 0.040 647 0.067 705 0.010
14 Tonga-Fiji
15 Tonga-Fiji SNZO 92-0.103 319 0.020 421 0.054 504 0.034 673 0.046 726 0.040
16 Philippines TATO 73 -0.075 414 0.040 653 0.057
17 New Britain 48 0.018 231 0.011 321 0.021 417 0.046 600 0.020 663 0.079
18 Japan-Izu 48 0.016 101 -0.023 283 0.011 413 0.028 510 0.008 662 0.048 730 0.010
1Estimates of uncertainty in these measurements are discussed in the text. Discontinuites we grouped by depth and sign of the reflection coefficient.
FIGURE CAPIONS
Fig. 4.1. Estimates of rScs obtained by waveform inversion of zeroth-order reverberations
versus reconstructed values obtained from a three-parameter model, with regionalized
estimates of Tss: 943.2 ± 0.2 (oceans), 936.3 ± 0.2 (phanerozoic orogenic zones), and
935.5 ± 0.3 (stable continental blocks). Reconstructed values are formed by averaging the
regionalized estimates weighted by the percentage of path length within the region. The
good agreement argues for strong tectonic correlation, implying the predominance of upper
mantle heterogeneity on the travel times of mantle reverberations. Data are consistent with
a 7.7-s decrease in travel times going from oceanic regions (primarily less than 100 Myr
old) to stable continental blocks.
Fig. 4.2. Estimates of Qscs- 1 obtained by waveform inversion of zeroth-order
reverberations versus reconstructed values obtained from a three parameter model, with
regionalized estimates of Qscs: 189 ± 16 (oceans), 200 ± 16 (phanerozoic orogenic zones),
and 280 ±30 (continental platforms and shields), with an inferred global average value of
207 ± 25. While the agreement between estimates and reconstructed values is poorer than
for rscs, the results are nonetheless indicative of significant mantle heterogeneity, with Qscs
increasing by almost a factor of two from average ocean to average continental regions.
Fig. 4.3. Scatter plot of estimates of Qss-1 versus rscs. While the uncertainties in the
attenuation estimates are large, they correlate with scs at greater than the 95% confidence
interval, most likely due to thermal heterogeneity in the upper mantle. A similar correlation
was observed by Sipkin and Jordan [1980b] in a data set with little overlap with the
present, suggesting it may be a global phenomena.
Fig. 4.4. Comparison of best-fit estimates (ordinate) of the crustal thickness zM, obtained
from ScS, and sScS waveforms, versus estimates taken from available seismic-refraction,
reflection and gravity-survey literature (abscissa). Although the uncertainties are large, the
good agreement between independent estimates argues against strong mantle-side layering
of the CMB.
Fig. 4.5. Estimates of the reflection coefficient of the M discontinuity, R(zM), versus
values reconstructed from a three parameter model of regionalized estimates: 0.13 ± 0.04
(oceans), 0.18 ± 0.04 (phanerozoic orogenic zones), and 0.22 ± 0.07 (stable continental
blocks). While consistent with the notion of a less dense-more granitic-continental crust,
this trend may also reflect the presence of a basal low-velocity layer in the continental crust,
acting to increase the effective impedance contrast of the M discontinuity.
Fig. 4.6. Data (left), parsimonious synthetic (left center), and preferred synthetic (right
center) reflectivity profiles for corridor 1 in Table 2.2, connecting events in the Sumba,
Philippines, New Britain and New Hebrides seismic zones with station station CHTO in
Thailand. R(z) is a low-pass filtered estimate of the normal-incidence, SH reflection
coefficient of the mantle. Synthetic profiles were computed for a mantle containing
discontinuities at only the depths indicated by dashed lines. Large-magnitude features in
the lower mantle are false images of upper mantle discontinuities-artifacts which arise due
to poor ray-parameter coverage. Stippled region denotes the 5% false-alarm probability
level. Gap in the midmantle is due to destructive interference of topside and bottomside
reflections, leading to instability in the inversion. The mantle model used to construct the
preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, depicting the strength and depth
of inferred reflectors.
Fig. 4.7. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 2 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 75, 221, 331, 405, 570, 659, and 900 km depth. Conventions are the
same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.8. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 3 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 92, 406, 550, 658 and 751 km depth. Conventions are the same as
Figure 4.5.
Fig. 4.9. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 4 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 56, 188, 341, 409, 505, 666, and 746 km depth. Conventions are the
same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.10. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 5 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 87, 292, 411, 490, and 663 km depth. Conventions are the same as
Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.11. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 6 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 63, 408, 530, 668, 768 km depth. Conventions are the same as Figure
4.6.
Fig. 4.12. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 7 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the parsimonious synthetic profile is shown schematically at right,
consisting of discontinuities at 53 and 661 km depth. Although the SNRs indicative of this
corridors are amongst the lowest encountered in the data set, and the number of
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seismograms employed (5) the least, the apparent lack of a 400-km discontinuity is
intriguing. Parsimonious and preferred profiles coincide for this corridor. Conventions
are the same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.13. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 8 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 59, 409, 495, and 645 km depth. Conventions are the same as Figure
4.6.
Fig. 4.14. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 9 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 51, 91, 408, 520, and 661 km depth. Conventions are the same as
Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.15. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 10 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 71, 405, 515, and 656 km depth. Conventions are the same as Figure
4.6.
Fig. 4.16. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 11 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 66, 413, 520 and 651 km depth. Conventions are the same as Figure
4.6.
Fig. 4.17. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 12 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
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of discontinuities at 61, 251, 405, 500, 654, and 861 km depth. Compare the
discontinuity near 900 km in Figure 4.8. Conventions are the same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.18. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 13 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 62, 275, 415, 647, and 705 km depth. This corridor is the most nearly
shield-like of the data set (Table 2.2). Conventions are the same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.19. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 14 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 48, 89, 408, 505, and 652 km depth. Conventions are the same as
Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.20. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 15 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 92, 319, 421, 504, 660, and 740 km depth. The paths sampling this
corridor run parallel to the strike of the Tonga slab immediately on the back-arc side.
Conventions are the same as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.21. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 16 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the parsimonious synthetic profile is shown schematically at right,
consisting of discontinuities at 73, 414, and 653 km depth. This poor SNR corridor
samples the back arc side of the Philippine subduction zone.(compare Figure 4.20).
Parsimonious and preferred profiles coincide for this corridor. Conventions are the same
as Figure 4.6.
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Fig. 4.22. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 17 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 48, 231, 321, 417, 600 and 663 km depth. Conventions are the same
as Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.23. Reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 18 in Table 2.2. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 48, 101, 283, 413, 510, 662, and 730 km depth. This corridor
features the deepest observed low-velocity zone. Conventions are the same as Figure 4.6.
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CHAPTER 5
THE TRANSITION ZONE
INTRODUCTION
Abrupt increases in elastic wavespeed have been observed near depths of 400 km and
650 km in the Earth's mantle since the early 1960s. Unfortunately, the accumulation of 25
years of experimental and seismic data has not yet resolved a number of important
questions about them: (1) Does the discontinuity at 400 km mark the transformation of the
olivine component of the upper mantle to the modified-spinel structure [e.g., Ringwood,
1975], and/or a change in chemical composition [e.g., Anderson and Bass, 1986]? (2)
Does the 650-km discontinuity represent a change in chemistry, the transition to perovskite
structure, or both [e.g., Liu, 1979; Lees et al., 1983]? (3) Can the 650-km discontinuity
maintain a chemical boundary layer [e.g., Ringwood, 1982; Ringwood and Irifune, 1988]
and does it serve as a brake to whole-mantle convective flow [e.g., Schubert et al., 1975;
Richter, 1979]? The answers to these questions have important implications for the
chemical and dynamical history of the Earth.
Fundamental constraints on the nature of the transition-zone discontinuities can be
obtained by measuring variations in their depth. Local velocity models derived for
geographically-separated regions typically demonstrate 10-25 km variations in the depths
of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities [e.g., Jordan, 1979b]. Unfortunately, many of
these studies lack significant depth resolution and few attempts have been made to measure
lateral depth variations in a consistent fashion. This chapter builds upon the results of
Chapter 4, utilizing mantle reverberations to detect topography on the transition-zone
discontinuities. First-order reverberations are particularly amenable to this task. Their ray
geometries offer uniform sampling of the transition zone, and the mantle in general, while
their amplitudes are maintained for successive core reflections by the accumulation of
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dynamic analogs. The latter property not only improves the SNR, but also allows us to
address the statistical fluctuation of reflector depths encountered along the minor arc path.
"Migration" of first-order reverberations produces a profile of SH reflectivity, essentially
a map of mantle reflectors. The location and amplitude of peaks in the R(z) functions
(Figures 4.6-4.23) provide accurate estimates of the apparent depths, zi, and reflection
coefficients, R(zi), of the major mantle discontinuities. The term "apparent" is used to
denote the fact that the depth estimate is relative to the background velocity model used in
migration. First-order reverberations alone are incapable of providing a direct estimate of
depth, being sensitive only to the two-way, vertically-integrated travel time from the free
surface (or CM[B) to the discontinuity, denoted rz. Thus, before small variations of ; can
be discussed in terms of discontinuity topography, it is necessary to apply corrections for
heterogeneity occurring between seismic corridors. Potential sources of heterogeneity
include variations in the path-averaged crustal thickness (zM), surface bounce-point
bathymetry, and lateral velocity heterogeneity in the mantle. As with scs, raw estimates of
r were adjusted to a canonical 33 km crustal thickness assuming a crustal velocity of 3.6
km/s and upper-mantle velocity of 4.5 km/s (the values assumed in crustal modeling using
zeroth-order reverberations). Bounce-point bathymetry, estimated from the DBDB5 digital
bathymetry database, was reduced to sea level using the same crustal velocity. The
magnitude of both corrections was of order 2 s. A further correction, obtained by careful
modeling of data with synthetic reflectivity profiles, was applied to account for bias in the
depths of R(z) peaks due to side-lobe interference and experimental geometry. The
magnitude of this correction seldom exceeded 0.5 s. Estimates of R(z) are also corrected
for design bias via synthetic modeling. rz estimates for the 400-km and 650-km
discontinuities (gro and 'r650, respectively) are compiled in Table 5.1.
TOPOGRAPHY ON THE 400-KM AND 650-KM DISCONTINUITIES
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Variations in r400 and T650 between seismic corridors are on the order of 10 s, or 5%.
From tests on synthetic data with realistic noise statistics we have estimated a 1.5-s
standard error in the measurement of these times, which should not be increased
dramatically by uncertainties in the crustal-thickness and bathymetry corrections. Given the
assumed level of uncertainty, the dispersion of both 'r400 and 'r650 is significant when
viewed on a path-by-path basis, implying some sort of heterogeneity between corridors, be
it mantle velocity variations both above and below the discontinuities, topographic relief on
the discontinuities themselves, or both. Separating these contributions is difficult,
requiring us to estimate five quantities (the travel time through the upper mantle, transition
zone and lower mantle, and the topography of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities)
from only three observables (Tscs, r400, and r650 ), a task which clearly cannot be
accomplished without outside information. Some of this information can be gleaned from
models of global mantle velocity heterogeneity derived by seismic tomography. There are,
however, robust estimates of mantle heterogeneity which can be made from the three
observables alone.
Transition Zone Travel Time
The data functional rTrZ = r650 - r400 (two-way, vertical travel time through the
transition zone) has the desirable property of being largely insensitive to lateral
heterogeneity outside the transition zone which contaminates both r650 and r400 in a similar
fashion. The 9.8-s variation observed in the TTz estimates (Table 5.1) is therefore limited
to the sum of transition-zone velocity variations and topography on the bounding
discontinuities and is indicative of significant lateral heterogeneity. Assuming that the 400-
km and 650-km discontinuities mark the transformations of olivine -> f#-spinel [e.g.,
Ringwood, 1975] and y-spinel -+ perovskite + magnesiowiistite plus ilmenite -+
perovskite [e.g., Ito and Yamada, 1982], respectively, we can calculate the temperature
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anomalies needed to generate the observed variations in vrz. Specifically, we model the
temperature derivative of lrz as
ayrL =2 y+ va Pz=400 + v (5.1)
S S S aZ S Z
where ir and vs are the mean transition-zone travel time and velocity, 7400 and 7650 the
Clapeyron slopes of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities, P is pressure and D denotes
the partial derivative with respect to the subscript. Estimates of the Clapeyron slopes are
taken from Suito [1977], 7400 = 3.5 ± 1.5 MPa/*C, and Ito and Yamada [1982], 7650 = -
2.0 ± 1.5 MPa/*C; the assumed temperature derivative of shear velocity is arvs= -0.44 ±
0.1 m/s*C (discussed later). Assuming that temperature anomalies are coherent in sign and
magnitude across the transition zone, we calculate aTrz = -0.048 ± 0.013 s/*C. In this
model (Figure 5.1), raising the temperature of the transition zone pulls the bounding
discontinuities closer together, decreasing the travel time between them. Although the
reduction of ambient velocities partially counteracts this effect, aTVrz is dominated by
discontinuity displacement, resulting in an overall decrease in the travel time through the
transition zone for a temperature increase. The range of observed Trz values is consistent
with a long-wavelength temperature variation of 210 ±45 *C going from the Philippines-
GUMO (corridor 6 in Table 2.2) and Tonga-CTAO (5) corridors, inferred to be cold, to the
Philippines-NWAO (11) and Sumba-NWAO (13) corridors, inferred to be hot, with 20± 7
km of thermally-induced topography on the 400-km discontinuity and 10 ± 8 km on the
650-km discontinuity. Similar temperature variations are implied by models of long-
wavelength, three-dimensional mantle heterogeneity [e.g., Woodhouse and Dziewonski,
1984; Nataf et al., 1986; Tanimoto, 1987, 1988], and are plausible for a mantle-wide
convective flow system, so the data require no chemical inhomogeneity in the transition
zone. In the next section we attempt to isolate the signatures of topography predicted by
this simple model in the individual estimates of r400 and r650, or equivalently TLM (two-
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way, lower-mantle travel time), by applying corrections for known, long-wavelength
mantle heterogeneity.
Corrections for Mantle Heterogeneity
Since detailed regional velocity models were not available for most of the seismic
corridors studied, we decided to use models M84C of Woodhouse and Dziewonski [1984]
and L02.56 of Dziewonski [1984] to calculate corrections for mantle heterogeneity, and the
model of Morelli and Dziewonski [1987] to account for topography on the core-mantle
boundary (CMB). In Figure 5.2 we compare crustal-corrected, whole-mantle vertical
travel times, Vscs, versus the sum of delays predicted by the tomographic models. Tscs
estimates are obtained by waveform inversion of zeroth-order reverberations on a corridor-
by-corridor basis and are accurate to within ± 0.3 s. Since rscs averages mantle
heterogeneity along the minor arc similarly to r400 and 'r650, but is much less sensitive to
discontinuity topography, it provides an ideal test of the applicability of the mantle
heterogeneity models. Because L02.56 is a P-wave derived model, it is necessary to
assume a scaling between P- and S-wavespeed perturbations, which we take as &v,= 1.1
8v,, consistent with recent normal-mode splitting and tomography results [e.g., Jordan and
Lynn, 1974; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1987; Giardini et al., 1988] (q.v., Anderson,
[1987b]). We find that the correlation between data and predicted delays is significant at
greater than the 99% confidence level, but that the mantle models underestimate the extent
of path-averaged heterogeneity by a factor of m = 1.1 ± 0.1, where m is obtained from
non-linear regression allowing for errors in both the observed and model-predicted delays
(omitting corrections for CMB topography results in m = 1.3, but no decrease in variance
reduction). A priori standard errors for Vscs were set to 0.3 s except for the Tonga-Fiji to
KIP corridor (8), which was downweighted to allow for more uniform data importance
(Vscs for this corridor is significantly removed from the mean). An a posteriori estimate of
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1.3-s standard error for the model-predicted delays was obtained by requiring reduced x2 to
equal the asymptotically expected value of 1 [e.g., Jeffreys, 1961].
That m > 1 is not unexpected since the tomographic models were derived by
overdamped inversion and likely underestimate the amount of long-wavelength
heterogeneity present in the mantle. Furthermore, because the shortest wavelengths
included in these models are comparable to, or longer than, our typical epicentral ranges, a
significant portion of the heterogeneity wavenumber spectrum remains unmodeled.
However, the strong correlation of data and model-predicted delays suggests that the
tomographic models correctly predict the geographic variation of TscS, justifying their use
in computing mantle heterogeneity corrections, and indirectly lending support to
observations of large 8(lnv,)/6(lnvp) ratios in the lower mantle. In order to explain the full
range of observed delays, all corrections are multiplied by m = 1.1.
Corrections for r4o and r650 were calculated by averaging along the minor-arc path the
M84C predicted delay from the base of the crust (33 km) to the depth of the respective
discontinuity. Because we are attempting to isolate the signature associated with
discontinuity topography there is some concern that these corrections, which themselves
include delays due to topography, will introduce bias into our results. Fortunately any
such bias will be small relative to the expected signal level since travel time delays
encountered by a wave propagating perpendicularly through a boundary perturbed by Sz
are of order Szv,/v, 2, where 8v, is the change in velocity across the boundary, whereas
the delay for a reflected wave is of order Sz/v,, a factor of v/Slv, greater (> 10 in the
Earth's mantle).
Regional Variation of roo and r650
After applying corrections, V'400 and T'650 (where the prime denotes a time corrected for
mantle heterogeneity) were mapped to discontinuity depth using the Preliminary Reference
Earth Model (PREM) of Dziewonski and Anderson [1981]. The geographic variation of
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apparent depths is shown in Figure 5.3. We have assigned a standard error to these
estimates of 10 km, due in large part to corrections for lateral heterogeneity. The inferred
variation of depth is 23 km for the 400-km discontinuity and 27 km for the 650-km
discontinuity (reduced to 18 km if the low-signal-quality, Philippines-TATO corridor (15)
is omitted). However, due to the large uncertainties involved in the corrections for mantle
heterogeneity, this evidence for discontinuity topography, taken alone, is not highly
convincing. More compelling evidence of discontinuity topography comes from the
correlation of T'LM (two-way travel time through the lower mantle, corrected for lower-
mantle heterogeneity and CMB topography) and % (coefficient of correlation r = -0.78),
and T400 and iz (r = -0.65); see Figure 5.4. Both correlations are significant at greater
than the 99% confidence level, strongly suggesting that there is an appreciable topographic
component to iz, since neither T'400 or T'LM should be affected by velocity variations
within the transition zone. The topography estimated from the corrected travel times '400
and r'LM is consistent with that predicted by the model of a transition zone bounded by
phase transitions (equation 5.1), although noticeably greater for the 650-km discontinuity-a
point to which we return to later. Also in agreement is the correlation of T'LM and e400 (r
= 0.35, significant at the 80% level), which, although weak, suggests that topography on
the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities is anticorrelated, consistent with the assumption
that the two discontinuities have Clapeyron slopes of opposite sign. A similar result was
obtained by Romanowicz and Allegre [1979] from observations of subcontinental velocity
variations in North America.
Following the analysis of Tscs, we have computed regionalized estimates of T'400 and
'650. The results are consistent with little or no surface-tectonic correlations of these
quantities, implying that lateral temperature variations at shallow depths, revealed by Tscs
and Qscs, attenuate with depth, and are small compared to ambient heterogeneity by 400
km depth. Deep "keels," or roots, beneath stable continental blocks are observed to extend
to depths at least this great. Given the lack of correlation with the depth of the 400-km
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discontinuity, these keels do not appear to be primarily thermal in origin, and as such, may
be indicative of deep-seated compositional heterogeneity.
Correlation of %z and '400
Figure 5.4 reveals an apparent bimodal nature to the correlation of Trz and T'400. Use
of Hostelling's T 2 test [e.g., Harris, 1975] shows that the clustering of fast and slow
transition zones is significant at greater than the 99% confidence level. Geographically,
corridors in the fast transition-zone category lie on the eastern and western peripheries of
the study area (Figure 5.3) and display strong spatial coherence. %z correlates well with
low-degree, transition-zone travel-time delays calculated from model M84C (degrees 2
through 4), with the level of correlation decaying as higher degree heterogeneity is
included. A strong degree 2 component of transition-zone heterogeneity has been observed
by Masters et al. [1982] and Romanowicz et al. [1987], and is well modeled by M84C.
That the correlation of %z and M84C-predicted delays decays at higher wavenumbers may
be indicative of the limited resolution, both horizontal and vertical, of M84C. The model of
temperature-induced transition-zone heterogeneity predicts a travel time delay for
transmitted waves, such as computed from M84C, of only aT(STZ) = 0.009 s/*C,
compared to Tz = -0.048 s/*C predicted for transition-zone travel time as measured by
first-order reverberations (i.e., as sensed by reflected phases). The 2100 C temperature
variation inferred from %z predicts less than 2 s variation in delays for transmitted waves.
Although this is roughly the level of variation found for model M84C, a signal this small
could easily be overprinted by other sources of heterogeneity, such as non-uniform
temperature anomalies (an assumption of the phase-transition model) or small variations in
composition. At present, the significance of rTZ clustering is unclear, however the
geographical variation does lend support to the hypothesis of a strong degree-2 component
of heterogeneity in the transition zone, a hypothesis which has met with some opposition
[e.g., Smith and Masters, 1989].
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Average e4OO and T'650
r'400 and '650 provide constraints on mantle structure that are difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain through other means. For instance, global average values would
provide an ideal means by which to constrain the depths of the transition zone
discontinuities in the construction of radial Earth models. Unweighted averaging of the
estimates obtained for the 18 seismic corridors of this study gives T'400 = 185.8 s and T'650
= 279.5 s, corresponding to apparent average depths of 414 km and 660 km relative to the
PREM (employing a 33 km crust, v, = 3.6 km/s). By way of comparison, the
corresponding times for the PREM are 180.2 s and 282.9 s, respectively. Unfortunately,
our sampling of the mantle is not global in extent, and the results of the previous section
suggest that the averages computed from our observations of T400 and T'650 may be biased
from the true global averages. Although we could conceivably reduce this bias by
assigning varying weights to the individual observations, we know of no satisfactory a
priori way of doing so. Greater global data coverage is currently possible if shallower
earthquake sources are used. Although typically associated with lower signal-to-noise
ratios, the greater numbers of shallow earthquakes may allow them to be used in this
application.
Splitting of First-Order Reverberations
Because first-order reverberations densely sample the mantle along the minor arc, T'400
and T650 are estimators of the true minor-arc path average. Variations of these quantities
between seismic corridors are therefore isolated samples of the long-wavelength
heterogeneity of the transition zone. Lateral heterogeneity encountered along a seismic
corridor by the various analogs of a first-order reverberation will result in travel-time
perturbations that "split" the dynamic ray family, and introduce variations in the mean travel
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times of individual ray families. Observations of reverberation splitting can provide
constraints on heterogeneity with length scales shorter than the minor arc.
Because the inversion process averages over many reverberation families, a peak in the
reflectivity profile should resemble the expected value of the cross correlation between
split- and unsplit-reverberation multiplets, mapped into depth as discussed in conjunction
with equation (3.14). Perturbations to the travel times of first-order reverberations are
likely to arise from many sources of heterogeneity, leading us to expect the sum to be
approximately normally distributed with standard deviation a. Given this assumption, it
can be shown that the expected value of the cross correlation of split- and unsplit-
reverberation multiplets is
00
< ((r) > = (p q 0(r - t) exp (-t2 / 2ua) dt (5.2)
where (po is the autocorrelation of the unsplit family. Figure 5.5 depicts the increase in
width and decrease in peak amplitude expected for the case where po is the autocorrelation
of a pulse with a Gaussian power spectrum, characterized by a center frequency of 30 mHz
and 15-mHz half width, an approximation we have found to provide a good fit to synthetic
autocorrelations. The decay of the peak amplitude with increasing a is significant, with
p(O) reduced to 75% of %0(0) for a as low as 4 s.
The decay of peak amplitude, (p(0), depends strongly on the characteristic width of
reverberation waveforms, becoming increasingly strong as center frequency increases and
the ratio of waveform width to a decreases. Thus, by examining the low-frequency
component of first-order reverberation waveforms, we can obtain an estimate of R that is
largely unbiased by lateral heterogeneity, while at higher frequencies the rolloff of apparent
R provides a measure of a. By computing R(650) in narrow frequency bands and
comparing it to theoretical rolloff curves parameterized by a, we have estimated the
standard deviation of first-order reverberation travel times, a650 = 4.0 + 1.0 s (Figure 5.6).
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This analysis ignores variations in q650 between seismic corridors, and as sampled along a
single corridor by reverberations of different core-reflection number n and ray geometry.
While the second effect is likely of little import owing to the extensive averaging of
heterogeneity indigenous to first-order reverberations, the necessity of grouping
observations from many seismic corridors to obtain a stable estimate of a650 means that
nonstationarity from corridor to corridor cannot be assessed. Unfortunately a similar
estimate cannot be made for the 400-km discontinuity due to lower signal-to-noise ratios
and interference from the side-lobes of the stronger 650-km discontinuity.
Intermediate Wavelength Topography
a650 is composed of a sum of delays due to mantle heterogeneity (essentially that
sampled by ScSn) and delays due to topography on the 650-km discontinuity. The mantle
component can be estimated from the standard deviation of ScS, travel times (-2 s)
obtained from waveform inversion, leaving between 2 s and 3.5 s attributable to
topography, depending on whether the two sources of heterogeneity are correlated (i.e.,
whether they should be added linearly or quadratically). Because unmodeled complexities
in crustal structure and source-time functions, and the finite transition width of the 650-km
discontinuity will mimic splitting by degrading the correlation of data and synthetic
waveforms, we regard the estimate of a650 as an upper bound, leading to a conservative
estimate of the two-standard-deviation level of peak-to-peak topography on the 650-km
discontinuity of s; 40 km, over the wavelength interval of -300 km (first Fresnel zone) to
-1500 km (one-half of the average epicentral distance). These results are consistent with
topography estimates made from between-path variations of f'650 and studies of converted
[e.g., Paulssen, 1985; Vinnik et al., 1983] and reflected phases [e.g., Kind et al., 1988],
and imply an upper limit of -30 km for topography on the 650-km discontinuity at
wavelengths greater than 300 km-an amount easily accommodated by the model of
thermally-induced topography.
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Conversely, the amount of topography predicted for the 650-km discontinuity in a
rigorously-stratified mantle is significantly greater than observed. In this scenario, the
boundary between the upper and lower mantle is deflected to compensate the mass excess
of downgoing slabs beneath regions of subduction. From force-balance and dynamical
calculations [e.g., Hager and Raefsky, 1981; Christensen and Yuen, 1984], it is found that
slab-induced topography can easily exceed 100 km. In this study we have sampled the
majority of currently active deep subduction zones. Compared with regions considered
free of recent subduction, the depth of the 650-km discontinuity varies by less than 30 km.
While the allowances made for mantle heterogeneity are crude we would not expect them to
cause us to underestimate topography by more than a factor of, say, 1.5. If greater
topography is present in the regions being sampled it must be occurring on a length scale
comparable with, or shorter than, the first Fresnel zone of the first-order reverberations
employed (-300 km). Observations of P waves converted to S (and vice versa) by the
650-km discontinuity beneath subducting slabs provide constraints on shorter-wavelength
topographic relief. The studies of Barley et al. [1982], Bock and Ha [1984] and Richards
and Wicks [1987] imply an upper limit of 50 km of topography between the Izu-Bonin and
Tonga-Fiji subduction zones, and along the strike of the Tonga slab. The seismological
constraints on discontinuity topography, together covering more than a decade in
wavenumber, argue persuasively against a compositional origin for the 650-km
discontinuity.
REFLECrION COEFFICIENTS
Low-Frequency Estimates
Estimates of the reflection coefficients of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities,
unbiased by splitting, can be obtained by examining R(z) in the limit of zero frequency.
For the composite data set R(650) = 0.072 + 0.01, obtained by assuming -650 = 4.0 s and
extrapolating the 6.0-mHz estimate to zero frequency. Because we were unable to obtain
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stable, low-frequency estimates of U4 00 , a similar analysis for R(400) is not possible.
However, by assuming a400 = a650 and extrapolating the full-bandwidth estimate of the
reflection coefficient to zero frequency, we find R(400) = 0.046 ± 0.01. Because the
mantle component of heterogeneity is similar for first-order reverberations from the 400-km
and 650-km discontinuities, as is the amount of long-wavelength topography observed
between seismic corridors, the assumption that a403 = a650 would seem to be reasonable.
Our estimate of R(400) falls within the range of most recent model values (0.04 R(400)
0.06) [e.g., Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Grand and
Helmberger, 1984; Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987].
R(650) is also in good agreement with previously-published model estimates, which
range from 0.07 to 0.09. Another direct observation of R(650), in this case for P waves, is
obtained from the amplitude ratio P'650P'/P'P' (where P'650P' is a bottomside reflection
from the 650-km discontinuity; P'= PKP). Estimates of R(650) found in this way are
frequently as much as a factor of two greater than model-predicted values [e.g., Lees et al.,
1983]. However, these results, and the spatially-intermittent nature of P'650P'
observations, can be reconciled with our estimate of R(650) by imposing 25 km of 300-km-
wavelength topography on the 650-km discontinuity [Kind et al., 1988] (see also Paulssen
[1988])-commensurate with the amount of topography predicted by both ' 650 and U650.
Regional Variation of R(650)
Although individual estimates of the low-frequency asymptote of R(650) are subject to
considerable uncertainty, we note a curious correlation between the 6-mHz center-
frequency estimate of R(650) with r'LM (or equivalently T650), a correlation nominally
significant at the 97% confidence level (see Figure 5.7). This result can be explained by,
but by no means requires, the presence of a cold and dense chemical boundary layer (CBL)
trapped on the 650-km discontinuity. Being cold, a CBL would depress an endothermic
650-km transition and reduce the effective contrast in material properties across it by
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displacing slower, more buoyant, upper mantle. This would result in smaller values of
R(650) being associated with deeper 650-km discontinuities, consistent with the observed
correlation, and might also explain the apparently large value inferred for the Clapeyron
slope of the 650-km discontinuity from observations of T400 and r650 (which imply |6501
> 400) by localizing strong temperature anomalies near the 650-km discontinuity-violating
the assumption of uniformity throughout the transition zone. Assuming that seismic
corridors with shallower apparent 650-km discontinuities are not supporting CBLs, the
associated estimates of R(650) provide a constraint on the intrinsic change of material
properties across the phase transition. Exclusion of corridors with apparent depths to the
650-km discontinuity greater than 660 km raises the estimate of R(650) to 0.084 ± 0.02,
which lies nearer the upper end of model-predicted reflection coefficients.
Assuming variation of R(650) is due to the thermal equilibration of a gravitationally-
trapped CBL residing on the 650-km discontinuity (as in the "megalith" model of
Ringwood [1982]), it is possible to estimate the lateral temperature anomalies existing
within the layer. For normally-incident, SH-polarized waves
R = 1nv + S1np (5.3)
Assuming DT(Ov,) = TVs and aT(OP) = aTP (in other words, that the temperature
derivatives of shear modulus and density for the two media are similar), then to first order
in vs and Sp
a i[ aplnvs + a~lnp (5.4)
In evaluating the effect of temperature on Tr (equation 5.1), we assumed aTvs = -0.44
km/s*C, obtained from the relation
8v
ayv = -apa v _-8 (5.5)
P
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where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion (2.5 - 10-5/*C [Jeanloz and Thompson,
1983]), and Sv,/8v, the ratio of shear- and compressional-wavespeed variations (1.1, as
discussed in relation to corrections for mantle heterogeneity). The remaining term, Dv,=
4.0 m4/kgs, relating density and compressional-wavespeed perturbations, was chosen to be
consistent with geoid constraints on lower-mantle density variations [Hager et al., 1985].
Recent seismic evidence suggests that a similar value of aTvs holds within subducted
lithosphere [Creager and Jordan, 1986]-the most probable source of CBL material.
Combining terms gives aTR(650) = 5.0 - 10-5/oC. R(650) is observed to vary by -0.035, or
-40%, consistent with a total temperature variation of AT ~ 6950 C. Although the probable
uncertainties in this analysis are large (on the order of ± 300* C), we note that temperature
contrasts as high as 700* C may exist between the core of mature subducted lithosphere
(such as the Marianas) and ambient mantle at 650 km depth [e.g., Creager and Jordan,
1986], thus our estimate appears reasonable. The laboratory value of 650 = -2.0 MPa/*C
[Ito and Yamada, 1982] predicts 32 km of thermally-induced topography on the 650-km
discontinuity for AT = 695* C, in reasonable agreement the total topographic relief inferred
from r'650-
Although the geographic variability of depth and strength of the 650-km discontinuity
can be explained by the presence of a gravitationally trapped CBL, the analysis relies
heavily on uncertain estimates of low-frequency R(650) and Drv,, and must be approached
with some skepticism, especially in light of the difficulty in trapping, and maintaining, a
chemical boundary layer in the midmantle [Christensen, 1988; Richards and Davies,
preprint]. An alternative explanation appeals to the curvature of the 650-km discontinuity
as it is thermally deflected in the vicinity of cold subducting slabs. If the inclination to the
horizontal is sufficiently large, reflections produced at the discontinuity will not stack
coherently, similar to out-of-plane energy in two-dimensional seismic migration.
Excluding corridors whose sampling of the transition zone is most concentrated in regions
of active deep subduction reduces the significance of the correlation between R(650) and
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T'LM to a near-zero level. Although it is difficult to precisely gauge the amplitude reduction
expected from discontinuity curvature, a simple calculation suggests that 40 km of 100-km
wavelength topography would be capable of producing the observed variation in R(z)
(more generally, topography on the order of 40% of the horizontal wavelength is required).
Given the previous observations of discontinuity topography, this would seem to be a
reasonable hypothesis, suggesting that if not the sole cause, this mechanism at least
contributes to the observed correlation. Unfortunately, using reverberations originating at
the 650-km discontinuity alone, it is not possible to unambiguously distinguish between
these two, competing, hypotheses. A potentially diagnostic observation would be evidence
of reflections from the upper boundary of the CBL, should such a boundary layer exist.
Unless the upper boundary is highly irregular or diffuse we would expect to see its
signature in the mantle reflectivity profiles. In the following section we document the
search for additional discontinuities in the transition zone.
OTHER REFLECTORS?
Modeling and Resolution
Experimental and theoretical results of high-pressure mantle petrology predict a number
of minor phase transitions in the depth range of 400-1000 km, some of which may be
capable of producing observable seismic discontinuities. Identification of these
discontinuities in the mantle would provide valuable constraints on the composition and
thermal state of the transition zone. First-order reverberations provide an ideal tool with
which to search for the impedance contrasts associated these discontinuities, whose
signatures in the travel times and amplitudes of direct arrivals and triplicated phases would
be obscured by the much stronger 400-km and 650-km discontinuities. In this section we
present evidence for three additional discontinuities, occurring at mean depths of 530 km,
730 km and 915 km, which may be present throughout the data set, and perhaps global in
extent.
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Evidence for these reflectors comes from two, non-independent, sources. The preferred
synthetic reflectivity profiles of Figure 4.6-4.23 contain these discontinuities where
apparent in data, and provide our most direct line of evidence. However, the resolution
available given the small number of seismograms sampling a single seismic corridor
(between 5 and 20) is limited, typically of the order of R(z) > 2-3%. In many cases we
have chosen to model features of the profiles which are nominally beneath this formal
resolution threshold, justified by the consistency of the inferred reflectors from corridor to
corridor. The alternative is to seek improved resolution by stacking profiles from many
seismic corridors; an operation, which for the entire 18-profile suite, can produce as much
as a four-fold improvement over the resolution attainable along a single corridor. Doing
so, however, will damp the signature of any discontinuity with apparent topography much
greater than roughly one-eight of the local seismic wavelength, analogous to the effects of
splitting along a single seismic corridor. We appeal to both methods when possible,
finding evidence for the three additional transition-zone discontinuities in each.
Figure 5.8 presents the results of stacking the entire 18-corridor suite of data and
parsimonious synthetic profiles (Figures 4.6-4.23). While the synthetics contain a number
of reflectors in the upper 300 km of the mantle, no reflectors other than the 400-km and
650-km discontinuities are included in the synthetic profiles in the depth range of 300-1000
km. The residual profile contains evidence for two additional peaks in this depth range that
are nominally significant at the 95% confidence level, located near 515 km and 710 km. A
third minor peak at 915 km, characterized by R(z) = 0.45%, lies just below the formal 95%
confidence threshold, being significantly non-zero at approximately the 90% confidence
level.
The 530-Km Discontinuity
The depth and magnitude of the 515-km deep peak are robust with respect to omission
of significant portions of the data set, and a similar discontinuity is observed in the majority
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of individual data profiles (15 of the 18 total profiles). As modeled in the preferred
synthetic profiles, the reflector appears as a greater-than-expected backswing (relative to the
parsimonious profile) between the side-lobes of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities.
Although this is a minor feature of data, it is remarkably consistent from profile to profile,
and unlikely to be an experimental or numerical artifact. An essentially similar
discontinuity was included in 13 of the 18 profiles obtained in this study. Given the low
inferred amplitude of the reflector, its presence in profiles for which we have chosen not to
model it explicitly cannot be conclusively ruled out, and it may well be a ubiquitous feature
of the transition zone.
There are significant trade-offs between the estimated depth and severity of this feature,
making it difficult to obtain reliable estimates of either; however, the mean reflection
coefficient of 0.013 ± 0.004 and depth of 525 ± 30 km are thought to be reliable. The
large standard deviation in depth is the likely reason why the discontinuity does not appear
as strongly in the multiple-profile stack of Figure 5.8. The apparent depths of this
discontinuity do not display any tectonic correlation, nor do they correlate with the depths
of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities. Whether this is due to the large measurement
uncertainty in these quantities, estimated at ± 20 km, cannot be tested directly but must be
considered a distinct possibility. References to similar discontinuities in velocity, or its
first derivative, can be found in the literature [e.g., Heimberger and Wiggins, 1971;
Heimberger and Engen, 1974; Fukao, 1977; Hales et al., 1980], and have been observed
as precursors to P'P' [Whitcomb and Anderson, 1970], suggesting that the transition to
higher impedance is localized over a narrow depth extent.
There are several possible mineralogical explanations for this discontinuity, including:
the phase transition of #-spinel -+ yspinel in olivine [e.g., Suito, 1977; Weidner et al.,
1984], the high-pressure boundary of the pyroxene-garnet solid solution [e.g., Akaogi and
Akimoto, 1977], the aluminous garnet -+ ilmenite phase transition [e.g., Liu, 1977], or
any of the numerous reactions in A12 03-poor pyroxene mineralogies [e.g., Jeanloz and
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Thompson, 1983; Liu and Bassett, 1988, and references therein]. For reasons to be
detailed, none of these candidate reactions provides an entirely satisfactory match to the
observations, although the first reaction appears most likely.
From measurements of single-crystal elastic properties, Weidner et al. [1984] concluded
that the phase transition from #-spinel to yspinel in forsterite (Mg2SiO4) was both too
broad, and associated with too small a change in acoustic velocity to produce an observable
discontinuity. Their results are consistent with a reflection coefficient of 1.6% at STP for a
zero-width discontinuity in a pure olivine mantle-commensurate with our observations.
However, when corrections are made for the percentage of olivine expected in the mantle
(probably less than 70 vol.%), and the 40-km width of the two-phase region [Suito, 1977],
the predicted value is reduced to 0.8% (Figure 5.9). Allowing for modest splitting of first-
order reverberations raises our estimate of R(530) to 1.6%, which, although likely biased
high by the omission of non-observations, is significantly greater than the predicted value.
Thus unless we have consistently overestimated the strength of this reflector, or the two-
phase region is narrower than determined experimentally, the inferred discontinuity may be
too large to be explained entirely by the phase transition of 0- to yspinel. In this context,
we note that the experimental constraints on transition width, especially for appropriate
mantle compositions, are weak.
Similar difficulties are encountered in attempting to attribute the discontinuity to solid-
solution reactions in the pyroxene-garnet (majorite) system. Although there is not complete
agreement on the pressure and temperature range of equilibrium, it appears that the
transition of aluminous pyroxene to garnet is too broad to produce an observable
discontinuity [e.g., Bina and Wood, 1984; Irifune, 1987]. In contrast to these results, Liu
[1977] suggests that the transition of garnet to ilmenite may be as sharp as 20 km. The
zero-pressure density increase of this reaction is of order 8%. If garnet constitutes some
20% of the mantle by volume near 500 km depth and assuming a Birch's-Law scaling of vs
to p perturbations holds [e.g., Anderson et al, 1968], this reaction is potentially capable of
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producing a reflector as large as R = 2%. While this is certainly large enough to explain
our observations, it is not clear that this reaction occurs within the appropriate pressure and
temperature range [e.g., Ito and Takahashi, 1987; Takahashi and Ito, 1987; Akaogi et al.,
1987]. Lastly, while a number of reactions are predicted for A12 03-poor pyroxene, such as
2MgSiO 3 -* p-Mg2SiO4 + SiO2, they are unlikely to produce an observable discontinuity
owing to extremely broad two-phase regions [e.g., Akaogi et al., 1987], and may not
occur at all-depending critically on the A12 03 content of the mantle [Liu, 1977].
Recent reconnaissance determinations of the high-pressure phase transformations in
diopside offer a potential resolution to this problem. At pressures on the order of 20 GPa
(corresponding to depths near 550 km), CaMgSi 20 6 (diopside) transforms to a mixture of
Mg2SiO4 (spinel), SiO2 (stishovite), and CaSiO3 (perovskite), the latter characterized by an
unusually-large bulk modulus [e.g., Ito and Takahashi, 1987; Irifune et al., 1989].
Diopside may constitute up to 12 vol.% of the mantle at these depths; if the transformation
occurs over a sufficiently narrow depth range, this reaction may be capable of producing,
or contributing substantially to, the 530-km discontinuity-although more detailed work will
need to be done to confirm this conjecture.
The 730-Km Discontinuity
The difference between data and synthetic profiles (Figure 5.8) indicates a second peak
in R(z), located near 710 km depth, and interpreted as an abrupt 1.5-3% increase in shear-
wave impedance (R(z) ~ 0.75-1.5%) -60 km beneath the 650-km discontinuity. The
seismic literature contains numerous references to discontinuities near this depth [e.g.,
Hart, 1975; Datt and Muirhead, 1976; Fukao, 1977; Muirhead and Hales, 1980], which
may be related to the slope change in the uppermost portion of the PREM lower mantle.
Sobel [1978], using precursors to P'P', also finds evidence for a second reflector separated
by -50 km from the 650-km discontinuity.
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From modeling of reflectivity profiles on a corridor-by-corridor basis (Chapter 4), we
have found evidence for this discontinuity in 7 of 18 profiles. As with the 530-km
discontinuity, the exact placement of this reflector trades off strongly with inferred
strength, with the latter being very difficult to constrain due to interaction with the strong
side-lobe of the 650-km discontinuity. The mean reflection coefficient and depth are 0.015
± 0.008, and 742 ± 15 km, respectively, close to the values obtained by stacking the entire
suite of reflectivity profiles, suggesting that the discontinuity may be common to the data
set as a whole (as a compromise, we have chosen to refer to this reflector as the 730-km
discontinuity in what follows). Possible mineralogical explanations for this feature include:
(1) the ilmenite -+ perovskite phase transition [e.g., Liu, 1977], (2) changes in the crystal
symmetry system of perovskite [e.g., Wolf and Bukowinski, 1985], or (3) an additional,
high-pressure transformation of perovskite [Park et al., 1988]. (Note that we can rule out
depression of the 650-km discontinuity in the slab beneath the source as a possible origin
of the 730-km discontinuity. Although the results of the previous section suggest that such
depression does in all likelihood occur, the transition would be inclined at too great an
angle to the horizontal to stack coherently.)
Pursuing explanation (1), R(730) = 1.5% implies an intrinsic impedance increase of 15%
for a mantle consisting of 20% ilmenite. Assuming 8(lnp)/&(lnv,) ~ 0.7, an approximation
which holds for the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities, gives a 8.3% increase of velocity
and 5.8% increase in density across the transition-a lower bound owing to heterogeneity-
induced splitting, and subject to large uncertainty. Liu [1977] measured a 7.4% change in
zero-pressure density for the transformation to perovskite structure, a value which agrees
well with our estimate. The stability field of ilmenite is predicted to extend several GPa
beyond that of yspinel [Ito and Yamada, 1982], in good agreement with the observed
mean depth, thus this reaction seems to offer a plausible explanation of our data. On a
much more speculative basis, we note that a strong positive correlation of depth to the 730-
km discontinuity with the depth of the 530-km discontinuity is observed, with nearly equal
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amounts of apparent topography for both discontinuities along paths where estimates
overlap. Because of the difficulties encountered in isolating the signatures of these
discontinuities, this correlation cannot considered reliable. Nonetheless, it would offer the
intriguing possibility of topographic relief due to large-scale variations in transition-zone
A12 0 3 content, increases of which extend the stability fields of both garnet and ilmenite
[e.g., Liu, 1977], although the required variations (on the order of 2-3 weight%) would be
difficult to maintain in the presence of mantle convection.
Although changes in the crystal symmetry of perovskite have been observed in analog
compounds, and predicted on the basis of quantum-mechanical equations of state for
silicates [Wolf and Bukowinski, 1985], they are yet to be observed in MgSiO3 perovskite.
This is also true of the ultrahigh-pressure phase transformation tentatively proposed by
Park et al. [1988]. One possible concern voiced in these studies is that the activation
energies of these reactions may be sufficiently high that the reactions will not occur in
short-duration static compression experiments, and have thus gone undetected. We will
return to this question below, in our discussion of observations of an impedance increase
near 915 km depth.
The alternative interpretation of the depth of the 730-km discontinuity (i.e., the
alternative which arises from depth ambiguity), calling for an impedance decrease at 1830
km, would be extremely difficult to reconcile with current models of mantle mineralogy,
and has no seismological precedents.
A possible structural explanation, linked to the discussion of a CBL trapped on the upper
mantle-lower mantle boundary, is that the reflector observed at 730 km depth marks the
"true" 650-km discontinuity, i.e., the y-spinel -+ perovskite + magnesiowustite phase
transition, while the much stronger reflector at 650 km depth marks the top of a CBL
supported by the large density contrast associated with the phase transition. Accumulation
of cold (dense) material upon the phase transition would decrease the reflection coefficient,
perhaps explaining the low magnitude observed for R(730). The variation of R(650) with
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discontinuity depth would supposedly reflect thinning of the CBL with increasing distance,
and age, from the source region(s). There is no a priori reason, however, to expect this
layer to be spatially uniform, especially in the presence of mantle-wide convection currents
[Christensen, 1988], in opposition to our estimates of T'650 which allow for very little
geographic variation. Furthermore, the depth of the discontinuity is much deeper than the
experimentally-determined transition depth [Ito and Yamada, 1982], prompting us to reject
this hypothesis.
At this point none of the remaining explanations can be decisively argued for or against,
although the simplest, namely the ilmenite -+ perovskite phase transition, provides a quite
adequate fit to observations, and, as such, is our preferred model. Accumulation of
additional reverberation data will result in more robust estimates of R(730) and may allow
us to place useful constraints on topography of the "730-ki" discontinuity.
The 915-Km Discontinuity
The residual reflectivity profile of Figure 5.8 contains evidence for an additional
discontinuity, namely a 0.45% increase in impedance near 915 km depth. Being so small,
however, the veracity of this observation must be questioned. The band-limited nature of
the data introduces a "ringiness" to the reflectivity profiles, causing them to oscillate with a
depth period proportional to the ratio of local velocity to waveform center frequency,
passing through -30 cycles over the depth of the mantle. Because of this we would expect
the residual profile to exceed the 5% false-alarm level at least once due to the correlation of
random noise alone. Thus the significance of the extremely-low-magnitude reflector at 915
km depth is difficult to assess. It is, however, robust with respect to omission of
significant portions of the data set, and remains in stacks of data that have been subjected to
further low-pass filtering. Including a 730-km discontinuity in the synthetic stacks
enhances this feature, implying its signature in the parsimonious profiles may be obscured
somewhat by additional, "higher-order" structure. Clear observations in individual profiles
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are limited to only two corridors, in particular, the corridor connecting shocks in the New
Britain subduction zone with station CTAO (corridor 2 in Table 2.2) and the corridor
linking events in the New Britain, Solomon Islands and New Hebrides seismic zones with
station NWAO (corridor 12 in Table 2.2), which have in common sampling of the
continental margin to the north of Australia. The magnitude of the inferred reflector along
these paths is much greater than the average value obtained from the stack of Figure 5.8
(2.1% versus 0.45%, respectively), a discrepancy too large to be due to splitting alone.
The seismic literature contains numerous references to small discontinuities in velocity
near 900 km depth [e.g., Hales and Roberts, 1970a, b; Whitcomb and Anderson, 1970];
including a number of observations for regions sampled in this study [e.g., Datt and
Muirhead, 1977; Muirhead and Hales, 1980; Datt, 1981]. Thus, while the inferred
strength of this reflector tests the limits of the currently available resolution, it does appear
to be a real feature of data, marking possibly the fifth abrupt increase in impedance in the
transition zone alone.
Mineralogical explanations for this feature are few. One possibility is related to the
occurrence of symmetry changes in the crystal system of silicate perovskite, progressing
from cubic to tetragonal and finally to orthorhombic symmetry with increasing depth in the
mantle, as predicted by quantum-mechanical equations of state [e.g., Wolf and
Bukowinski, 1985]. While highly speculative, this scenario is capable of explaining both
the 730-km (cubic -* tetragonal symmetry) and 915-km (tetragonal -> orthorhombic
symmetry) discontinuities simultaneously, but has difficulty explaining the "brighter"
reflectors observed along corridors 2 and 12, which may require some sort of
compositional heterogeneity. For the moment there does not appear to be an altogether
satisfactory explanation of this feature.
CONCLUSIONS
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The reverberation data for the western and central Pacific, the adjoining marginal basins,
Indonesia and Australia are consistent with a simple model of the transition zone, bounded
by phase transformations with average depths of 414 km and 660 km. Topography on the
two discontinuities is negatively correlated; assuming that the temperature anomalies giving
rise to topography are coherent in sign and magnitude across the transition zone, this
implies that the 650-km discontinuity is endothermic. The relative magnitude of
topography on the two discontinuities is generally consistent with recent Clapeyron slope
estimates for the olivine -+ #-spinel, and yspinel -+ perovskite + magnesiowustite
systems, while the absolute topography implies -210* C long-wavelength temperature
variations in the transition zone beneath the sampled regions. Observed correlation of the
depth and magnitude of the 650-km discontinuity (ILM and R(650), respectively) may be
explained by, but by no means requires, a chemical boundary layer gravitationally trapped
upon the discontinuity. In light of the strong geodynamical arguments against the stability
of such a CBL, this hypothesis must be regarded as highly speculative. An alternative
explanation, appealing to out-of-plane scattering by a locally-inclined 650-km
discontinuity, may also be capable of explaining the correlation, and is more in keeping
with the geodynamical constraints.
Small impedance increases located near depths of 530 km, 730 km, and 915 km are
observed. The shallowest of these may be related to the phase transition of f#-spinel to y
spinel, although there are difficulties in achieving the necessary increase in impedance
unless the two-phase region is narrower than experimentally determined. A second
possibility is the transition to perovskite structure in diopside. The discontinuity at 730 km
depth is well modeled by the transformation of ilmenite to perovskite; while changes in the
crystal symmetry of silicate perovskite offer the possibility of explaining both the 730-km
and 915-km discontinuities simultaneously. The constraints on these discontinuities
obtainable from first-order reverberations will continue to improve with the accumulation of
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greater stores of data, and have the potential to tell us much about the mineralogy of the
midmantle.
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TABLE 5.1. Transition-Zone Discontinuity Travel Times
Source '4001 T'650 1  TTZ
# Region Recv. sec sec sec
1 Sumba-Phil.
2 New Britain
3 Sumba
4 Philippines
5 Tonga-Fiji
6 Sumba-Phil.
7 Izu-Bonin
8 Tonga-Fiji
9 Sumba-Phil.
10 Japan-Izu
11 Philippines
12 New Britain
13 Sumba
14 Tonga-Fiji
15 Tonga-Fiji
16 Philippines
17 New Britain
18 Japan-Izu
CHTO 188.9 283.6
CTAO 184.6
185.3
185.9
183.6
GUMO 185.3
-2
KIP
280.5
281.7
281.2
280.5
282.6
280.9
93.3
96.3
97.2
96.3
97.0
98.6
186.6 277.0 90.9
MAJO 185.4 279.8 95.9
181.2 277.9 95.5
NWAO 189.8
184.2
190.4
183.3
278.6
279.5
277.1
277.1
89.8
95.8
87.4
93.5
SNZO
TATO 186.5
188.3
184.0
273.9
280.4
279.0
89.1
93.3
93.8
1Times corrected for crustal thickness, bounce-point bathymetry
variations, and long-wavelength mantle heterogeneity.
2Discontinuity not observed.3Discontinuity too strongly interfered with by additional structure to
obtain accurate measurements of travel time.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 5.1. Schematic illustration of the model of thermally-induced discontinuity
topography used to explain the ~1O-s variations in Zrz observed on a path-by-path basis.
Because the discontinuities have Clapeyron slopes of opposite sign, they move together in
warm regions, reducing the travel time between them. Although this is partially offset by
the reduction of ambient velocity, the net result is a decrease in z in locally warm regions
of the transition zone. The inferred long-wavelength temperature anomaly, AT, is ~210*
450 C.
Fig. 5.2. Comparison of TscS obtained from inversion of ScS,, and sScS waveforms with
the two-way, mean composite delay predicted by M84C and L02.56 (assuming Sv, =
1.1v), and the Morelli and Dziewonski [1987] model of CMB topography. The strong
correlation suggests that geographic variations are well modeled, although the models
slightly underpredict (~ 10%) the extent of heterogeneity encountered by multiple ScS.
Fig. 5.3. Mercator projections of study area depicting the locations of sources (triangles)
and receivers (squares). Shaded regions denote the portion of the transition zone sampled
along the individual seismic corridors, identified by their number from Table 5.1. Path-
averaged apparent depths (relative to the PREM) of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuity
are indicated for each corridor. The data are consistent with -25 km of long-wavelength
topography on both discontinuities. These results are described in the text.
Fig. 5.4. (a) Scatter plot of two-way, vertical travel time through the upper mantle, T'400,
versus two-way, transition-zone travel time, TzT. (b) Similar comparison of two-way,
lower-mantle travel time, eLM, and %. (c) T400 versus r'LM- The negative correlations
of the first two samples (r = -0.65 and -0.78) suggest variations in % are due primarily
to topography on the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities. Positive correlation of '400 and
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'LM (r = 0.35) implies topography on the two discontinuities is anticorrelated, consistent
with an endothermic 650-km phase transition.
Fig. 5.5. Expectation of the cross correlation of split- and unsplit-reverberation multiplets
for selected values of the standard deviation of travel time a. The unsplit autocorrelation is
that expected for a pulse with a Gaussian power spectrum (see text for details). The
splitting is due to along-path variations in local first-order reverberation travel time owing
to lateral heterogeneity and topography on the reflecting horizon. Increasing the variance of
travel-time delays increases the width of the autocorrelation and decreases peak amplitude.
Fig. 5.6. Estimates of R(650) made in three distinct frequency bands centered on the
plotted symbols and each 12 mHz wide. Rates of decay for several values of the standard
deviation of first-order reverberation travel times, a650, are shown. The data points are
averages of 13 individual corridor estimates, and best fit by R(650) = 0.072 ± 0.01 (in the
limit of zero frequency) and q650 = 4.0 ± 1.0 s. With mantle heterogeneity accounted for,
a650 places an upper bound of 40 km of peak-to-peak topography (two standard deviation)
on the 650-km discontinuity at wavelengths between 300 km and 1500 km.
Fig. 5.7. Scatter plot of the 6-mHz estimate of R(650) versus two-way, vertical travel time
through the lower mantle, 'eLM, for 13 seismic corridors where a stable estimate of low-
frequency reflection coefficient could be obtained. Although the uncertainty in individual
estimates of R(650) is large, the correlation is nominally significant at the 97% confidence
level. This result can be explained by, but does not require, the presence of a cold and
dense chemical boundary layer trapped by the 650-km discontinuity, lowering the
endothermic transition and decreasing the reflection coefficient by displacing slower, more
buoyant, upper mantle. The PREM estimate (square) is included for comparison.
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Fig. 5.8. Comparison of data (left) and parsimonious synthetic (center) reflectivity profiles
obtained by stacking individual profiles for the 18 seismic corridors studied. Individual
synthetic profiles contain model discontinuities near 400 km and 650 km depth, plus
additional discontinuities in the upper 300 km of the mantle as required by the data.
Residual R(z) (right) exceeds the 5% false-alarm level only twice in the depth range of
300-1000 km. The peak near 515 km depth may mark the #- -> yspinel transition; the
peak at -710 km may mark the ilmenite -> perovskite transition. A third, minor peak at
915 km depth is discussed in the text.
Fig. 5.9. The decay of apparent reflection coefficient with increasing ratio of discontinuity
transition width (z) to wavelength (A) is plotted for the case of a linear gradient in
impedance. By the point where the width reaches one-fourth of the local seismic
wavelength, the reflection coefficient is reduced by 40%, falling off rapidly for still wider
transitions. The center of the passband employed in this study is approximately 30 mHz,
corresponding to a 180-km wavelength in the transition zone. A discontinuity with a
transition width of 40 km would thus appear -40% weaker than a zero-width transition.
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CHAPTER 6
THE UPPER MANTLE
INTRODUCTION
The Earth's upper mantle is at once tantalizingly close yet frustratingly remote.
Although it rises to within a few kilometers of the surface beneath oceans, xenoliths,
peridotites exposed in mountain belts and ophiolite sequences are our only direct samples
of the upper mantle, forcing geoscientists to rely heavily on indirect observables of
composition and state. Of the techniques employed, seismology has been arguably the
most rewarding. Indeed, as early as the 1950s, seismology had provided evidence for an
extensive low-velocity zone (LVZ) in the shallow upper mantle [Gutenberg, 1948], and
detected several abrupt increases in seismic wavespeed at greater depths, most notably the
Lehmann (220-km) [Lehmann, 1959] and 200 (400-km) [Byerly, 1926] discontinuities.
With the advent of digital data and the refinement of interpretation techniques, modem
seismology has added considerable detail to these early studies. For example, the depths
and contrasts in material properties of the major mantle discontinuities are now well known
[e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Grand and Helmberger, 1984], the systematic
variations of LVZ depth and severity with lithospheric age have been mapped for the
oceans [e.g., Knopoff, 1983], and shallow seated heterogeneity between oceanic and
continental upper mantle, first detected by surface-wave dispersion studies [e.g., Toksdz
and Anderson, 1966; Toksiz et al., 1967], has been demonstrated to persist to depths as
great as 400 km [e.g., Sipkin and Jordan, 1976; Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984;
Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987]. Of course, study of the upper mantle has not been limited
to seismology alone. Amongst many important results, high-pressure experimental
petrology has provided the framework necessary to relate the velocity and density profiles
produced by seismology to mantle composition and state [e.g., Birch, 1952; Ringwood,
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1975], while the concepts of classical plate tectonics offer a convincing explanation of the
global pattern of seismicity.
There remain, however, a number of outstanding questions regarding the upper mantle.
While tomographic maps of the Earth's mantle have demonstrated significant deep-seated
lateral heterogeneity, it is unclear whether this is primarily thermal or compositional in
origin [e.g., Anderson, 1987a], and to what extent such heterogeneity is mirrored by radial
discontinuity structure. As a case in point, the LVZ is a well documented and prominent
feature of both oceanic and tectonically-active continental upper mantle, yet its existence
beneath stable continental shields is still open to debate [e.g., Hales, 1972]. Questions
concerning the sharpness and depth of the lower boundary of the LVZ remain, and there
appears to be no consensus on the origin of the LVZ itself. Although commonly ascribed
to the existence of a small fraction of partial melt [e.g., Anderson and Sammis, 1970], this
is neither a necessary [Goetz, 1977], nor necessarily plausible explanation [e.g., Walker et
al., 1978].
A related concern is the often quite complicated discontinuity structure displayed by
high-resolution, regional velocity models [e.g., Hales et al., 1980; Leven, 1985]. Not
seen in global Earth models such as the PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], the
question arises whether such structure is real-but so laterally variable as to be smeared out
in the global models-or merely artifacts arising from the neglect of lateral heterogeneity and
anisotropy. Questions of this sort must be answered before we can claim to understand the
role of the upper mantle in the complex dynamics and evolution of the Earth.
Of course, no one method or data set can hope to answer all the remaining questions,
and we must direct our attention towards specific problems and the development of
appropriate experimental techniques. In this chapter we interpret fundamentally new
observations of upper mantle layering obtained from the migration of first-order
reverberations. By sampling upper mantle structure over short horizontal path lengths,
mantle reverberations provide constraints on the dichotomy of continents and oceans and
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the characteristic length scales of heterogeneity that would be difficult to obtain by other
means. As we will show, these results have important implications for the composition
and state of the upper mantle.
UPPER MANTLE REFLECTIVITY STRUCTURES
As discussed in Chapter 4, the primary dictum behind synthetic modeling is to
incorporate as few reflectors as necessary to adequately explain the data. In the transition
zone, this requires strong discontinuities near 400 km and 650 km depth along all but one
of the seismic corridors. Above 400 km, however, both the need for, and location of,
additional discontinuities varies considerably from corridor to corridor. We find, however,
that when corridors are grouped by their sampling of surface tectonics, the structures
inferred from detailed synthetic forward modeling vary little within a group, and exhibit
strong geographical coherence. These structures are discussed in detail in the following
sections. For the moment, we will treat discontinuities in the upper mantle as abstract
modeling artifices, postponing their interpretation until the upper mantle structures have
been considered.
Continental Shields and Stable Platforms
Corridors 12 and 13 (Table 2.2), linking station NWAO in southwestern Australia with
shocks in the New Britain and New Hebrides, and Sumba seismic zones, respectively, can
be classified as crossing predominantly stable-shield, platform and continental-margin
upper-mantle regions (Table 2.2), and are the most nearly "continental" of the 18 corridors.
For these paths, an upper mantle structure featuring two abrupt impedance increases in
addition to the transition-zone discontinuities provides a remarkably good fit to data. The
two discontinuities occur near depths of 60 km and 260 km, respectively, with the former
being the larger of the two, characterized by mean SH reflection coefficient of 0.038 (all
reflection coefficients are stated at normal incidence from above). The deeper discontinuity
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shows greater variation in apparent depth, and is characterized by mean R = 0.023. Note
that although the discontinuity near 275 km appears larger than the shallower peak in the
data reflectivity profile of Figure 4.18, synthetic modeling suggests that this owes to a
design-induced amplification, rather than a stronger reflector per se. The upper-mantle and
transition-zone structures inferred for these two corridors are shown schematically in
Figure 6.1.
Continental Margins: Corridors 3 and 11 (Table 2.2), while they are primarily
"continental" in their sampling of the upper mantle, feature a greater fraction of total path
length in continental margins (Jordan's region Q) than either of the above corridors. The
upper mantle structures inferred for these corridors (Figures 4.8 and 4.16) feature only one
discontinuity in the upper 400 km of the mantle, specifically a moderately strong impedance
increase at shallow depth (92 and 62 km, respectively); see Figure 6.1. Missing from the
upper mantle is the strong signature of the 220-km discontinuity observed for the other
corridors of this category. Along corridor 11, which connects shocks in the Philippines
seismic zone with station NWAO in Australia, evidence for a minor impedance peak near
250 km can be seen in the data reflectivity profile (Figure 4.16). Comparing this profile
with that computed for corridor 13, which samples much the same portion of the upper
mantle with the exception of the region north of the Sumba seismic zone, suggests that the
220-km discontinuity is absent from the upper mantle in the Philippines region-existing
only along the southern portion of the corridor, i.e., along the portion of the corridor
confined to the Australia-India plate. Corridor 3 also displays an unusual level of
complexity in the depth region of 150 to 300 km (Figure 4.8), which might result from
interference between upper- and lower-mantle structure (see Chapter 7).
While the sources used in this study are confined exclusively to subduction zones,
propagation paths for corridors in this category spend little time in the region of
subduction, exiting the source region from the convex side of the island arc, opposite the
subducting lithosphere. Thus it seems unlikely that structure in the region of the source has
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much influence on the path-averaged estimates. Fundamentally similar velocity structures,
featuring discontinuities, or velocity inflections, near 70 km and 220 km depth, have
previously been obtained for western and northern Australia [Simpson et al., 1974; Goncz
and Cleary, 1976; Hales et al., 1980; Leven, 1985].
Margins, Transitions, and Subduction Zones
Four corridors fall within this category (numbers 1, 2, 4, and 17 in Table 2.2),
characterized by sampling of the tectonically complex and highly variable regions north and
west of Indonesia and Australia. Like the corridors of the previous category, reflectivity
profiles in this category display prominent impedance increases near 70 and 220 km depth.
The mean depth and strength of these discontinuities are commensurate with estimates
obtained for the more "continental" corridors (Figure 6.1). The inferred upper-mantle and
transition-zone discontinuity structure for these corridors is shown schematically in Figure
6.2.
The reflectivity profile obtained for corridor 1 is a good example of the structure
displayed by these corridors, with impedance increases required at 80 km and 220 km to
satisfy the data (Figure 4.6). First-order reverberation bounce points for this corridor
sample a number of tectonic regimes (Table 2.2, Figure 2.7) making it difficult to assign it
to any one particular category, although continental and transitional upper mantle
predominate. Examination of the signal-to-noise ratio estimates suggests that seismograms
recorded for events in the Sumba and Java seismic zones contribute most significantly to
the stack. Paths for these events encounter primarily marginal, or transitional, upper
mantle. This corridor is important as it constitutes perhaps our most robust observation of
the 220-km discontinuity outside the Australia-India plate (a 220-km discontinuity is also
observed along corridor 17, but is not as strongly required by data).
These corridors are apparently distinguished from those of the previous category by the
addition of a third upper mantle discontinuity, namely an impedance increase located at a
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mean depth of 325 km, and characterized by R = 0.019. This reflector can be seen as a
parasitic peak on the shallow side-lobe of the 400-km discontinuity, tending to drive the
trough between the 220-km and 400-km discontinuities to more negative values compared
to the parsimonious synthetic profiles (Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.9, and 4.22). Although this is a
relatively minor feature of data, it is remarkably well modeled by addition of a single
discontinuity to the preferred synthetic profile. This fact, coupled with the apparent
tectonic and geographic coherence of the observations, gives us confidence in our
identification of this reflector.
There does not appear to be any evidence for well-developed LVZs (i.e., shear-wave
impedance decreases) present along the corridors in this category unless the onset of
velocity decrease is gradual, extending over a depth range on the order of 30 km or more.
Resolution, quantified by profile variance, typical of individual corridors is of order IR(z)
> 2%; discontinuities characterized by reflection coefficients significantly below this
threshold could be present in the profiles and go unnoticed. Topography on the
discontinuity, and lateral heterogeneity in the mantle both lead to travel-time perturbations
splitting the dynamic analogs of first-order reverberation families, resulting in destructive
interference and diminished resolution. Thus the stated threshold is an upper bound. The
effects of splitting can be alleviated by further low-pass filtering of the data, increasing the
ratio of waveform width to travel-time perturbations, thereby reducing the deteriorative
effects of destructive interference. By increasing the characteristic period of the data,
filtering also increases the effective seismic wavelength. Repeating the above experiments
on low-passed filtered data (corner at 20 mHz, smoothly tapered to zero at 30 mHz) gives
identical results. Again, no LVZ is required by data, which at these frequencies are
sensitive to impedance gradients as broad as 50 km (see Figure 5.9).
Corridor 10, sampling the upper mantle beneath Japan, the Sea of Okhotsk, and Japan
Sea, and corridor 6 sampling the mantle bordering the Philippine, Timor-Java, Yap and
Marianas seismic zones are more difficult to classify tectonically, but may also fall into this
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tectonic category, although they are deficient in sampling of continental margins relative to
the other members. Both corridors can be modeled by small impedance increases at -70
km depth, and require no other upper mantle reflectors (see Figure 6.3). Although the
apparent absence of a LVZ beneath these areas-characterized by high surface heat flow-
may seem unusual, the inferred structure is similar to that found for the upper mantle
beneath northeastern Japan by Shiono et al. [1980], although Sacks and Snoke [1983] note
that the low subcrustal velocities of this model may imply a coincident M discontinuity and
LVZ. We return to these questions later in the text. We note that corridor 10 displays a
number of small reflectivity oscillations in the upper 400 km of the mantle, and a strongly
distorted 400-km discontinuity (Figure 4.15). Although we have chosen not to model it
explicitly, the data reflectivity profile is consistent with a low-magnitude reflector in the
vicinity of 330 km.
Back-Arc Basins and Oceans
Corridors 5, 8, 9, 14 and 18 of Table 2.2 sample predominantly back-arc and oceanic
regions. Corridor 8, connecting shocks in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone with station KP on
the island of Oahu, is the most nearly pure oceanic path included in this study, with an
average lithospheric age of 95 Myr. Like the other corridors in this category (see Figure
6.4), data reflectivity for this path is well modeled by an impedance decrease in the shallow
upper mantle, in this case at a depth of 59 km, which most likely marks the top of the LVZ
(Figure 4.13). The inferred depth of 59 km is somewhat shallower than usually predicted
for ocean of this age [e.g., Leeds, 1975; Knopoff, 1983], being in better agreement with
the estimate of Regan and Anderson [1984], which allowed for transverse isotropy in the
upper 220 km of the mantle.
Corridors 8 and 14 are for events in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone recorded at station
CTAO in northeastern Australia, and station NWAO in southwestern Australia,
respectively. The inferred depth to the LVZ is approximately 90 km for both of these
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corridors, which is somewhat deep for the average age of oceanic lithosphere sampled (-50
Myr). However, the depth-age relations cited above were derived primarily from western-
Pacific-crossing paths, and there is no a priori reason to assume they will hold true in
Melanesia. In additional to intermediate age ocean, both paths sample some transitional
regions, specifically the Lord Howe Rise (a possible continental fragment) and the eastern
continental margin of Australia, where cooler upper mantle temperatures may depress the
top boundary of the LVZ, and increase our estimate of path-averaged depth. Monte Carlo
models of Goncz and Cleary [1976] derived from Rayleigh-wave observations place the
top of the LVZ at a depth of ~100 km beneath eastern Australia; given the short path lengths
through these regions, however, we do not expect our estimate to be biased strongly
downward by the deeper LVZ beneath these regions. If the inferred depths are indeed
indicative of the Melanesia region, they may be evidence of regional variability in the depth-
age relation for oceanic lithosphere.
The 90 km depth estimate for corridor 5, connecting shocks in the Sumba, Java and
Philippine seismic zone with the ASRO station MAJO on the island of Honshu agrees well
with the results of Seekins and Teng [1977]. This path samples the aseismic Kyushu-
Palau ridge, which appears to have a thicker lithosphere than the back-arc basins to either
side. We note that a deep LVZ is also inferred for corridor 18, connecting shocks in the
Sea of Japan and Izu-Bonin with station TATO on Taiwan, whose sampling of the upper
mantle is more intermediate of continental-margin and back-arc regimes. The LVZ depth of
100 km derived for this corridor is the largest of the sampled regions.
Three of the five corridors with deep LVZs, specifically corridors 9, 15, and 18 show
evidence of an additional reflector near 50 km depth (see Figures 4.14, 4.19, and 4.23).
For these corridors, the width of the R(z) peak associated with the LVZ is narrower in data
than in parsimonious synthetic profiles. This runs counter to the norm found for the other
major discontinuities, whose reflectivity signatures are typically wider in data owing to the
splitting of first-order reverberations by mantle heterogeneity and discontinuity topography.
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By superposing a smaller reflectivity peak of opposite sign (impedance increasing with
depth), it is possible to reduce the apparent width of the composite peak. For the other
corridors the mean depth of this reflector discontinuity coincides with the observed depth of
the LVZ, precluding detection.
For the corridor connecting events in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone with station CTAO in
northeastern Australia (corridor 5 in Table 2.2), and for corridor 18 (see above), the
inferred upper mantle structure contains an additional discontinuity at a depth near 280 km,
interpreted as a small (R = 0.01) impedance increase. Co-existing with an impedance
decrease at shallower depth (attributed to the onset of the LVZ), this reflector may mark the
base of the LVZ. Of the paths featuring LVZs, however, the sampling of surface tectonic
regions for these two corridors is most nearly like that of the previous category (which are
void of impedance decreases in the upper mantle), complicating the straightforward
interpretation of this discontinuity as the base of the LVZ. We return to this question later.
The possibility of deeper discontinuities notwithstanding, the upper mantle structures for
these primarily oceanic and back-arc paths are less complex than the structures observed
along more exclusively continental paths.
Subduction Zones
Corridors 7, 15 and 16 (Table 2.2) sample the upper mantle on the concave, subduction,
side of the Izu-Bonin, Tonga-Fiji and Philippines seismic zones, respectively, with minor-
arc paths trending subparallel to the strike of the subducting slab. For these three
corridors, a quite prominent impedance decrease in the upper 95 km of the mantle is
implied by synthetic modeling (inferred upper-mantle and transition-zone reflector
structures are shown in Figure 6.5). For corridor 15, connecting events in the Tonga-Fiji
seismic zone with station SNZO on the North Island of New Zealand, the magnitude of this
reflector, R(94)= -0.103, far exceeds that of either the 400-km or 650-km discontinuities
(Figure 4.20), and is the single largest reflector we observe in the data set. These
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observations are consistent with a extremely pronounced LVZ in the shallow upper mantle
behind island arcs. All three paths all characterized by lower than average values of QSCS
(Table 4.1), also consistent with a severe LVZ.
Previous models of the velocity structure of subduction zones demonstrate a great deal
of variability, ranging from pronounced LVZs [e.g., Choudhury et al., 1975], to models
with little or no velocity variation above 300 km depth [Shiono et al., 1980; Kaila and
Krishna, 1985]. A surface-wave-derived model of the upper mantle beneath the Lau and
Colville ridges, sampled by corridor 15, has neither a high-velocity lid or LVZ in the upper
250 km of the mantle [Sundaralingham, 1986] (it should be noted that the upper-mantle v,
-4 km/s for this model seems unrealistically low). It is difficult to assess, however, the
effect of the high-velocity slab on these results. On the other hand, our modeling should be
relatively more immune to the presence of the subducting slab, which is typically at depths
of 400 km or more along the propagation paths. Because we use only long-wavelength
data, first-order reverberations will be sensitive primarily to the average state of the upper
mantle above the subducting slab. Bearing this in mind, we are inclined to trust our
analysis, and propose the existence of a strong LVZ on the concave side of these island
arcs. The magnitude of the upper-boundary reflector is significantly greater in these
regions than beneath old- and intermediate-age ocean, and marginal seas further removed
from the arc.
Careful synthetic modeling of the low signal-to-noise ratio corridors 7 and 16 reveals no
evidence for additional upper mantle reflectors. However, given the level of profile
variance encountered for these corridors (Figures 4.12 and 4.21), resolution is low and the
apparent absence of additional structure, such as a 320-km discontinuity, can not be
considered significant. On the other hand, corridor 15 displays a very complicated upper
mantle and transition zone (Figure 6.5). Apart from the extremely bright LVZ reflector,
there is strong evidence for an additional discontinuity at 319 km depth, characterized by R
= 0.020, similar to the discontinuity observed along corridors crossing Borneo, the South
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China Sea, Indonesia and regions to the north of central and eastern Australia. Given the
inferred severity of the LVZ along this corridor, it is logical to expect a more reflective
lower boundary. If so, the deep reflector may mark the base of the LVZ.
DISCUSSION
While the structures outlined in the previous sections are often found to be quite
complicated, in addition to being laterally variable, they are all assembled from the same set
of building blocks. In this section we attempt to give meaning to these artifices,
specifically the impedance increases at mean depths of 70 km, 230 km, and 320 km, and
the shallow LVZ. From considerations of the geographic occurrence, tectonic correlation,
contrast in material properties, and previous seismological observations, we propose a suite
of possible mineralogical and structural explanations for these reflectors. Unfortunately,
our explanations are often equivocal, and seldom unique, such that the full import of these
observations in constraining the composition and state of the upper mantle cannot yet be
fully realized.
The 70-Km Discontinuity
With the exception of the strong transition-zone discontinuities, the most pervasive
feature of the reflectivity profiles obtained in this study is the impedance increase occurring
at an average depth of 67 km, seen most clearly beneath corridors crossing continental
shields, margins and transitional regions (Figure 6.6). We find compelling evidence for
this discontinuity in all seismic corridors examined except those marked by LVZ reflectors.
For the latter, a shallow impedance increase is inferred for paths where the LVZ is deep,
facilitating detection of the shallower reflector. Although the evidence for these corridors is
weaker, it is significant that the oceanic-path data are at least consistent with the possibility
of a "70-ki" discontinuity.
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Similar observations of a velocity increase ranging from 60-90 km depth have been
made by a number of authors. Perhaps the best documented of these is from data collected
during the Early Rise experiment in the central U.S. and Canada, which require a -3.2%
increase in compressional-wave velocity near 90 km depth [e.g., Green and Hales, 1968;
Hales, 1969]. A similar feature has been inferred for the upper mantle beneath much of
Australia [ Simpson et al., 1974; Muirhead, et al., 1977; Hales et al., 1980], and in several
oceanic sites [Hales et al., 1970; Shimamura and Asada, 1976], suggesting that it may be
global in extent.
Attempts have been made to explain the "70-km" discontinuity in terms of the high-
pressure transition from the spinel to garnet facies in a lherzolitic or peridotitic upper mantle
[e.g., Hales, 1969]. This transition has been observed experimentally in rocks of pyrolite
composition at upper-mantle temperature and pressures [Green and Ringwood, 1967], and
mantle xenoliths of both facies are observed frequently in kimberlites, so it seems safe to
assume that the proposed reaction occurs in the Earth's uppermost mantle. Recent
experimental studies, however, place the equilibrium boundary at shallower depths (45-55
km) than observed in the seismic data [Jenkins and Newton, 1979; Webb and Wood,
1986]. Unlike most upper mantle reactions, the Clapeyron slope of the spinel -+ garnet
transition is negative at temperatures below 900* C [Wood and Yuen, 1983], flattening and
eventually assuming positive values only at higher temperatures [Jenkins and Newton,
1979]. The cooler mantle beneath continental cratons and platforms could lower the
reaction some 10 km, with spinel remaining stable to 55 km depth for temperatures near
600* C. The depth of the phase boundary is also critically dependent on major element
composition, especially Ca, Cr, and Al content. For mantle depleted in Ca and Al and
enriched in Cr, a pattern typical of basalt depletion, the reaction could be lowered an
additional 10 km [e.g., MacGregor, 1970; O'Neill, 1981]. Thus it seems that, for
temperatures and composition typical of subcontinental upper mantle, the transition could
be lowered sufficiently to fall within the range of depths observed in this study.
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Constraints on the variation of material properties observed seismically are also
somewhat difficult to reconcile. If density and velocity increases associated with the
transition can be assumed to follow Birch's law [Birch, 1952; Anderson et al., 1968], our
estimate of mean R(70) = 3.5% requires a 3.2% increase in density and 3.8% increase in
shear velocity across the discontinuity, in agreement with the increase in compressional
velocity inferred from Early Rise data. Predicted velocity and density increases at STP of
<3% for the transition in a fertile pyrolite composition [e.g., Green and Liebermann, 1976;
Webb and Wood, 1986] are considerably lower. Measurement uncertainties for these
quantities are large, however, and while not necessarily in good agreement, the spinel -+
garnet transition is certainly capable of explaining the observed reflector.
An alternative explanation, due to Forsyth [1977], attributes the observed increase in
compressional wavespeed to a corresponding increase in preferred orientation of olivine
(see also Hirn et al. [1975]). Given that olivine constitutes some 50% to 70% of the upper
mantle by volume, and is highly anisotropic, this model is capable of explaining observed
compressional velocity increases without necessitating impossibly high degrees of crystal
alignment. However, the constraints imposed by R(70), which require a 7% increase in
impedance are not as easily satisfied, and a model of anisotropy fails on several counts: (1)
Although dependent on the form of anisotropy, the quasi-SH reflection generated at the
interface of an anisotropic layer will not be greater than the reflection coefficient for an
equivalent isotropic variation in velocity. Assuming that variations in apparent SH and P
velocity across the discontinuity are commensurate, observations of a 3-4% increase in
compressional wavespeed require greater than a 3% increase in density across the transition
for R(70) = 3.5%. Thus if anisotropy is to explain the increase in velocity, we must also
resort to chemical layering to explain the increase in density. Forsyth [1977] suggests that
the discontinuity may mark the limit of basalt depletion in peridotite, which could explain
some of the required density increase (fertile peridotite being higher in Fe content is also
1% to 2% more dense), although this will be offset somewhat by the lower velocity of
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undepleted peridotite [Jordan, 1979a]. Evidence from garnet-lherzolite xenoliths suggests,
however, that subcontinental mantle is depleted to depths significantly in excess of 90 km
[e.g., Boyd, 1973]. (2) Unless the anisotropy takes the form of transverse isotropy with a
radial axis of symmetry, a form inconsistent with observations of shallow oceanic
anisotropy, we would expect to observe large variations in R(70) with azimuth. While
R(70) is observed to vary somewhat, the level of variation is small, and shows no apparent
azimuthal dependence. Thus, while anisotropy may contribute to the discontinuity,
especially beneath oceanic regions, it does not seem a likely cause of a subcontinental
reflector, which we assign to the spinel -+ garnet transition.
The geographical distribution of observations and apparent depths for the 70-km
discontinuity are shown in Figure 6.6. We find that neither the depth, or reflection
coefficient of the 70-km discontinuity are strongly correlated with surface tectonics, as
revealed by the inability of regionalized estimates to reconstruct the observed topography
(Figure 6.7). The lack of strong correlation also argues for the spinel -* garnet lherzolite
transition, which is characterized by a flat Clapeyron slope over a broad range of
temperatures [Jenkins and Newton, 1979], rather than an anisotropic horizon, which might
be expected to track the base of the lithosphere.
The Low-Velocity Zone
Eight of the 18 seismic corridors treated in this study show evidence for a pronounced
decrease in SH impedance at depths less than 100 km in the mantle (Figure 6.6). This
reflector is most plausibly interpreted as the onset of the LVZ, marking the suboceanic
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary. The mean SH reflection coefficient for these paths is
R(LVZ) = -0.045; excluding corridors 7, 15 and 16, whose sampling of the upper mantle
is limited to the concave side of island arcs, reduces this estimate to R(LVZ) = -0.033. For
most thermally-activated processes, partial melting included, reduction of shear velocity
greatly exceeds that of density, thus R(LVZ) requires a velocity decrease of -6.6%,
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comparable to previous estimates of 3% to 10%. The mean for paths 7, 15 and 16, R(Lvz)
= -0.065, is nearly twice that of the other corridors. If the LVZ is due to the presence of a
small amount of partial melt [e.g., Anderson and Sammis, 1970], the latter value can be
explained by the presence of a small degree of partial melt, presumably owing to greater
H20 pressures generated by the breakdown of hydrous phases in the subducting slab.
Given the instability of even small fractions of partial melt [e.g., Walker et al., 1978], the
subsequent upward migration of melt (perhaps associated with marginal basin formation)
may result in chemical zonation within the LVZ. Anisotropy induced by strong corner flow
in the asthenosphere aboe the subducting slab [e.g., Ribe, 1989] may also served to
accentuate the reflector.
Besides being seismically slow, the LVZ is also associated with severe attenuation, thus
we might expect Qss to be related to the depth, and possibly the reflection coefficient, of
the upper boundary of the LVZ. This is indeed the case, estimates of Qsc- 1 and zLVZ are
negatively correlated at greater than the 90% confidence limit. Excluding the anomalously
bright reflectors observed along corridors 7, 15 and 16, estimates of QScS-1 and R(LVZ) are
also correlated (coefficient of correlation r = 0.73, significant at the 85% confidence level).
These correlations are important inasmuch as they confirm our interpretation of this
reflector which, due to the depth ambiguity inherent to the method, could also be
interpreted as an impedance increase in the D" region of the lower mantle.
Individual estimates of zLVZ and z400 (or equivalently x'400) for the six corridors where
observations overlap, are negatively correlated in excess of the 95% confidence level,
further confirming the thermal origin of the inferred LVZ reflector. More important
however, is the implication that temperature variations controlling the equilibrium depth of
the LVZ may be persistent, and detectable, to 400 km depth in the mantle. The range of
depths observed for the 400-km discontinuity for these corridors is only 8 km, near the
level of resolution, so we hesitate to place too much emphasis on this result. However,
assuming the Clapeyron slope of the olivine -+ #-spinel transition marking the 400-km
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discontinuity is of order 3.5 MPa/*K [e.g., Suito, 1977], a temperature anomaly of ~75* C
is required to produce 8 km of topography. If the top boundary of the LVZ tracks the
solidus of hydrous (<4% H20) peridotite [e.g., Green and Liebermann, 1976], a
temperature anomaly of this magnitude in the upper mantle could account for the entire 35
km of LVZ topography observed in this study. Assuming an anhydrous solidus requires
temperature variations two to three times greater, but is not inconsistent with the observed
topography. We note that this observation is speculative, and may be due wholly, or in
part, to incomplete compensation of r'400 for upper mantle structure.
The depth of the LVZ reflector is also strongly correlated with surface tectonic sampling
(note that we have omitted corridors 7, 15 and 16 from the calculations; for these paths, the
grouping of subduction zones, continental margins and Phanerzoic orogenic zones into a
single tectonic region seems inappropriate). The sense of the correlation is what we would
expect from the observed correlation with Qscs, specifically that the reflector migrates to
greater apparent depth as the percentage of path length spent in regions B and C decreases,
and sampling of cooler continental margins and platforms increases, yielding regionalized
zLVZ estimates of: 64 ± 10 km (oceans, primarily region B), and 122 ± 16 km (primarily
region Q); see Figure 6.8.
For corridors with a shallow LVZ reflector (see Figure 6.4), we find no evidence for
further discontinuities in the upper 400 km of the mantle. Although the lower boundary of
the LVZ has traditionally been modeled as a sharp increase in velocity gradient, more recent
mantle models have tended to depict the boundary as a gradual transition, with shear
velocity returning to normal lid values at depths often as great as 400 km [e.g., Grand and
Helmberger, 1984; Walck, 1984; Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987]. The structure implied in
these models would be transparent to all but the lowest-frequency first-order
reverberations, and therefore compatible with our results. A gradual lower boundary may
imply an oceanic adiabat trending subparallel to the solidus throughout most of the upper
mantle.
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For two seismic corridors, specially corridors 6 and 10 (Figure 6.3), the apparent
absence of a LVZ is highly anomalous, and in direct opposition to a number of previous
studies. There is, however, a mechanism by which an LVZ could exist along these
corridors, and yet go undetected. Because Clapeyron slopes defining the hydrous solidii of
model mantle materials can be very steep [e.g., Green and Liebermann, 1976], only small
temperature perturbations are needed to produce large offsets in equilibrium depth, the
variability of which is well documented by observations of LVZ depth for other corridors.
Sampling of a number of tectonic provinces along a single seismic corridor, along which
the depth of the LVZ varies significantly, could introduce sufficient splitting of first-order
reverberations that no LVZ would appear in the reflectivity profiles. This might explain the
lack of any inferred LVZ for corridors 6 and 10, which require only a 70-km discontinuity.
Examination of Figure 6.6, and Table 2.2, confirms that these paths both cross regions
where large variations in zLVz are expected, offering some support for this hypothesis. In
particular, the depth of the LVZ beneath the Philippine Sea is estimated to be on the order
of 35 km (away from the Kyushu-Palau ridge) [e.g., Kanamori, 1970; Seekins and Teng,
1977], whereas to the north of Indonesia it may be as deep as 100 km. These two regions
are both sampled along a single seismic corridor (corridor 6). Even at very low
frequencies, offsets of LVZ depth this large would strongly attenuate the reflectivity profile
peak.
The 220-Km Discontinuity
Observations of an abrupt increase in seismic-wave velocity near 220 km depth have
been noted by a number of authors, excellent summaries of which can be found in Nuttli
[1963] and Anderson [1979a]. Specific references to a 220-km discontinuity beneath the
regions sampled in this study include Simpson et al. [1971], Simpson et al. [1974], Hales
et al. [1980], Datt [1981], Drummond et al. [1982] and Leven [1985], all of which sample
the upper mantle beneath central and northern Australia. As modeled by these authors, the
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220-km discontinuity marks a sharp 1-4.5% increase in compressional velocity. Of the 18
seismic corridors examined in this study, persuasive evidence of a 220-km discontinuity is
found in only 6 (Table 4.2). These corridors have in common extensive sampling of the
northern Australian continental margin, and central and western continental shield (with the
exceptions of corridors 1 and 17); see Figure 6.6. Our estimate of mean depth (230 km)
for these corridors agrees favorably with previous studies, as do variations in the apparent
depth, which are large (90 km). Assuming the increase in velocity and density across the
discontinuity are linked by Birch's law, the mean value of R(220) = 0.02 implies a 2.2%
increase in shear velocity and 1.8% increase in density. The fractional increase in shear
velocity falls within the rather large range of observed compressional velocity increases.
Under oceanic regions, direct observations of a 220-km discontinuity are more rare, and
are usually interpreted as marking the lower boundary of the LVZ. We do not observe a
220-km beneath any of the predominantly oceanic corridors sampled in this study. As
mentioned previously this requires either a gradual transition, or depression of the high-
pressure boundary of the LVZ to much greater depths. Since density probably does not
decrease significantly in the LVZ, the reflectivity of the lower boundary will depend almost
entirely on the contrast in shear velocity, scaling as R -1/2(s/v,). Given the resolution
obtainable along a single seismic corridor, it is possible that an abrupt increase in v, as
large as 2-3% could go undetected if not accompanied by a commensurate variation in
velocity. With the current data set we cannot exclude the possibility of a suboceanic 220-
km discontinuity. We can, however, infer that its properties must differ from the
subcontinental reflector.
Leven et al. [1981] discuss the difficulties encountered in attempting to explain this
discontinuity in terms of either a phase transition or change in composition. In short, for a
pyrolite mantle, the only phase transitions expected in the range of depths occupied by the
220-km discontinuity are the coesite -+ stishovite transition, and the formation of complex
garnet solid solutions in the Mg4Si 4O1 2-Mg3A 2Si3O1 2 system [e.g., Akaogi and Akimoto,
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1977]. Although the transition to stishovite is accompanied by a 60% increase in shear-
wave impedance [Akimoto, 1972], the upper mantle abundance of free quartz is insufficient
to explain the observed discontinuity. The solid solution of garnet and pyroxene in the
latter reaction extends over a broad pressure range, and is also unlikely to produce a
seismic discontinuity [Bina and Wood, 1984]. Liu's [1980] suggestion that the
discontinuity may be associated with rapid increase in garnet content at the low-pressure
boundary has not been upheld experimentally [e.g., Irifune, 1987], and at any rate would
require temperatures exceeding 1600-1800* C in the subcontinental mantle. Compositional
changes from depleted to fertile peridotite, or from garnet lherzolite to eclogite [e.g.,
Anderson, 1979b] are also unlikely explanations since shear velocities for these
compositions are nearly indistinguishable, and are, if anything, lower in the high-density
assemblage [Jordan, 1979a].
Leven et al. [1981] attribute the 220-km discontinuity to shear alignment of olivine
above a subcontinental LVZ, similar to a model proposed several years earlier by Steinmetz
et al. [1974] for the mantle beneath western Europe. In light of the inability of either
mineralogical phase transformations or changes in chemical composition to adequately
explain the 220-km discontinuity, we consider this model in some detail. For the moment,
however, we will set aside much of the complexity of the Leven et al. [1981] model,
focusing instead on the general viability of anisotropy in producing the observed
reflections.
As mentioned in conjunction with the 70-km discontinuity, a transition in shear-wave
anisotropy can produce an efficient reflector, although the amount of reflected energy will
depend strongly on the form of anisotropy, and the geometry of reflector and incident wave
front. If the 220-km discontinuity is to be attributed to anisotropy alone, impedance
contrasts will arise solely from the variation of quasi-SH velocity across the boundary (for
small anisotropies). To satisfy an average value of R(220) = 0.02 requires a minimum of
4% anisotropy, with the required anisotropy increasing as the width of the transition
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between crystal-alignment fields increases. While this is a large anisotropy, it is not
implausible assuming that roughly 50% of the intrinsic anisotropy of olivine can be realized
in the mantle [e.g., Christensen, 1984]. We note that similar degrees of lithospheric
anisotropy have recently been inferred from observations of shear-wave splitting beneath
stable continental shields [Silver and Chan, 1988].
Unless the anisotropy takes the form of transverse isotropy with a radial axis of
symmetry, we would expect to observe large variations of R(220) with azimuth. For the
paths where a 220-km discontinuity is confidently observed, the inferred strength of the
reflector varies only slightly, with a standard deviation of 0.005, commensurate with our
estimate of measurement uncertainty. Although these observations cover a large range of
azimuths, they are geographically dispersed, with only limited multiple-azimuth coverage
of particular geographic regions. One potentially diagnostic observation is the apparent
absence of the 220-km discontinuity along the corridor connecting shocks in the Sumba
seismic zone with station CTAO in northeastern Australia (corridor 3 in Table 2.2). This
corridor samples the upper mantle along the northern continental margin of Australia and
the Arafura Sea. Other corridors sampling these regions along more north-south-trending
paths (specifically corridors 2, 4, 11, and 12; see Figure 6.6) are consistent with a 220-km
discontinuity with the single exception of corridor 11. Barring geographic variability of the
220-km discontinuity within this region, the apparent absence of the 220-km along corridor
3 may be due to azimuthal variation in the reflection coefficient. Although greater
geographic coverage of first-order reverberation corridors will be necessary to adequately
test this hypothesis, the possibility that the 220-km discontinuity that we observe has as its
origin some form of anisotropy cannot be ruled out. (Note that the anisotropy of the
PREM, with VSH > VSV above 220 km depth predicts R(220) < 0 in lieu of any
contributions from intrinsic variation of velocity and/or density.)
Given the current status of the observations it is not possible to unambiguously constrain
the nature, or the cause, of the anisotropy. It is, however, possible to compare the
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observations against previous models of subcontinental anisotropy to produce a list of
potential candidates. Considering the Leven et al. [1981] model (see also Leven [1985]),
derived for the mantle beneath the Australian continent and northern continental margin, a
potential difficulty arises, concerning the abrupt onset of low velocities beneath the 220-km
discontinuity. The composite structure, essentially a 25-30 km lense of high-velocities
similar to the lid-LVZ association thought to occur at shallower depths in oceanic upper
mantle [Forsyth, 1977], should produce a complex reflectivity peak. In particular, at low
frequencies, the waveforms of reflections from the top of the lense will interfere
destructively with those from the bottom boundary, reducing our estimate of the reflection
coefficient. We do not note any significant decrease in the estimated reflection coefficients
in going from the full-bandwidth to low-frequency reflectivity profiles. In fact the
estimates increase slightly, probably due to the diminishing effect of reverberation splitting
at low frequencies. At higher frequencies the peak should begin to take on a bimodal
appearance (approximating the derivative), which is also not observed, although it may lie
below the level of vertical resolution. We note that the Leven [1985] model is unique, in
that the onset of low velocities beneath the 220-km discontinuity is significantly more
abrupt than other models of Australian upper mantle [Hales et al., 1980; Datt, 1981]. An
alternative model of subcontinental anisotropy has recently been proposed by Silver and
Chan [1988] from observations of shear-wave splitting. In their model, most, if not all, of
the lithosphere may be significantly anisotropic, owing to syntectonic recrystalization
during major orogenic episodes. In this case, the 220-km discontinuity would mark the
transition from random alignment of olivine in the asthenosphere to strong preferred
alignment in the lithosphere, producing a simpler reflecting horizon perhaps more in
keeping with the observations. Unfortunately, the Silver and Chan [1988] study has no
data points geographically in common with the present, excluding the possibility of a direct
comparison.
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To examine the possibility that the 220-km discontinuity is associated with a thermally-
activated process, we have computed the correlations of apparent reflector depth with Qscs,
the depth of the 400-km discontinuity, and surface-tectonic classifications of the GTRl
regionalization. We find a strong, positive correlation between reflector depth and Qscs
(coefficient of correlation r = 0.87, significant at the 95% confidence level). As true of the
LVZ reflector, a correlation with tectonic province is also implied (Figure 6.9). For the 6
corridors where the 220-km discontinuity is confidently identified, regionalized estimation
of the apparent depth z220 yields: 213 ± 13 km (primarily region Q, plus a very small
amount of oceanic sampling), and 295 ± 30 km (regions P and S). Some correlation with
z400 is found, but is not sufficiently strong to be considered significant.
The sense of these correlations are the same found for the LVZ reflector, and loosely
interpreted imply that the discontinuity migrates to greater depth in colder regions of the
upper mantle. If this reflector were to mark the bottom boundary of a subcontinental LVZ,
we would expect precisely the opposite correlation. This also argues against a phase
transitional origin, since Clapeyron slopes of most upper mantle transitions are positive.
As such the sign of the correlation of discontinuity depth and QScS is consistent with the
hypothesis of Datt [1981] and Leven et al. [1981] of a LVZ beneath the 220-km
discontinuity. However, in the absence of any observed impedance decreases, the data can
be adequately explained by an increase in Qp above the discontinuity, perhaps owing to
colder temperatures prevailing in the stable heart of the subcontinental craton. Regardless
of the precise origin of the reflector, the observed correlations of Qscs, tectonic sampling,
and discontinuity depth, as well as the inference of anisotropy, all suggest that the 220-km
discontinuity delimits a boundary across which significant variations in characteristic
physical processes occur. Whether there is an associated change in bulk material properties
cannot be ascertained from the reverberation data alone. Nonetheless, it seems logical to
associate the 220-km discontinuity with the base of the subcontinental lithosphere, noting
that the depth of this feature may well reach 300 km beneath the stable Australian shield.
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The 320-Km Discontinuity
An additional small impedance increase in the depth range of 280-340 km is observed
beneath 7 of the seismic corridors examined. The mean depth and reflection coefficient of
this discontinuity are 318 ± 22 km, and 0.019 ± 0.008, respectively. As seen in the data
reflectivity profiles, this discontinuity produces a parasitic peak superposed on the shallow
side-lobe of the 400-km discontinuity. When accompanied by observations of a 220-km
discontinuity, the two act in concert to produce a large negative trough at intermediate
depths (e.g., Figure 4.9). Although the mean reflection coefficient tests the level of
resolution obtainable along a single seismic corridor, the feature itself is remarkably well
modeled in the preferred synthetic reflectivity profiles (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for
examples).
This discontinuity is every bit as difficult to explain as the 220-km discontinuity. In
short, no abrupt solid-solid phase transitions in any of the major mantle components are
expected in this depth range, and, as discussed in relation to the 220-km discontinuity,
changes in composition are unlikely to provide a satisfactory explanation. Because it often
coexists with the 220-km discontinuity, anisotropy must also be considered an unlikely
candidate-it being difficult to imagine a scenario capable of producing two regions of
abrupt variation in preferred alignment over such a small depth interval (~ 100 km)-unless
an alternative explanation of the 220-km discontinuity can be found.
The geographic appearance of this discontinuity demonstrates a notable affiliation with
regions of subduction (see Figure 6.6), appearing along the majority of corridors with
extensive sampling of the concave side of subduction zones. The exceptions are paths
associated with low SNRs (corridors 7 and 16), and are not diagnostic in and of
themselves. Any explanation of this discontinuity will also have to explain this affiliation.
(Note that we can rule out elevation of the 400-km discontinuity in the subducting slab, as
the reflector would be inclined at too great an angle to the horizontal to stack coherently.)
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One possibility is that the reflector marks an impedance increase at the base of the LVZ.
From the topology of the mantle solidus and geotherm, it is logical to assume that the
depths of the upper and lower boundaries of the LVZ will be anticorrelated. Since for the
three paths where observations of a LVZ (impedance decrease) and 320-km discontinuity
overlap (corridors 5, 15, and 18) the upper boundary of the LVZ rank among the deepest
observed, it is a distinct possibility that the 320-km discontinuity marks the base of the
LVZ.
Given the observed affiliation with regions of active subduction, we offer the following
speculative explanation of the 320-km discontinuity. Recent reconnaissance investigations
of high-pressure, high-temperature phase reactions in the enstatite-forsterite-H20 system
have revealed a fascinating level of complexity [e.g., Akaogi and Akimoto, 1980; Liu,
1987], in which a number of reactions may take place depending on pressure, temperature,
and the availability of H20. By and large these reactions are not associated with large
volume changes unless the weight% of H20 is of order of 1% or greater. Estimates of
mantle H2 0 content are typically lower (0.1-0.3%), however, in regions of active
subduction, hydrous phases in the downgoing oceanic crust may form an efficient means
of transporting H20 to depth, resulting in locally enhanced water pressures. Liu [1988]
proposes that the reaction: 5Mg2SiO4 (forsterite) + 3H20 (ice) -> 3MgSiO 3 (enstatite) +
Mg 7Si2O1 4H6 ("phase A"), may mark the bottom of the LVZ since the loss of free water
will dramatically raise the mantle solidus (this in addition to the intrinsic density increase of
the reaction itself). Thus this explanation is linked to the previous, relating the 320-km
discontinuity to the base of the LVZ. However, the current hypothesis offers a more
convincing explanation of the strong affiliation with subduction; where water is scarce, the
above reaction will have a proportionately smaller effect on the solidus, producing a dim
reflector whose magnitude lies below the detection threshold. This reaction also reconciles
observations of a 320-km discontinuity along paths which do not display an obvious LVZ.
In these cases, a gradual approach of the geotherm to the solidus may produce a broad,
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seismically-transparent, low-pressure boundary, whereas the assimilation of free water into
phase A sharply raises the solidus, producing a reflective high-pressure bound.
Akaogi and Akimoto [1980] suggest that leeching of SiO2 by upward percolation of free
water will result in a more MgO-rich mantle. If percolation occurs on a sufficiently-short
time scale, leeching could further facilitate the above reaction in regions of subduction
where a mechanism for continual replenishment of deep water exists.
Unlike the 220-km discontinuity, there does not appear to be any significant tectonic
expression in the depth of this discontinuity (apart from its occurrence). Whether this is
real, or owes to the large uncertainty in the depth estimates is uncertain. Correlations with
the depths of other upper mantle reflectors, namely the 220-km and 400-km discontinuities,
are likewise weak, and offer no useful diagnostics.
Comparison With Previous Studies
The models of northern Australia determined by Hales et al. [1980] and Leven [1985]
are quite complicated-best described as a series of steps between which velocity is nearly
constant or decreases. Apart from the 70-km, 220-km and transition-zone discontinuities,
these models feature prominent velocity breaks at 325 km, 512 km, and 725 km. The
mantle structure implied by these models is considerably more complicated than typically
assumed. Similar discontinuities are not observed in global earth models such as PREM
[Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], raising the question whether the structure implied by
these models is real, but so laterally variable as to be smeared out in the global models, or
merely artifacts owing to the neglect of lateral heterogeneity and anisotropy. Lateral
heterogeneity has proven capable of introducing such artifacts into velocity models obtained
from body-wave travel times and amplitudes [Kennett, 1981], which are especially
susceptible to heterogeneity at the turning point. First-order reverberations, because they
densely sample the entire minor arc, are not as sensitive to small scale heterogeneity, and
provide an ideal means by which to test the validity of these complicated regional models.
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The models of Hales et al. [1980] and Leven [1985] were derived for earthquake
sources in the Banda Sea recorded by a temporary array of seismograph stations running
approximately north-south across central Australia. The seismic corridor connecting events
in the Philippines seismic zone with station CTAO in northeast Australia (corridor 4)
provides a very close facsimile to their experimental geometry. Pictured in Figure 6.10 is a
comparison of the data reflectivity profile obtained for this path, with two synthetic profiles
mimicking the data geometry. The first synthetic profile was computed for Model 8 of
Hales et al. [1980]. To utilize this model, which in original form describes only the
variation of compressional-wave velocity of the upper 1000 km of the mantle, we were
forced to make several assumptions: (1) Velocities were scaled to approximate shear-wave
velocities by requiring the travel time through the upper 1000 km to match that predicted by
PA2'. (2) The lower mantle was taken from model PEM. Some smoothing was required
to join the two velocities profiles. (3) Density contrasts across discontinuities were
required to obey Birch's Law [e.g., Anderson et al., 1968], namely that &/v, 1.4 6p/p.
Clearly these approximations are just that, and not likely to recreate the actual shear-wave
impedance profile of the Model 8 study area, nonetheless the Model 8 profile provides a
good fit to data. The only differences of note between our preferred structure and that of
Model 8 are Model 8's larger 325-km discontinuity, and shallower 650-km discontinuity
(actually a series of three smaller impedance jumps in Model 8). Overall, the agreement of
the three profiles is remarkable. Given the vastly different sampling of mantle
heterogeneity characteristic of regional body-waves and mantle reverberations, it is not
likely that lateral heterogeneity alone is responsible for the good agreement.
To better demonstrate the level of agreement between discontinuity structures, we have
constructed a "pseudo-velocity" profile from the reflector model of Figure 6.10. Assuming
a Birch's-Law scaling of velocity and density contrasts across discontinuities, constant
interval velocities and vs = 4.5 km/s in the lid, we arrived upon the velocity profile of
Figure 6.11. Compared to Model 8, the two wavespeed profiles agree remarkably well,
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especially in light of the crudity of the approximations made in constructing the pseudo-
velocity profile. While largely qualitative, we take this as strong corroborative evidence of
our results, which imply that most of the velocity increase in the upper mantle beneath the
northern continental margin of Australia, and the Arafura Sea, occurs across a large number
of small discontinuities.
CONCLUSIONS
First-order reverberations have been used to detect discontinuities over an extensive
portion of the Earth's upper mantle. The results of this analysis are not always easily
explained by standard models of the mantle. Evidence for a strong (SH reflection
coefficient R(70) = 0.035) discontinuity at an average depth of 67 km is seen in all
corridors which do not have shallow LVZ reflectors precluding detection. While the depth
and magnitude of this feature are both greater than expected for the spinel -+ garnet
lherzolite transition, Al and Ca depletion beneath the continents, and greater temperatures
beneath the oceans, may extend the stability field of spinel to sufficient depths. The depth
to this discontinuity does not correlate with any of the geothermometers at our disposal,
namely Qss, the depth of the 400-km discontinuity, or surface tectonic sampling. The lack
of correlation with surface tectonics argues against Forsyth's [1977] hypothesis that the
discontinuity marks a preferred orientation in olivine associated with lithospheric
decoupling. Although not formally required to fit the data profiles, a 70-km discontinuity
is an admissible feature of all the paths studied, and may global in extent.
For the six corridors whose sampling of surface tectonics was most nearly confined to
the Australian shield and stable margin, as well as corridor 1, an additional impedance
increase at a mean depth of 230 km is observed. Leven et al. [1981] ascribe this feature to
a corresponding increase in the preferred orientation of olivine associated with decoupling
of the continental lithosphere. Correlation of the depth of this discontinuity with surface
tectonic province and Qscs indicate a thermally-activated origin, and may imply a LVZ
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occurring at greater depths (though all that is required by the reverberation data is lower
average upper-mantle temperatures). This observation favors the Leven et al. model,
although we do not observe any obvious azimuthal dependence in the reflection coefficient
of the 220-km, which we might expect for reflections from a gradient in preferred
orientation, and which also requires a rather large anisotropy (~4%). More work needs to
be done to confirm this important observation which, if correct, likely defines the base of
the Australian continental lithosphere, and may reflect stress patterns imprinted on the
subcontinental mantle by major orogenic events [Silver and Chan, 1988].
Reflections from the top of a shallow (<100 km) LVZ are detected beneath paths
characterized by primarily oceanic, back-arc and transitional surface tectonic regimes.
Estimates of whole-mantle quality factor, Qscs, are strongly correlated with the depth of the
LVZ, as are estimates of the depth of the 400-km discontinuity. The latter may imply that
the variations in temperature responsible for topography on the LVZ can still be felt at 400
km depth. The base of the LVZ, on the whole, does not appear to be a efficient reflector-
probably extending over 50 km in vertical extent. This observation is compatible with
recent mantle models which feature extended LVZs with velocity returning to "normal" lid
values only at great depths. The upper boundary of the LVZ appears to be most severe
along paths whose sampling of the upper mantle is limited to the concave side of island
arcs. Partial melt, owing to greater H20 pressures generated at the breakdown of hydrous
phases in the subducting oceanic crust, may be required to explain this observation
Subsequent upward migration of melt may result in the chemical zonation of the LVZ
behind these island arcs, which may in turn play an accessory role in explaining the
brightness of the reflector.
An additional impedance increase at a mean depth of 320 km occurs along paths
characterized by extensive sampling of active subduction zones. Like the 220-km
discontinuity, this reflector is difficult to explain in terms of standard models of the upper
mantle. From its geographic distribution, we have speculatively assigned it to the base of
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the LVZ, made locally "bright" by the sudden increase of the mantle solidus temperature
owing to incorporation of free water into phase A or other high-pressure hydrous phases
[Liu, 1988].
Upper mantle layering is seen to vary significantly over a variety of length scales,
correlating with surface tectonics down to depths of at least 230 km, and perhaps as great
as 320 km. Oceanic upper mantle appears relatively simple, marked by a LVZ and perhaps
the 70-km discontinuity, while on the other hand, continental paths exhibit a more involved
upper mantle. High-resolution regional models of the upper mantle beneath the Australian
continent and northern continental-margin also contain very complex structure.
Remarkably good agreement with results obtained from migration of first-order
reverberations, whose sampling of mantle heterogeneity is very different from the turning-
wave studies, suggests that these complicated structures are real. If lateral heterogeneity is
to explain these results, it must have a characteristic length scale as long as the minor arc
path lengths (1000-5000 km)-the same length scale inferred from the variability of
discontinuity structures seen on a corridor-by-corridor basis. All of this implies that the
upper mantle may be a very complicated place, where lateral heterogeneity, compositional
layering, anisotropy, and phase transitions play important roles. Mantle reverberations
provide seismology with a powerful tool to unravel the complex interactions of these
phenomena.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 6.1. Schematic depiction of the inferred upper-mantle and transition-zone structure for
corridors characterized by continental sampling. Plotted are the SH reflection coefficients
used to construct the preferred synthetic data profiles. Included is the decomposition of
tectonic sampling, expressed as the percentage of horizontal path length spent in each of the
six regions of Jordan's [1981] GTR1 tectonic regionalization: A (young oceans; < 25
Myr), B (intermediate age oceans; < 100 Myr), C (old oceans; > 100 Myr), Q (phanerozoic
orogenic zone, submerged continental or transitional crust, and subduction zones), P
(stable continental platforms), and S (shields).
Fig. 6.2. Schematic upper-mantle and transition-zone structure for paths in the Marginal,
Transition and Subduction Zone geographic category. Conventions the same as Figure
6.1.
Fig. 6.3. Schematic upper-mantle and transition-zone structure for corridors 6 and 10
(Table 2.2), whose sampling of surface tectonics is intermediate of the Marginal,
Transitional and Subduction Zone, and Back-Arc Basins and Oceans geographic
categories. Conventions the same as Figure 6.1.
Fig. 6.4. Schematic upper-mantle and transition-zone structure for paths in the Back-Arc
Basins and Oceans geographic category. Conventions the same as Figure 6.1.
Fig. 6.5. Schematic upper-mantle and transition-zone structure for paths whose upper
mantle sampling is most nearly limited to the concave side of subduction zones.
Conventions the same as Figure 6.1.
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Fig. 6.6. Mercator projections of study area depicting the locations of source (triangles)
and receivers (squares). Shaded regions denote the portion of the upper mantle sampled
along the individual seismic corridors, identified by their number from Table 2.2. Path-
averaged apparent depths of upper mantle discontinuities are indicated for each corridor; a
"-" superscript is used to denote a discontinuity across which shear-wave impedance
decreases with depth.
Fig. 6.7. Estimates of the depth of the 70-km discontinuity, z7o, versus values
reconstructed from a three-parameter model of regionalized estimates: 48± 11 km (oceans),
77 ± 8 km (phanerozoic orogenic zones), and 58 ± 11 km (stable continental blocks). A
lack of strong tectonic correlation is implied by the inability of the three parameter model to
reconstruct the data.
Fig. 6.8. Estimates of the depth of the LVZ, zLVZ, versus values reconstructed from a
two-parameter model of regionalized estimates: 64 ± 10 km (oceans), and 122 ± 16 km
(phanerozoic orogenic zones). The LVZ migrates to greater depths with increasing path
length in colder continental margins.
Fig. 6.9. Estimates of the depth of the 220-km discontinuity, Z220, versus values
reconstructed from a two-parameter model of regionalized estimates: 213 ± 13 km
(phanerozoic orogenic zones), and 295 ± 30 km (stable continental blocks). The
discontinuity moves to greater depths as the percentage of path length spent in stable
continental regions increases. This discontinuity may mark the base of the subcontinental
lithosphere.
Fig. 6.10. Data (left), Model 8 (left center), and preferred synthetic (right center)
reflectivity profiles obtained for corridor 4 in Table 2.2, connecting events in the
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Philippines seismic zone with station CTAO in northeastern Australia. Model of the mantle
used to construct the preferred synthetic profile is shown schematically at right, consisting
of discontinuities at 56, 188, 341, 409, 505, 666, and 746 km depth, depths which
compare well with Model 8 of Hales et al. [1980].
Fig. 6.11. Comparison of the Model 8 velocity profile [Hales et al., 1980], scaled to
approximate S-wave velocities, with a "pseudo-velocity" profile (dashed) constructed from
the discontinuity structure inferred from synthetic forward modeling of the data reflectivity
profile shown in Figure 6.10. To construct the dashed profile, we held interval velocities
constant, converted reflection coefficients to velocity contrasts by assuming a Birch's-Law
scaling of velocity and density, and corrected for splitting using the value of a650 (4 s)
obtained in Chapter 5. While the analysis is qualitative, the similarity demonstrates the
remarkable agreement obtained between discontinuity structures, and implies that most of
the velocity increase in the upper mantle beneath the northern continental margin of
Australia occurs across discontinuities.
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CHAPTER 7
THE LOWER MANTLE AND CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY
INTRODUCTION
The lower mantle is easily the largest distinct layer of the Earth, constituting some 55%
of the Earth's total volume. As depicted in the majority of seismic models, the lower
mantle appears homogeneous, with density and elastic wavespeeds increasing along an
adiabat throughout most of the upper 2000 km [e.g., Jackson, 1983]. In the lowermost
150 km to 300 km of the mantle, identified with Bullen's D" region, seismic velocities
increase only slightly with depth, perhaps even decreasing [e.g., Doornbos and Mondt,
1979], implying that either the assumption of adiabatic compression and/or homogeneity is
being violated [e.g., Cleary, 1974]. Region D" has likely ties to a number of phenomena
of interest to modem geophysics, including: evolution and composition of the core [e.g.,
Ringwood, 1979; Ruff and Anderson, 1979; Knittle and Jeanloz, 1986], heat flux into the
mantle [e.g., Turcotte and 0xburgh, 1967; Jeanloz and Richter, 1979; Doornbos et al.,
1986], the fate of subducted slabs [e.g., Dickinson and Luth, 1971; Ringwood, 1975] and
the source region of mantle plumes [e.g., Yuen and Peltier, 1980; Hofman and White,
1982; Stacey and Loper, 1983].
D" is recognized to be heterogeneous at many length scales [e.g., Haddon, 1982;
Dziewonski, 1984, Lavely and Forsyth, 1986], making it difficult to isolate radial, or
global structure, from local variations, especially when limited by geographically-sparse
data sets. Furthermore, the high velocities of the lower mantle, and the necessity of
"looking" through a heterogeneous upper mantle and transition zone, make the mapping of
D" structure one of seismology's most difficult tasks. Nonetheless, many models of D"
structure have been forwarded, perhaps the most striking of which are those of T. Lay and
associates [e.g., Lay and Heimberger, 1983; Young and Lay, 1987], which feature a 2.5-
3% increase of shear velocity -275 km above the core-mantle boundary (hereafter referred
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to as the CMB). If correct, such a model would have profound implications for mantle
composition and evolution.
Also of interest is structure of the CMB itself-the site of the largest localized density
contrast in the Earth, exceeding even that of the free surface. Tomographic inversions of
large numbers of PKP and PcP travel times have provided evidence of CMB
imhomogeneity variously interpreted as boundary topography [Morelli and Dziewonski,
1987] and/or chemical boundary layers (CBL) [Creager and Jordan, 1986], perhaps
manifested as "continents" rafting on the liquid outer core [e.g., Jordan, 1979b].
The purpose of this chapter is to use the previously documented observations of first-
order reverberations to place additional constraints on the layering of the lower mantle and
CMB. First-order reverberations provide an ideal tool for probing the lower mantle. The
near-vertical geometry of their ray paths offers uniform sampling of the lower mantle over
short horizontal path lengths, while rendering them less sensitive to the deteriorative effects
of lateral velocity heterogeneity. Because first-order reverberations are reflected at
subcritical angles, their amplitudes are equally sensitive to density and velocity contrasts-an
important asset in the description of mantle layering. Building upon the results of Chapter
4, we employ first-order reverberations to search for reflectors of long-period energy in the
lower mantle not included in standard models. To place limits on the possible complexity
of the CMB we appeal to an alternative method which, analogous to crustal modeling,
utilizes the contamination of ScS, and sScS waveforms by reflections produced by
transitional layers near the CMB should such layers exist.
OBSERVATIONS
Reflectivity Profiles and Depth Ambiguity
Much of the utility of first-order reverberations derives from their unique ray geometries,
unfortunately, this same property admits ambiguity into the depths of discontinuities
imaged by first-order reverberations, resulting in a reflectivity profile which is nearly a
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mirror image about the midpoint of the mantle with respect to travel time. For the
transition-zone discontinuities, a priori knowledge of depth is good, and ambiguity
presents no real interpretive problem other than obscuring the depth region populated by
false images. For the lower mantle, where structure is not nearly so well known,
ambiguity proves more noisome. For instance, a reflector marking the top of the LVZ at a
depth of, say, 100 km, will also be registered as an impedance increase -170 km above the
CMB, corresponding to the depth of a D" reflector proposed by Wright et al. [1985].
Unfortunately, using first-order reverberations alone, it is impossible to completely resolve
this ambiguity.
In Chapter 6 it was found that discontinuity structure in the upper mantle was
tectonically correlated, i.e., corridors with similar tectonic sampling, as quantified by the
Jordan [1981] regionalization, displayed essentially similar patterns of upper mantle
reflectors. Deeper discontinuities, in particular the transition-zone discontinuities, are
apparently not tectonically correlated, and it seems logical to assume that deeper
discontinuities will not be either. Given these assumptions, it is possible to partially
resolve reflectivity profile ambiguity by appealing to the tectonic correlation in assigning
reflectors to either the upper or lower mantle. The synthetic forward modeling experiments
of Chapters 4 and 6 and comparisons with previous studies suggests that there is little
reason to expect the widespread occurrence of impedance decreases beneath a depth of
-150 km in the upper mantle. On the other hand, impedance increases appear to be spread
throughout most of the upper 1000 km of the mantle. We therefore feel confident in
assigning to the lower mantle any feature which would otherwise mark an impedance
decrease in the upper mantle beneath a depth of 150 km. Features which would appear as
impedance decreases in the lower mantle will be (and have been) assigned to the upper
mantle, a choice motivated not only by tectonic correlation and abundant a priori
observations, but also by the probable hydrodynamic instability of density decreases in the
lower mantle (although we must be careful in associating density decreases with impedance
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decreases, viz a vis the effect of Fe on mantle silicates). While this analysis is necessarily
somewhat subjective, we feel that the rewards of imaging lower mantle discontinuity
structure justify the risk of possible misinterpretation.
Reflectivity of the Lower Mantle
To alleviate the deteriorative effects of reverberation splitting, the reflectivity profiles
considered in this chapter were computed from data subjected to a second stage of low-pass
filtering (corner at 20 mHz, maximum of passband at 30 mHz). Besides reducing the
impact of reverberation splitting, filtering also improves the level of fit obtained between
data and synthetic profiles, producing simpler waveforms and attenuating apparent
structure in residual profiles arising from the inevitable slight mismatches of data and
synthetic profiles. Unless otherwise stated, all data in this chapter can be assumed to have
been filtered in this way.
Figure 7.1 compares data and parsimonious synthetic reflectivity profiles for the
heterogeneous corridor connecting shocks in the Sumba, Philippines and New Britain
seismic zones with the SRO station CHTO in Thailand (corridor 1 in Table 2.2). To model
the shallow structure of this path, we have chosen to place impedance increases at 79 km
and 223 km depth-a structure consistent with nearby models of the upper mantle [e.g.,
Hales et al., 1980; Leven, 1985]. By comparison, the reflectivity profile for the back-arc
basin corridor connecting events in the Sumba and Philippines seismic zones with the
ASRO station MAJO in Japan (corridor 9 in Table 2.2), the only discontinuity necessary in
the upper 300 km of the mantle is a small impedance decrease at 90 km, interpreted as the
top of the low-velocity zone (Figure 7.2). Figure 7.3 depicts data and synthetic profiles for
the corridor connecting the SRO station GUMO on Guam (corridor 6) with events in the
Sumba and Philippine seismic zones. Again data is well modeled by a synthetic profile
computed for a mantle with only a single discontinuity in the upper 300 km, in this case an
impedance increase at 65 km depth. The residuals between data and synthetic profiles for
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the latter two corridors (Figures 7.2 and 7.3) possess reflectivity peaks at several depths in
the lower mantle, most notably in the D" region (305 km and 340 km above the CMB,
respectively). Given the limited resolution attainable from events sampling a single
corridor, however, the reflectivity peaks are not highly significant in either example.
Similar peaks in D" are noted beneath roughly one-third of the 18 seismic corridors and
display some geographical coherence, with observations limited to the lower mantle
beneath western Australia and the Philippine Sea (Table 7.1, Figure 7.4). Other R(z) peaks
in the individual profiles display little if any consistency across the data set, suggesting they
are due largely to noise processes, although we cannot rule out the possibility of laterally
varying structure. As discussed in Chapter 4, our primary dictum was to be as
parsimonious as possible in explaining the data, i.e., we have proposed additional
discontinuities in the lower mantle only where clearly necessitated by data. If we have
erred in this analysis, the bias should be toward simpler lower-mantle structure. The
accumulation of more reverberation data over the next few years should allow for a more
definitive statement on lower mantle reflectivity.
REGION D"
A Discontinuity in D"
As a means of improving resolution we have stacked the entire suite of 18 data and
parsimonious synthetic reflectivity profiles, resulting in roughly a factor of four
improvement over the resolution attainable along a typical seismic corridor (Figure 7.5).
Apart from the two small impedance increases at 730 km and 915 km discussed in Chapter
5 (the false images of which appear near 1830 km and 1640 km, respectively), the only
lower mantle R(z) peak exceeding the 5% false-alarm level occurs 325 km above the CMB.
Due to ambiguity, this reflector can also be interpreted as an impedance decrease -200 km
beneath the Earth's surface. Although it is not possible to distinguish between these two
alternatives with the present data set, the agreement of the deeper interpretation with the
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discontinuity proposed by Lay and Heimberger [1983] is compelling. On the other hand,
there is little prior evidence for an upper-mantle impedance decrease near 200 km depth
with the possible exception of the low-velocity zone, which was included in the synthetic
profiles when necessitated by data (Chapters 4 and 6). (Note that the deep LVZ proposed
by Leven et al. [1981], and discussed briefly in Chapter 6, lies below the 220-km
discontinuity. Thus its lower-mantle false image would be too shallow to explain these
observations, and is pertinent to only a few profiles.) Thus while largely subjective, our
preferred interpretation is that of an impedance increase near the top of region D". The
mean depth inferred from Figure 7.4 agrees with individual corridor estimates (Table 1 and
Figures 7.2 and 7.3). It must be noted that this feature is not strongly required by the data,
with R(2580) only slightly greater than the 5% false-alarm level.
Assuming the reflector corresponds to the discontinuity proposed by Lay and
HeImberger, we can use their estimate of velocity increase (Sv,/v, = 2.75%) to constrain
the associated contrast in density. The reflectivity estimate of Figure 7.5 (R(2580) =
0.0085), is consistent with a slight decrease in density, Sp/p = -1% (Sp = -0.054
gm/cm 3), implying long-term instability of the layer, although the probable uncertainties in
this analysis are large. There are, however, several caveats which must be attached to this
estimate: (1) Lateral velocity heterogeneity and topography on the discontinuity will lead to
destructive interference between first-order reverberation analogs, and reduced correlation
with discontinuity response functions, resulting in an estimate of R(z) which is lower than
the actual. (2) By stacking over the entire data set, we may have included seismic corridors
along which this feature is not present. The variability of the observations may be due to
signal-to-noise ratio limitations, lateral variations in the strength of the reflector, or its
absence along some of the seismic corridors. In a study of Tonga-Fiji events recorded in
North America, Garnero et al. [1988] found no evidence for a D" discontinuity, while for a
neighboring corridor, connecting deep South American events with the U.S. and Canada,
they found strong evidence to support the Lay and Heimberger [1983] model, implying
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spatial intermittency of the discontinuity at moderate length scales (-2000 km). This
suggests that we should repeat the preceding analysis including only those paths where the
D" discontinuity appears to be present. Doing so increases the estimate of R(2580) to
0.022, which includes a multiplicative correction of 1.3 to account for the splitting of first-
order reverberations. Unlike the 650-km discontinuity, it is not possible to estimate
directly the standard deviation of travel times for reverberations produced at the D" reflector
from the frequency spectrum of the apparent reflection coefficient. Rather, to compute the
correction we assumed that topography of the magnitude observed on a corridor-by-
corridor basis also exists along the individual corridors. Given that the minor-arc paths are
as long as the apparent scale length of topography (Figure 7.4), this would seem to be a
reasonable assumption. The correction allows for roughly 50 km (two standard deviations)
of peak-to-peak discontinuity topography plus 2 s of uncorrelated mantle heterogeneity.
(See Chapter 5 for a discussion of splitting, and derivation of the amplitude correction.)
R(2580) = 0.022 implies a density increase of 1.7% (Sp = 0.09 gm/cm 3) across the
discontinuity, close to a Birch's-Law scaling: Sv,/v,~ 1.4 Sp/p [Anderson et al., 1968].
We note that the discontinuity is also apparent in the full-bandwidth stack of Figure 5.8.
Given the degree of reverberation splitting we expect, the discontinuity must appear abrupt
at the seismic wavelengths of interest if it is to remain visible in that stack. The full-
bandwidth estimate is peaked near 30 mHz, and somewhat narrowly banded, implying a
dominate wavelength of 200 km near the CMB. Referenced to Figure 5.9, this implies that
the transition width of the reflector is unlikely to exceed 40 km, and is almost certainly less
(cf. Young and Lay, [1987]).
As a test of the uniformity of observation of this discontinuity, we have stacked the 13
seismic corridors along which the discontinuity is not clearly observed on an individual
profile basis. The resulting reflectivity profile is shown in Figure 7.6. As can be seen in
this figure, the D" discontinuity is attenuated relative to that of Figure 7.5, suggesting that it
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is either much weaker (by nearly a factor of two) or not present among a significant fraction
of the paths included in the stack.
Possible Origins of a D" Discontinuity
Because the two major components of the lower mantle, perovskite and
magnesiowustite, are predicted to be stable to pressures exceeding those at the CMB [e.g.,
Vassiliou and Ahrens, 1982; Knittle and Jeanloz, 1987] (but see Park et al. [1988] for a
possible exception), it is not likely that the proposed D" discontinuity marks a phase
transition in an otherwise homogeneous mantle. Although changes in the symmetry system
of perovskite have been observed in analog components, and may occur in silicate
perovskites [e.g., Wolf and Bukowinski, 1985], they are predicted to occur at fairly
shallow depths in the lower mantle, suggesting that they too are unlikely candidates for a
D" discontinuity. The observation of small impedance increases -70 km and -240 km
below the 650-km discontinuity, may be evidence of such changes (Chapter 5).
Several structural interpretations of D" heterogeneity and layering have recently been
forwarded. Knittle and Jeanloz [1986] suggest that the lower 300 km of the mantle may be
a residuum layer created by oxygen dissolution into the core, with an increase in lower-
mantle elastic wavespeed owing to an increase in stishovite abundance [Knittle and Jeanloz,
1988]. Alternatively, flow of softened lower-mantle material towards "catchments," or
sites of plume-like upwelling, may locally resemble chemical inhomogeneity with vertical
length scales comparable to D" thickness [e.g., Stacey and Loper, 1983]. Hot mantle
material would be both buoyant and seismically slow relative to the surrounding mantle,
however, in direct opposition to our results. Furthermore, while this model predicts
horizontal heterogeneity scale lengths of 1000 km radiating out from the catchments,
lengths scales perpendicular to the flow are likely to be much shorter, perhaps on the order
of 10 km. It seems unlikely that our sampling of the lower mantle would be so frequently
aligned with the along-grain direction of these flows. While in agreement with
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observations of directionally-dependent scattering in D" [e.g., Haddon, 1982], this sort of
structure is an unlikely explanation of our observations. A third possibility is accumulation
of the crustal component of subducted slabs upon the CMB [e.g., Ringwood, 1975]. This
model has the attractive feature of providing a long-term storage area for oceanic crust
[Hofnan and White, 1982]. Chemically denser material at the base of the mantle will be
swept towards regions of upwelling [Davies and Gurnis, 1986; Hansen and Yuen, 1988],
and thinned elsewhere, perhaps accounting for the geographically intermittent nature of the
observations. (Note that this mechanism applies to models of chemically-distinct layers in
general.)
Depth Variation
As previously noted, depths to the discontinuity at the top of D" appear to vary by -70
km for the 5 seismic corridors where it is most confidently observed; see Table 7.1. Due to
interference with false images of upper mantle structure and low signal-to-noise ratios,
measurement uncertainties in the apparent depths of this reflector are large (± 25 km).
Nonetheless, inferred separation from the CMB, h, is positively correlated with two-way,
vertical travel time delay through region D", &D,,, at the 95% confidence level (Figure 7.7).
Young and Lay's [1987] estimate for the mantle region beneath India and the Indian Ocean
also agrees quite well; other estimates [Lay and Heimberger, 1983] for regions more
widely separated from ours do not correlate. SrD,, is calculated by path-averaging the
L02.56-predicted [Dziewonski, 1984] travel time delay through the lowermost 400 km of
the mantle. In Chapter 5, tomographic models of the mantle where shown to accurately
predict whole-mantle travel-time delays measured by ScSn, and to reduce the variance of
inferred depths of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities, providing justification for their
use in this application. Since model L02.56 is a P-wave-derived model it is necessary to
assume a scaling between P- and S-wavespeed perturbations, which is set at &, = 1.1v,,
consistent with recent lower-mantle tomography results [e.g., Dziewonski and
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Woodhouse, 1987; Giardini et al., 1988]. A further multiplicative correction of 1.1 was
obtained from the calibration of observed and model-predicted ScS, travel-time residuals.
The resulting range of trD.D values is 1 s, or about 1% of total travel time. (We note that,
although the correlation appears quite strong, the error bounds assigned to the individual
depth estimates are appropriate. Thus, while we are confident in the basic observations,
we must regard the extreme degree of correlation as somewhat fortuitous.)
The sense of the observed correlation is such that the discontinuity is furthest removed
from the CMB in locally slow regions of D". Since we would expect the increase in
velocity associated with this highly mobile discontinuity to be a major contributor to D"
heterogeneity, and therefore &D., the sign of the correlation is opposite to what we would
predict if all other effects were held constant, suggesting an additional, perhaps thermal,
contribution to heterogeneity. Assuming temperature anomalies are coherent in sign and
magnitude across D" (a reasonable assumption given the 1000-2000 km horizontal length
scales under consideration) and that the only compositional contribution to heterogeneity is
due to the discontinuity itself allows us to formulate a simple model of D" heterogeneity.
Let ho be the maximum thickness of D" (taken to be 400 km, although the precise value is
relatively unimportant in what follows), and h the observed separation of the D"
discontinuity from the CMB. For a prescribed temperature anomaly AT we find:
2h 02 8v
AT (aDTD.,) =-AT avs - AT h[1 (7.1)
where v, is the mean D" velocity and aT denotes the partial derivative with respect to
temperature. The first and last terms can be estimated from Figure 7.6, specifically:
AT(aTrD~) = 1 s, and AT(aTh) = 70 km. Assuming v, = 7.2 km/s, aT v, = -4.4 - 10-4
m/s*C, and (Sv, / vs)h = 2.75% [Lay and Heimberger, 1983], we find AT = 230* C, a not
unreasonable value for long-wavelength temperature variations near the base of the mantle.
(Note that here the parity of delays due to the displacement of the discontinuity and thermal
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heterogeneity are reversed from those of the transition zone travel time rrz. This is
because STD'- is the travel time through a layer of constant thickness, ho, and as such is
much less sensitive to discontinuity topography.) A model consisting of a layer of
intrinsically-dense mantle dregs, swept towards regions of locally hot-seismically slow-
upwelling, can explain the sign of the observed correlation between discontinuity
topography and velocity heterogeneity. Alternatively, assuming topography is produced by
the thermal elevation of a phase transition requires a Clapeyron slope nearly an order of
magnitude greater than determined for the transition-zone discontinuities (YD" = -16.4
MPa/*C). As stated earlier, there is little experimental evidence for deep mantle phase
transitions, prompting us to favor the CBL interpretation, and, while the sign of the
inferred Clapeyron slope is what we would expect for a lower mantle discontinuity
[Navrotsky, 1980], it might be possible to rule out a phase-transitional origin solely on the
basis of the magnitude of the required slope.
For a coefficient of thermal expansion, a = 2.5 - 10-5/*C [Jeanloz and Thompson,
1983], AT = 230* C decreases density of the dreg layer by 0.03 gm/cm 3 . This is
significantly less than the inferred density increase across the D" discontinuity (Sp = 0.09
gm/cm 3), implying a net mass excess in seismically slow regions of the lower mantle,
reconciling the seemingly anomalous correlation of topographic lows (highs) on the CMB
beneath seismically slow (fast) regions of D" [Davies and Gurnis, 1986; Morelli and
Dziewonski, 1987]. A 300 km accumulation of dregs is capable of depressing the CMB in
excess of 5 km, consistent with the estimates of Morelli and Dziewonski [1987].
Viscous drag associated with convective flow over the dreg layer will cause
accumulation of dregs beneath upwellings, and maintain topography on the interface.
From simple force-balance arguments it can be shown that interface topography, Sh,
should scale as:
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where L is the characteristic horizontal half-width of topography, t the viscosity of the
overlying fluid, d the scale height of flow (i.e., vertical extent of the boundary layer), and u
the fluid velocity away from the boundary. The length scale L is inferred from the lack of
correlation between discontinuity depth and velocity heterogeneity with other regions
studied by Lay and Heimberger [1983], implying -2000 km coagulation lengths scales for
individual dreg "pools." Sp is assumed known (0.09 gm/cm 3); adopting reasonable values
for the remaining parameters (77 = 1021 Pa-s, d = 300 km, u = 0. lm/yr, and L = 1000 km)
produces Sh of order 200 km. While this analysis is primarily qualitative, we conclude that
the inferred density contrast, topography (on both the discontinuity and CMB), and thermal
anomalies associated with the proposed CBL appear to be internally consistent, and
reasonable from the standpoint of mantle dynamics.
OTHER LOWER MANTLE DISCONTINUITIES
Apart from the D" reflector, and the previously noted impedance increases above 1000
km depth, no other discontinuities are found in the lower mantle. The literature contains
numerous references to lower mantle discontinuities in velocity, or its first derivative, near
depths of 1200 km, 1550 km, and 2300 km [e.g., Johnson, 1969; Corbishley, 1970;
Evernden and Clark, 1970], primarily obtained from P-wave travel-time studies. The role
of mantle heterogeneity was ignored in the majority of these early studies, drawing into
question the identification of 1%-velocity variations in geographically-diverse data sets,
although the agreement in proposed depths is intriguing. If present in the regions of the
lower mantle sampled in this study, these discontinuities must be either small (less than the
nominal R(z) resolution of 1%) or geographically intermittent or subject to lateral depth
variations well in excess of 50 km, reducing the correlation with DRFs. Our results agree
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with most recent models of the lower mantle, and are consistent with the notion of smooth,
adiabatic increase of lower mantle velocity and density.
BOUNDARY-INTERACrION MODELING
The method of first-order reverberation "migration" is capable of resolving
discontinuities characterized by R(z) as small as 1%. Unfortunately they tend to break
down for discontinuities near the free surface and the CMB, which generate first-order
reverberations arriving within the wave trains of the ScSn and sScS phases. If not
completely stripped, energy from zeroth-order reverberations will map into both shallow
and very-deep discontinuity structure. The large amplitudes of these phases relative to
first- and higher-order reverberations suggests that their spurious contribution to the
reflectivity profiles could be significant-a fact which prompted us to disregard the
reflectivity profiles within 30 km of the upper and lower bounds of the mantle. It is,
however, still possible to use first- and higher-order reverberations to map structure within
these depth ranges.
Waveform Inversion
The inversion of zeroth-order reverberations includes the estimation of a simple, one-
layer crustal model, parameterized by its thickness, zM, and reflection coefficient R(zM).
Sensitivity to the crust is not indigenous to zeroth-order reverberations per se, but rather to
the superposition of first- and higher-order reverberations generated at the Mohorovicic (M)
discontinuity. Figure 3.1 depicts the effect of multiple crustal transits on the composite
wave train of ScS and higher-order reverberations. Although only long-period data are
used (corner at 40 mHz tapering to zero at 60 mHz), the effect of the crust is pronounced.
By analogy, the effects of similar layering near the CMB would be equally pronounced.
Because the CMB resembles the free surface, both in terms of intrinsic density contrast and
variation of physical processes and characteristic time scales across the interface, there is
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reason to believe that it too may support a CBL-be it buoyant slag floating on the molten
core and/or dense scoria settling out of the mantle.
Previous studies of CMB layering have employed PcP and multiple ScS phases with
often equivocal results. Kanamori [1967] argues for an extremely "sharp" CMB reflector
(<1 kIn) on the basis of high-frequency PcP spectra, but admits that his data cannot rule out
the possibility of a smoothly-varying background component. Other studies of PcP
require the density contrast at the CMB (defined by velocity) to be small [Buchbinder,
1968; Ibrahim, 1971], implying a density transition zone at least 30 km wide. Ibrahim
[1971] finds evidence for two low-velocity layers straddling the CMB and finite shear
velocity (v, = 2.2 km/s) in the core-the latter results at odds with studies of multiple ScS,
which impose an upper limit of v., 0.7 km/s in the outer portion of the outer core [e.g.,
Press, 1956; Anderson and Kovach, 1964; Sato and Espinosa, 1967]. Anderson and
Kovach [1964] and Kovach and Anderson [1964] argue against a mantle-side CMB
transition zone, citing the lack of extraneous frequency dependence in ScSn,/ScS, spectral
ratios. These two studies, however, impose only a very weak upper limit on CMB
layering, namely that it be not much more profound than layering of the crust, effects of
which were also unobserved.
To be hydrodynamically stable over long time scales, intrinsic density contrasts
associated with finely stratified CMB layering would have to be large [e.g., Sleep, 1988],
especially as the vertical extent of the boundary layer is decreased. Assuming changes in
velocity are commensurate, CMB layering should produce first- and higher-order
reverberations with amplitudes large enough to be detectable by their effect on composite
ScS, and sScS, waveforms. Unlike spectral ratios, sensitivity of composite ScS,
waveforms to CMB structure increases with the core-reflection number n. Use of
individual waveforms rather than ratios, however, requires accurate modeling of the source
and propagation effects. These are estimated during waveform inversion, but not
independently of CMB structure; incorporating a priori constraints on crustal structure and
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attenuation allows us to exploit boundary interactions to look for strong layering of the
CMB.
Assume for the moment that the CMB is characterized simply by an abrupt discontinuity
with no transition zone or mantle-side layering, then ScS,, and sScS, waveforms would be
contaminated only by crustal reverberations. Presumably the modeling of the crust during
waveform inversion would account for this contamination, providing estimates of the M-
discontinuity depth and strength. If we add structure to the CMB, a simple, one-layer
model of the crust will no longer be able to adequately describe boundary interaction, now
due to interactions with both boundaries. If the CMB layering is strong enough, estimates
of zM, R(zM) and QScS will be adversely affected, and driven away from the true values.
To test these effects, three synthetic data sets were generated, mimicking the seismic
corridor connecting events in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone with the ASRO station CTAO in
northeastern Australia (corridor 5 in Table 2.2). For all three, the mean crustal model
employed is that which provided the best fit to data (zM = 25 km, R(zM) = 0.12), with
random variations of up to 15 km in the depth, and 30% in the reflection coefficient,
applied at each surface bounce point of ScS,, and sScS,. For two of the synthetic data sets,
additional layering at the CMB was assumed. In these two cases the reflection coefficient
of a single CMB layer was set to 12% (impedance increasing with depth across the
discontinuity) with the discontinuity placed 10 km and 20 km above the CMB,
respectively. Noise, modeled after the data noise spectrum, was added to all synthetic
traces. Examples of the resulting synthetic seismograms are presented in Figure 7.8. As
can be seen in the figure, the effect of the 10-km-thick CMB layer is difficult to detect by
eye, whereas the 20-km-thick layer has a more obvious effect on the waveforms of ScS,.
and sScSn.
Resolution
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Inversion of these data sets led to the four panels presented in Figure 7.9, contouring the
percentage of data variance explained, and Qscs, as a function of zM and R(zM). The panel
corresponding to inversion of synthetic data with no CMB layering offers a very good
match to data, while models including CMB layering do not. In these cases, neither the
shape of the variance reduction surface, nor the associated estimates of Qss, resemble the
data, with Qscs estimates being very strongly affected by the 20-km-thick layer (Qscs
estimates greater than 3000 for reasonable crustal models). Best fitting crustal thicknesses
and reflection coefficients are also biased, although not as strongly. Through a series of
such experiments we have estimated the resolution attainable through this technique (Figure
7.10), which is found to decay rapidly as the discontinuity nears the CMB, with a
minimum resolvable separation of 10 km (corresponding to a 5-km-thick layer at the free
surface), approximating an abrupt transition at the seismic wavelengths employed in this
study (-200 km at the CMB). This limit on resolution can be improved by including higher
frequency data, although signal quality will decide the ultimate level of resolution. Unlike
reflectivity profiling, the resolution attainable from boundary-interaction modeling is not
significantly reduced by lateral variability of the depth or strength of the reflector.
Reflections generated by a CMB-transition reflector will bracket the parent ScSn pulse with
the change in sign between the topside reflections preceding ScS, and the bottomside
reflections which follow ScS, acting to bias the apparent width and, hence, apparent Q of
the composite waveform. Although variations in the exact timing and amplitude of these
reflected arrivals will affect the degree of bias introduced, so long as the sign of the
reflection coefficient remains unchanged the bias will consistently drive estimates of QScS
obtained by waveform inversion to greater values (or lesser values for an impedance
decrease). There is no provision, however, for description of CMB layering implicit in
boundary-interaction modeling, the method is intended to serve as a detector only. Once
observed, CMB structure can be further delineated by forward modeling or more complex
inversion schemes.
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Results
As in Figure 7.8, noisy synthetic data sets for all 18 seismic corridors were computed
using the best-fitting crustal models obtained from data, and subsequently inverted. In all
cases the synthetic grid-search panel provided a good fit to data. A data-synthetic
comparison for the seismic corridor connecting shocks in the Philippines subduction zone
with the SRO station NWAO in southwestern Australia (corridor 11 in Table 2.2) is given
in Figure 7.11. For this experiment, the data displays a strong bimodality of lithospheric
sampling (back-arc versus continental and continental-margin regimes) of two tectonically-
complex regions. The crustal thickness estimated by waveform inversion is reasonable for
an average of oceanic and continental crust, as is the estimate of Qscs, and even though
bimodality is not explicitly included in the synthetic data set, the agreement obtained
between data and synthetic panels is quite good. Data for this corridor require no mantle-
side layering of the CMB at the available level of resolution (Figure 7.11). Similar levels
of agreement were consistently achieved throughout the data set.
Estimates of crustal thickness obtained from waveform inversion, versus predictions
garnered from the available seismic-refraction, reflection, surface-wave, and gravity
literature, display very good agreement (Figure 4.4) as do prior estimates of Qscs [e.g.,
Nakanishi, 1980; Sipkin and Jordan, 1980b; Chan and Der, 1988]. Thus, within the
available limits of resolution, there appears to be no strong, mantle-side layering of the
CMB along any of the 18 seismic corridors sampled in this study. There are, however,
several mechanisms by which layering of the CMB, perhaps associated with a thin
chemical boundary layer, could be hidden from our analysis. The most obvious
mechanism is that the boundary layer is either a fluid, or restricted to the core-side of the
CMB, perhaps implying stable stratification of the outer portion of the outer core. In either
case we would expect complete reflection of SH-polarized waves, with no generation of
higher-order reverberations. Another plausible mechanism is chemical heterogeneity with
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velocity-density systematics such that 8v, and Sp are anticorrelated, resulting in little or no
impedance contrast. Ruff and Anderson [1979] propose a heterogeneous layer of CaO-
and A12 03-rich refractory material residing on the CMB following expulsion from the core,
which, although slightly more dense than the lower mantle, may have wavespeeds 5% to
7% slower. A second possibility is the admixture of Fe in mantle silicates [e.g., Adler,
1966], which tends to increase density while reducing seismic wavespeed [e.g., Birch,
1961]. Either scenario has the potential of rendering CBL-induced layering transparent to
mantle reverberations, while still producing large delays in the travel times of transmitted
waves, perhaps reconciling our results with those of Creager and Jordan [1986].
CONCLUSIONS
An exhaustive search for radial discontinuities in the lower mantle reveals evidence for a
moderately-strong reflector, located approximately 325 km off the CMB beneath western
Australia and the Philippine Sea. This feature likely corresponds to the discontinuity
previously proposed by Lay and Helmberger [1983], and is characterized by SH reflection
coefficient R(2580) = 0.022, implying a 1.7% increase in density given their 2.75%
increase in shear velocity. The discontinuity does not appear to be a ubiquitous feature of
the D" region, showing strongly beneath roughly one-third of the seismic corridors
examined. Perhaps more importantly, we find strong correlation of the depth of the D"
discontinuity and lower-mantle velocity heterogeneity, consistent with a simple model of a
compositionally-distinct, basal mantle layer, exceeding 300 km thickness in some regions
of the lower mantle, and capable of producing up to 5 km of CMB topography.
No other deep lower-mantle reflectors, such as the discontinuities proposed by Johnson
[1969], Corbishley [1970], and Evernden and Clark [1970], are observed. If these or
other discontinuities are present in the lower mantle, they must be either small (R(z) <
1.0%) or intermittent or have lateral depth variations well in excess of 50 km. Our results
are in agreement with the majority of seismic models, and consistent with the hypothesis of
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adiabatic compression of a compositionally-homogeneous lower mantle from -1000 km to
2600 km depth.
Strong mantle-side layering closer to the CMB boundary, perhaps associated with the
type of CBL structure proposed by Jordan [1979b] and Jordan and Creager [1986], is not
required by the data, but could be present if it is a liquid or accompanied by small
impedance contrasts or of limited vertical extent (<10 km). Extension of boundary
interaction modeling to higher frequencies has the potential to place much more stringent
bounds on CMB complexity.
TABLE 7.1. R(z) Estimates for Region D"
Source Reflection
# Region Recv. h (km)1  Coefficient R
3 Sumba CTAO -2 _2
6 Sumba-Phil. GUMO 340 ± 20 0.018
9 Sumba-Phil. MAJO 305 ± 20 0.022
11 Philippines NWAO 325 ±20 0.015
13 Sumba 330 ± 20 0.012
17 New Britain TATO -2 -2
18 Japan-Izu 270 ± 20 0.018
1Height above CMB relative to model PREM of Dziewonski and Anderson
[1981].
2Although a reflector is indicated in data, interference with upper mantle structure
precludes accurate estimation of depth or R.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 7.1. Data (left), parsimonious synthetic (center), and residual (right) reflectivity
profiles obtained from first-order reverberations sampling the seismic corridor connecting
shocks in the Sumba, Philippines and New Britain seismic zones with SRO station CHTO
in Thailand (corridor 1 in Table 2.2). R(z) is a low-pass filtered (corner at 20 mHz,
maximum of passband at 30 mHz) version of the normal-incidence, SH-polarized reflection
coefficient of the mantle. The synthetic profile was computed for a mantle containing
reflectors at only the four labeled upper-mantle depths. Large amplitude features in the
lower mantle are false images of the upper mantle discontinuities-artifacts which arise due
to poor ray-parameter coverage, resulting in a near mirror image profile. Stippled region
denotes the 5% false-alarm probability level. Gap in mid-mantle is due to the destructive
interference of topside and bottomside reflections which leads to instability in the inversion.
While the signatures of the 320-km, 530-km and 730-km discontinuities are evident, this
path displays no evidence for reflectors deeper than 1000 km.
Fig. 7.2. Data (left) and parsimonious synthetic (center) reflectivity profiles obtained from
first-order reverberations sampling the seismic corridor connecting shocks in the Sumba
and Philippine seismic zones with ASRO station MAJO on Honshu (corridor 6 in Table
2.2). The synthetic profile was computed for a mantle containing reflectors at only the
three labeled upper-mantle depths. The difference between data and synthetic is shown at
right. The peak labeled at 305 km above the CMB may be evidence of a reflector near the
top of region D". Filtering and other conventions are the same as Figure 7.1.
Fig. 7.3. Data (left) and parsimonious synthetic (center) reflectivity profiles obtained from
first-order reverberations sampling the seismic corridor connecting shocks in the Sumba
and Philippine seismic zones with SRO station GUMO on Guam (corridor 9 in Table 2.2).
The synthetic profile was computed for a mantle containing reflectors at only the three
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labeled upper-mantle depths. The difference between data and synthetic is shown at right.
The large negative peak near 2100 km depth is interpreted as the false image of the 530-km
discontinuity, which was not included in the parsimonious synthetic profiles. Filtering and
other conventions are the same as Figure 7.1.
Fig. 7.4. Mercator projections of study areas depicting the locations of sources (triangles)
and receivers (squares). Shaded regions denote the portion of the lower mantle sampled by
the 18 individual seismic corridors. Corridors for which a D" discontinuity is observed are
numbered (Table 7.1); the apparent separation of the discontinuity from the CMB is
enclosed in parenthesis
Fig. 7.5. Comparison of data (left) and parsimonious synthetic (center) reflectivity profiles
obtained by stacking individual profiles for 18 seismic corridors. Profiles were computed
for low-passed filtered data (corner at 20 mHz, truncated at 30 mHz) to alleviate the effects
of reverberation splitting. Individual synthetic profiles contain model discontinuities near
400 km and 650 km depth, plus additional discontinuities in the upper 300 km of the
mantle as required by the data. Residual R(z) (right) exceeds the 5% false-alarm level only
twice beneath a depth of 1000 km. The impedance increase implied at 1810 km is
preferentially interpreted as an impedance increase ~70 km below the 650-km discontinuity
(Chapter 5). The second peak occurs 325 km above the CMB, and may be associated with
the discontinuity proposed by Lay and Heimberger [1983]. Filtering and other conventions
are the same as Figure 7.1.
Fig. 7.6. Comparison of data (left) and parsimonious synthetic (center) reflectivity profiles
obtained by stacking individual profiles for the 13 seismic corridors along which no D"
discontinuity is directly observed in the individual profiles. The D" discontinuity -305 km
above the CMB is severely attenuated relative to Figure 7.5, suggesting that this
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discontinuity is either weaker by almost a factor of two, or not present along a significant
fraction of the paths included in the stack. Filtering and other conventions are the same as
Figure 7.1.
Fig. 7.7. Scatter plot of separation of the observed D" discontinuity from the CMB, h,
versus vertical, two-way, shear-wave travel-time delay through the lowermost 400 km of
the mantle predicted by model L02.56 [Dziewonski, 1984]. (The scaling between P- and
S-wavespeed perturbations is treated in Chapter 5.) The strong correlation (coefficient of
correlation r = 0.93) suggests the discontinuity is furthest removed from the CMB in
locally slow regions, consistent with sweeping of intrinsically-dense mantle dregs towards
regions of locally hot-seismically slow-upwelling. Data point labelled SYL1 (triangle) is
from the study of Young and Lay [1987], sampling D" beneath India and the Indian Ocean.
Fig. 7.8. Comparison of reverberative intervals, the window of time series used in this
study, for data and three synthetic time series. Synthetic data sets feature a mean crustal
thickness of 25 km with up to 15 km variations at each ScS, and sScS, bounce point, and
M-discontinuity reflection coefficient of 0.12 with 30% variation. Noise modeled after the
data noise spectrum has been added to each trace. Bottom trace is data, above are synthetic
with no CMB layering, 10-km CMB layer, and 20-km CMB layer, respectively. The CMB
layer has a 12% impedance contrast, increasing with depth across the discontinuity.
Fig. 7.9. Comparison of four grid-search/inversion results for 10 seismograms sampling
the seismic corridor connecting events in the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone with ASRO station
CTAO in northeastern Australia (corridor 5 in Table 2.2). (a) Results of data inversion.
Contours correspond to the percent of variance explained, shaded contours are the
associated estimate of Qscs. The data are best fit by zM = 25 km, R(zM) = 0.12 and Qscs =
210. The other three panels are similar inversions of noisy synthetic data sets: (b) No
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CMB structure, (c) 10-km-thick layer on the CMB, and (d) 20-km-thick layer on the CMB.
The good agreement of panels (a) and (b) suggests that this path contains no strong mantle-
side CMB layering.
Fig. 7.10. Resolution of mantle layering obtainable from reflectivity profiles (i.e.,
migration of first-order reverberations) and boundary-interaction modeling (modeling of
first- and higher-order reverberation contamination of multiple ScS and sScS phases).
Layers thinner than 10 km (5 km at the free surface) appear as abrupt transitions to the
seismic wavelengths used in this study (-200 km at the CMB). For near-normally incident
SH-polarized waves R(z) ~ 1/2(3vfy, + Sp/p).
Fig. 7.11. Comparison of grid-search and inversion results for the 14 seismograms
sampling the seismic corridor connecting events in the Philippine seismic zone with SRO
station NWAO (corridor 11 in Table 2.2). (a) Results of data inversion; data is best fit by
zM = 26 km, R(zM) = 0.22 and Qss = 194. (b) Similar inversion of a noisy synthetic data
set with no CMB structure. Although data features strong bimodality of lithospheric
sampling (back-arc versus continental and continental-margin regimes) not explicitly
modeled by the synthetics, the fit is still quite good, and consistent with no resolvable
CMB layering. (Note change in Qss scale from Figure 7.9.)
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have developed sophisticated waveform inversion techniques and have
applied them to an extensive body of long-period, reverberative-interval seismograms for
paths crossing the western Pacific and adjoining marginal basins, Indonesia, and Australia.
The results, namely variations in the travel times and amplitudes of zeroth- and first-order
reverberations, have important implications for the composition and state of the Earth's
mantle. Specifically we have found that:
(1) The impedance increases of the 400-km and 650-km discontinuities dominate the
reflectivity profile of the mantle. Estimates of SH reflection coefficients for these
discontinuities are consistent with prior estimates, with mean values of 0.046 ± 0.01, and
0.072 0.01, respectively. Assuming a Birch's-Law scaling of velocity to density
perturbations, the estimated jumps in material properties for the 400-km discontinuity are
Svs = 0.27 km/s (or approximately 5.4%) and Sp = 0.14 gm/cm3 (3.9%). Repeating the
analysis for the 650-km discontinuity yields: 8vs = 0.49 km/s (8.5%) and Sp = 0.26
gm/cm3 (6.1%)-all close to recent free-oscillation solutions. Constraints on the widths of
transition are weak, but require both discontinuities to be less than -40 km in vertical
extent.
(2) For horizontal wavelengths between 500 km and 5000 km we find evidence for no
more than -30 km of topography on either of these two discontinuities. For the 650-km
discontinuity it is possible to statistically evaluate fluctuations at shorter wavelengths (300-
1500 km), overlapping with other seismic measures of discontinuity topography; again we
find less -30 km of topography. Shorter-wavelength topography in the vicinity of
subducting slabs may be greater (50 km), but only slightly so [e.g., Barley et al., 1982;
Bock and Ha, 1984; Richards and Wicks, 1987]. This is opposed to the predictions of
topography in a compositionally-layered mantle (>100 km), where the interface between
the upper and lower mantle deflects to compensate the mass excess of downgoing slabs.
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The seismic data, covering more than a decade in horizontal wavelength, argue
persuasively against a purely compositional origin of the 650-km discontinuity.
Unweighted averaging of estimates obtained for 18 seismic corridors gives '400 =
185.8 s and '650 = 279.5 s corresponding to average apparent depths of 414 km and 660
km relative to the PREM. By way of comparison, the corresponding times for the PREM
are 180.2 s (400 km) and 282.9 s (670 km), respectively.
(3) Interpreted in terms of phase transitions, observed variations in the travel times of
first-order reverberations are consistent with 2100 C long-wavelength temperature
variations in the transition zone. Taken at face value, the observation that topography on
the two discontinuities is anticorrelated but of equal magnitude, suggests that the Clapeyron
slope of the 650-km discontinuity is comparable in magnitude and opposite in sign to that
of the 400-km discontinuity. The apparent depth (or equivalently T'LM) and reflection
coefficient of the 650-km discontinuity, R(650), appear to be negatively correlated.
Although difficult to justify from the standpoint of mantle dynamics, the data are well
explained by the thermal equilibration of an initially cold CBL residing on the 650-km
discontinuity. If this model is allowed, the requirement of a large Clapeyron slope for the
650-km discontinuity can be relaxed, resulting in an estimate close to laboratory values
(7650 = -2 MPa/*C). An alternative model which appeals to slab-induced curvature of the
650-km beneath regions of subduction may also be capable of explaining the observations,
and is more in keeping with the geodynamical constraints [e.g., Christensen, 1988;
Richards and Davies, preprint].
(4) The impedance profile of the upper mantle appears to be punctuated by a large
number of other, typically smaller, discontinuities. Specifically, we have found evidence
for a moderately strong impedance increase at a mean depth of 67 km, characterized by
mean SH reflection coefficient R(67) = 0.035. This discontinuity may be present along all
the corridors sampled, and is likely the seismic expression of the spinel -> garnet
transition, although contributions from anisotropy may play an accessory role. Beneath
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oceans and back-arc marginal basins a strong impedance decrease is observed. On the
basis of correlations with Qss and surface tectonics, this discontinuity is interpreted as the
upper boundary of the LVZ. The reflector is brightest in the upper mantle on the concave
side of subduction zones, above the subducting lithosphere. Because the LVZ in these
regions occupies much the same range of depths observed elsewhere, this observation may
require the presence of a small amount of partial melt, presumably owing to greater H20
pressure accompanying the breakdown of hydrous phases in the subducting oceanic crust.
Subsequent upward migration of melt may result in chemical zonation of the LVZ behind
these island arcs
(6) For seismic corridors with significant path length along continental shields,
platforms, and margins, a discontinuity near 230 km depth is observed. Mineralogical
phase transitions and compositional changes do not appear to be capable of explaining this
discontinuity, which Leven et al. [1981] attribute to an anisotropic cap over a
subcontinental LVZ. Although not required by the data, this hypothesis explains many of
the observations, including the correlation of Qss and discontinuity depth. Another small
impedance is observed near 320 km depth along paths traversing regions of active
subduction. The difficulties encountered in explaining the 220-km discontinuity apply to
this reflector as well. A tenable hypothesis is that it marks the base of the LVZ, made
"bright" through incorporation of free water into high-pressure, high-temperature hydrous
phases. The observed affiliation with subduction may be due to locally-enhanced water
pressures owing to advection of water into the deep upper mantle by hydrous phases in the
downgoing oceanic crust.
(7) Three additional reflectors are observed in the transition zone and uppermost lower
mantle at mean depths of 525 km, 742 km, and 915 km, respectively. The "530-km"
discontinuity may be the seismic signature of the #-spinel -+ -spinel phase transition,
although the width of the two-phase region determined experimentally may be too large to
produce a sufficiently efficient reflector. The reflector near 740 km depth has several
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possible explanations, including: the phase transition of ilmenite to perovskite, a change in
crystal symmetry in MgSiO3 perovskite, or the yspinel -> perovskite + magnesiowustite
transition, locally depressed to greater depths by accumulation of a cold CBL upon it
(although this last explanation is difficult to reconcile with laboratory estimates of
equilibrium depth for the phase transition). The discontinuity at 915 km is both the most
speculative of the proposed reflectors, and the most difficult to explain. Changes in
perovskite crystal symmetry may be the most plausible explanation, potentially offering a
simultaneous explanation of both the 730-km (cubic -> tetragonal symmetry) and 915-km
discontinuity (tetragonal -> orthorhombic symmetry).
We are not the first to propose these discontinuities. Previous identifications, obtained
by very different means, agree with our estimates of discontinuity depth and strength
remarkably well, providing strong independent support. Even still, these observations,
and the observations of discontinuities at depths less than 400 km, stand to be vastly
improved by the accumulation of greater stores of reverberation data over the next few
years.
(8) Below 1000 km depth we find evidence for only one additional discontinuity,
specifically an impedance increase situated an average of 325 km above the CMB. This
reflector most likely corresponds to the velocity discontinuity previously identified by Lay
and Heimberger [1983]. Correlation of discontinuity depth, D" velocity heterogeneity, and
CMB topography favor a compositional origin, namely a dense, chemically-distinct
boundary layer on the CMB. The thickness of this layer exceeds 300 km beneath the
Philippine Sea, but does not appear to be a ubiquitous feature of the lower mantle, perhaps
occurring as "pools" swept together by lower-mantle convective flow. Results obtained
from waveform inversion of zeroth-order reverberations suggest that the CMB is a
relatively simple transition, where any layering or impedance transition zones are
significantly less pronounced than those of the crust.
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Discontinuities are perhaps the most diagnostic expression of mantle composition and
state. The observations presented in this thesis represent an important new discontinuity
database. While we have attempted to explain these observations in terms of currently
accepted mantle compositions, phase transitions, and dynamical processes, the results are
sometimes equivocal, and we stress that our interpretations of these reflectors are not
unique. There is a long history of profitable interplay between seismology and high-
pressure petrology, geochemistry and geodynamics. It is hoped that these results will spur
the search for more satisfactory explanations. In conclusion, while at first glance it might
appear to be simple, a closer look reveals that the Earth's mantle is a very complicated place
indeed. First-order reverberations may be seismology's best means of mapping it.
"It is essential that the best seismological solutions be sought without
reference to their physical significance; at the same time, each solution has
its own meaning, in terms of materials and temperatures, and conceivably
non-seismological arguments may be needed to discriminate where
seismology reaches an impasse."
Francis Birch
Elasticity and Constitution of the Earth's Interior, 1952
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